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STATEMENT OF BASIS AND PURPOSE
This Record of Decision (ROD) documents the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's selection of a remedy for the Jones Chemicals, Inc.
Superfund site (Site), which is chosen in accordance with the require·ments of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980, as amended (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. §9601 et
seq., and the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan, 40 CFR Part 300. This decision document explains the
factual and legal basis for selecting the remedy for the Site. The
attached index (see Appendix Ill) identifies the items that comprise the
Administrative Record upon which the selection of the remedy is based.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation was
consulted on the planned remedy in accordance with CERCLA Section
121(f), 42 U.S.C. §9621(f), and it concurs with the selected remedy (see
Appendix IV).

ASSESSMENT OF THE SITE
Actual or threatened releases of hazardous substances from the Site, if
not addressed by implementing the response action selected in this ROD,
may present an imminent and substantial endangerment to public health,
welfare, or the environment.

This response action applies a comprehensive approach; therefore, only one operable unit is required
to remediate the site.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTED REMEDY
The major components of the selected remedy include the following:

•

Treatment of soils in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area at the
JCI Jones Chemicals, Inc. (Jones) plant grounds exceeding .New
York State soil cleanup objectives by in-situ soil vapor extraction;

•

Extraction of contaminated groundwater in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area utilizing a network of recovery wells in the overburden
and bedrock aquifers;

•

Treatment of the extracted groundwater with the existing air
stripper, which allows for the utilization of the treated water as
noncontact cooling water within the Jones plant, and discharge of
the noncontact cooling water to the on-Site lagoons until
groundwater standards in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area are
achieved;

•

In-situ treatment of the dense nonaqueous phase liquid (DNAPL)
in the aquifer underlying the Former Solvent Tank Source Area 2 with
an oxidizing agent, such as potassium permanganate or hydrogen
peroxide;

•

Continued extraction and treatment of contaminated groundwater
from the North Well;

•

Discontinued pumping from the West Well to eliminate the potential
to draw contaminants to deeper water-bearing zones;

•

Monitored natural attenuation of the contaminated groundwater
located outside the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and beyond
the influence of the North Well; and

•

Implementation of institutional controls (i.e., deed restrictions) to
limit future on-Site groundwater use to nonpotable purposes until
groundwater cleanup standards are achieved.

2

The magnitude of the tetrachloroethylene (PCE) concentrations in the bedrock aquifer in the Former
Solvent Tank Area indicates the potential presence of such PCE in the form of a DNAPL. a
"principal threat waste." As noted above, this "principal threat waste" will be treated via the in-well
injection of an oxidizing agent.
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During the design phase, samples will be collected to· optimize the
placement of the extraction wells in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
and to better characterize the extent of the DNAPL contamination.
As part of a long-term groundwater monitoring program, groundwater
samples will be collected and analyzed quarterly in order to verify that the
level and extent of groundwater contaminants (e.g., volatile organic
compounds) are declining and that conditions are protective of human
health and the environment. In addition, biodegradation parameters
(e.g., oxygen. nitrate, sulfate, methane, ethane, ethane, alkalinity, redox
potential, pH, temperature, conductivity, chloride, and total organic
carbon) will be used to assess the progress of the degradation process.
If it is determined that monitored natural attenuation is not effective in
restoring groundwater quality outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source
Area in a reasonable time frame, then remedial actions, such as
enhanced reductive dechlorination 3 or groundwater extraction and
treatment, may be implemented.

DECLARATION OF STATUTORY DETERMINATIONS

The selected remedy meets the requirements for remedial actions set
forth in CERCLA Section 121, 42 U.S.C. §9621, in that it: 1) is protective
of human health and the environment; 2) meets a level or standard of
control of the hazardous substances, pollutants and contaminants, which
at least attains the legally applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements under federal and state laws; 3) is cost-effective; and 4)
utilizes permanent solutions and alternative treatment (or resource
recovery) technologies to the maximum extent practicable. In keeping
with the statutory preference for treatment that reduces toxicity, mobility,
or volume of contaminated media as a principal element of the remedy,
the contaminated groundwater will be collected and treated. In addition,
the contaminated soil in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and the
DNAPL in the aquifer underlying the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
will be treated in-situ.
This remedy will result in the reduction of hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants on-Site to levels that will permit unlimited use
of and unrestricted exposure to the Site. However, because it may take
more than five years to attain cleanup levels in the groundwater, a Site
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Under this process. microbes remove the chlorine from the volatile organic compounds, allowing the
compounds to further degrade into carbon dioxide and water.
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review may be conducted no less than once every five years after
initiation of the remedial action to ensure that the remedy is, or will be,
protective of human health and the environment.

ROD DATA CERTIFICATION CHECKLIST

The ROD contains the remedy selection information noted below. More
details may be found in the Administrative Record file for this Site.
•

Chemicals of concern and their respective concentrations (see
ROD, pages 5-7);

•

Baseline risk represented by the chemicals of concern (see ROD,
pages 8-13);

•

Cleanup levels established for chemicals of concern and the basis
for these levels (see ROD. Appendix II, Table 7);

•

How source materials constituting principal threats are addressed
(see ROD, pages 7-8);

•

Current and reasonably-anticipated future land use assumptions
and current and potential future beneficial uses of groundwater
used in the baseline risk assessment and ROD (see ROD, page 8);

•

Potential land and groundwater use that will be available at the Site
as a result of the selected remedy (see ROD, page 36);

•

Estimated capital, annual operation and maintenance, and total
present-worth costs, discount rate, and the nu.mber of years over
which the remedy cost estimates are projected (see ROD, pages 3839); and

•

Key factors that led to selecting the remedy (i.e., how the selected
remedy provides the best balance of tradeoffs with respect to the
balancing and modifying criteria, highlighting criteria key to the
decision) (see ROD, pages 33-40).
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SITE NAME, LOCATION, AND DESCRIPTION
The Jones Chemicals, Inc. site 1 (the "Site"), situated in a relatively flat,
sparsely populated, lightly industrialized suburban area of the Village of
Caledonia, includes the JCI Jones Chemicals, Inc. (Jones) plant. The site
is bordered by Iroquois Road to the south, farmlands to the north, and
homes to the east and west (see Figure 1 ). A construction company and
a printing company are located immediately northwest of the plant. A golf
course, baseball field, and tennis court are present immediately south of
Iroquois Road. The site vicinity to the west and southwest is populated
with light service industries, including hardware stores. gasoline stations,
dry cleaners, restaurants, and other commercial businesses.
There are nine buildings located on the 10-acre manufacturing plant
grounds, consisting of office space, drum storage sheds. interconnected
warehouse buildings, a bleach manufacturing building, and a chlorine and
sulfur dioxide repackaging building. The areas around the buildings are
paved with asphalt. The Main Service Railway lines run west to east to
the north of the buildings. A large area south of the buildings, facing
Iroquois Road, is grass-covered. The area north of the buildings is known
as the "North Property." The eastern portion of the North Property is
covered by gravel; the western portion by grass. Three unlined lagoons
are located to the northwest of the bleach manufacturing building. (See
Figure 2.)
The plant property, which has been used for industrial purposes since
1939, is presently zoned industrial and light industrial; it is anticipated
that the land use will not change in the future 2 .
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the lead
agency for this Site; the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) is the support agency. The investigatory work at
this Site was performed by Jones, the identified potentially responsible
party (PRP), under an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with EPA.

Superfund Site Identification Number NYD000813428.
2

Source: Letter from Michelle M Chapman, Code Enforcement Officer. Village of Caledonia.
Caledonia, New York, to Joel Singerman, Chief, Central New York Remediation Section, EPA. dated
May 23, 2000. (This letter is included in the Administrative Record file for this Site.)

SITE HISTORY AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES
Jones purchased the majority of the plant property in 1939, which, at the
time, included an orchard, agricultural fields, and pasture lands. Soon
after the purchase of the property, Jones began the production of sodium
hypochlorite (bleach). In 1942, Jones purchased properties located
adjacent to the plant to the north and east, and began repackaging
chlorine from bulk sources to cylinders and 1-ton containers there.
Titanium tetrachloride was briefly manufactured between 1942 and 1943
for the U.S. Government during World War II for use in smokescreen
operations. Repackaging of anhydrous ammonia and acids began in 1947.
The production of aqua ammonia and bulk storage of hydrochloric,
sulfuric, nitric, and hydrofluosilicic acids started in 1953. Between 1960
and approximately 1977, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including
tetrachloroethene (PCE), trichloroethane (TCE}, toluene, 1, 1, 1trichloroethane (1, 1, 1-TCA), methylene chloride, and Stoddard solvent,
were repackaged from bulk to smaller containers for sale/distribution.
Aqua ammonia was produced by combining water and ammonia until
1995.
In 1971, Jones began to transport commercial hazardous wastes not
generated by Jones. The hazardous waste materials were temporarily
stored on-Site prior to transport and disposal off-Site.
Jones
discontinued the transportation and on-Site storage of hazardous wastes
in 1980.
Repackaging of chemicals from bulk to small containers has been one of
the primary activities at the plant. These repackaged chemicals not only
include the chemicals manufactured at the plant, but also those that were
brought in bulk loads for redistribution. Materials brought in bulk form
were generally stored in shipping containers (i.e., railroad tank cars or
tanker trucks), aboveground storage tanks, and underground storage
tanks. The majority of these tanks were taken out of service and removed
between 1981and1986.
Commercial activities at the Site presently include the manufacturing of
sodium hypochlorite through the reaction of chlorine and dilute sodium
hydroxide, manufacturing of sodium bisulfite th rough the reaction of dilute
sodium hydroxide and sulfur dioxide, repackaging and distribution of
chlorine, sulfur dioxide, sodium hydroxide, and various acids, such as
muriatic acid and hydrofluosilicic acid, from bulk to small containers, and
the distribution of various inorganic water treatment chemicals, such as
soda ash and lime.
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The principal waste stream from the plant has been wastewater from tank
washings, floor washings, and other waste liquids from handling and
packaging. This waste stream is first treated by the on-Site elementary
neutralization system through the addition of sulfur dioxide or caustic
soda. The wastewater is then mixed in an approximately 1-to-99 ratio
with noncontact cooling water. This mixture is then discharged to the
infiltration lagoon system in accordance with a New York State Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permit.
Available records indicate that the sludge that forms in the infiltration
lagoons (which were constructed in the mid-1950s) has been excavated
at least three times. The excavated sludge from the first two excavation
events was spread on the ground in the vicinity of the lagoons, while the
sludge from the third excavation event was disposed of in a municipal
landfill.
voes were first reported in July 1981 in the production wells at the plant
and in the discharge water to the lagoons. A subsequent hydrogeologic
investigation by Jones indicated the presence of voes _in the soil and
groundwater underlying the plant's property. In June 1986, relatively high
concentrations of PCE at 1, 160 and 765 micrograms per liter (µg/I) were
detected in the plant's production wells, referred to as the "North Well"
and the "West Well," respectively (see Figure 2).
The North Well,
located in the northern portion of the plant property, has a capacity of 300
to 400 gallons per minute {gpm). The West Well, located in the western
portion of the plant, has a capacity of approximately 15 gpm. The North
Well and the West Well are screened in the overburden and bedrock
aquifers, respectively.
Throughout the plant's operation, spills occurred during the handling of
many of the above-mentioned chemicals, contaminating the Jones soil
and underlying groundwater.
The Site was proposed for inclusion on the National Priorities List (NPL)
in June 1988; it was listed on the NPL in February 1990.
On August 8, 1990, EPA notified Jones that EPA considered Jones a PRP
with respect to the Site, and provided Jones with the opportunity to enter
into an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with EPA to perform a
remedial investigation and feasibility study (Rl/FS) for the Site to
determine the nature and extent of the contamination at and emanating
from the Site and to identify and evaluate remedial alternatives. In March
1991, Jones entered into an AOC with EPA.
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To comply with its SP DES permit and to collect data for treatability study
work related to the Rl/FS, in May 1996, Jones installed an air stripper to
treat the noncontact cooling water from the North Well and the West Well
prior to discharge to the lagoons. Monitoring of the discharge water
indicates that voes are below detection limits after treatment.
The final RI and FS reports, completed by Jones' contractor pursuant to
the 1991 AOC, were delivered to EPA in June and September 1999,
respectively.

HIGHLIGHTS OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
The RI report, FS report, and Proposed Plan for the Site were made
available to the public in both the Administrative Record and information
repositories maintained at the EPA Docket Room in the Region II New
York City office and two local information repositories: the Village of
Caledonia Library, 3108 Main Street, Caledonia, New York-and the Village
of Caledonia Clerks Office, 30-95 Main Street, Caledonia, New York. A
notice of availability of the above-referenced documents was published
in the Livingston County News on July 20, 2000. A public comment period
was held from July 20, 2000 to August 19, 2000. On August 14, 2000,
EPA conducted a public meeting at the Caledonia-Mumford Central
School, 99 North Street, Caledonia, New York, to present the findings of
the Rl/FS and answer questions from the public about the Site and the
remedial alternatives under consideration and the preferred soil and
groundwater alternatives.
The public generally supports the selected remedy. Public comment was
related to Site contaminants, the threat to public and private water
supplies, the risks posed by the Site, the selected soil and groundwater
treatment processes, and the financing of the project. Responses to the
comments received at the public meeting (no written comments were
received) are included in the Responsiveness Summary (see Appendix V).
Since it is not anticipated that the industrial zoning of the plant property
will change in the future, efforts were not made to solicit the public's
views on the assumptions about reasonably anticipated future land use.
Although it is not likely that the groundwater underlying the plant will be
used for potable purposes in the foreseeable future, at the public
meeting, representatives from EPA solicited community input on the
potential future beneficial groundwater uses at the Site as a whole.
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SCOPE AND ROLE OF OPERABLE UNIT
The National Oil and Hazardous Substanc.es Pollution Contingency Plan
(NCP), 40 CFR Section 300.5, defines an operable unit as a discrete
action that comprises an incremental step toward comprehensively
addressing Site problems. This discrete portion of a remedial response
manages migration, or eliminates or mitigates a release, threat of a
release, or pathway of exposure. The cleanup of a Site can be divided
into a number of operable units, depending on the complexity of the
problems associated with the Site.
Operable units may address
geographical portions of a Site, specific Site problems, or initial phase of
an action, or may consist of any set of actions performed over time or any
actions that are concurrent but located in different parts of a Site.
This response action applies a comprehensive approach; therefore, only
one operable unit is required to remediate the Site. The primary
objectives of this action are to control the sources of contamination at the
Site, to minimize the migration of contaminants, to minimize any potential
future health and environmental impacts, and to restore the groundwater
to cleanup standards.

SUMMARY OF SITE CHARACTERISTICS
The purpose of the RI, conducted from 1991 to 1999, was to determine
the nature and extent of the contamination at and emanating from the
Site. The results of the RI are summarized below.

Surface and Subsurface Soils
The results of 19 soil samples collected across the Site showed PCE
concentrations ranging from below detection to 330,000 micrograms per
kilogram (µg/kg) and TCE concentrations ranging from below detection to
320 µg/kg.
The highest soil concentrations of PCE and TCE were
detected in a 150-foot by 20-foot area located at the Site of a former
aboveground solvent tank {hereinafter, referred to the "Former Solvent
Tank Area"), located in the western portion of the property. (See Figure
3.)

Groundwater
The Site is underlain by two distinct stratigraphic zones, an upper
overburden zone and an underlying bedrock zone, as shown in Figure 4.
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The overburden zone consists of approximately 30 to 70 feet of glacial
deposits (a mixture of gravel, sand, and silt). Groundwater elevations
measured at the Site indicate that the principal groundwater flow direction
in the overburden zone is toward the northeast. (See Figure 5.)
Carbonate bedrock (dolomite) is found below the glacial deposits. The
surface of the bed rock slopes steeply to the west. Cores taken at the Site
indicate that the upper portion of the zone ( 10 feet or less) is highly
weathered and fractured. The groundwater yield within the bedrock occurs
primarily in the weathered portion and/or through fractures. Groundwater
elevation data indicates that groundwater flow in the bedrock is both to
the west and northeast. There also appears to be an upward vertical
gradient indicating flow from the deeper to shallower water-bearing
zones. (See Figure 6.)
An approximately 1,500-foot (along the northeast-southwest axis) by 720foot (along the north-south axis) groundwater voe plume, consisting of
primarily PCE, and its degradation products TCE and 1,2-dichloroethene
(1,2-DCE), extends from the Former Solvent Tank Source Area to the east
and the northeastern property boundary. Vertically, the contamination
extends to at least 48 feet below the ground surface in the source area.
(See Figure 7.)
Groundwc;tter sampling results from the overburden aquifer in the Former
Solvent Tank Area showed concentrations of PCE and TCE as high as
5,500 µg/I and 130 µg/I, respectively. Although there is groundwater
contamination in the overburden aquifer outside the Former Solvent Tank
Area, it appears that the North Well has helped to limit the migration of
the plume (while 140 µg/I PCE was detected at the North Well, PCE
concentrations significantly taper off beyond it, ranging from below
detection to 22 µg/I). (See Figure 8.)
In the bedrock aquifer in the vicinity of the Former Solvent Tank Area,
PCE and TCE were detected at concentrations as high as 62,000 µg/I and
100 µg/I, respectively. With the exception of the detection of 340 µg/I
PCE in the West Well, relatively low concentrations of PCE and TCE (less
than 10 µg/I) were detected outside the Former Solvent Tank Area. (See
Figure 9.)
Periodic sampling of the Village of Caledonia's water supply wells from
1983 through 1989 showed the presence of PCE, TCE, and 1, 1, 1-TCA.
In 1991, the Village installed an air stripper to treat the water prior to
distribution. The results from March 21, 2000 sampling indicate that the
contaminant concentrations meet drinking water standards prior to
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treatment 3 .
While the Jones plant's southern boundary is located
approximately 700 feet from the Village of Caledonia's water supply wells,
it has not been determined that the Site was the source of this
contamination. Observing groundwater flow paths would ordinarily allow
a determination as to whether or not the Site was a source of this
contamination. However, since the groundwater flow path has been
altered (the Village took a water supply well out of service in 1994 and
the prolonged pumping of the on-Site production wells has altered the
natural groundwater flow path), such a determination cannot be made.
There are two private residential wells located approximately one mile
from the plant which have shown chlorinated solvent contamination.
NYSDEC installed and is presently maintaining treatment systems on
these wells. The contaminants found in these wells are only slightly
above drinking water standards. Given the low levels of contamination
and considering the distance of the wells from the Site, it is unlikely that
the Site is the source. The source of the contamination of these wells
has yet to be identified.

PRINCIPAL THREAT WASTE
The NCP establishes an expectation that EPA will use treatment to
address the principal threats posed by a Site wherever practicable (NCP
Section 300.430 (a)(1)(iii)(A)). The "principal threat" concept is applied
to the characterization of "source materials" at a Superfund Site. A
source material is material that includes or contains hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants that act as a reservoir for the
migration of contamination to groundwater, surface water, or air, or acts
as a source for direct exposure. Principal threat wastes are those source
materials considered to be highly toxic or highly mobile that generally
cannot be reliably contained, or would present a significant risk to human
health or the environment should exposure occur. The decision to treat
these wastes is made on a Site-specific basis through a detailed analysis
of alternatives, using the remedy selection criteria which are described
below. This analysis provides a basis for making a statutory finding that
the remedy employs treatment as a principal element.
The magnitude of the PCE concentrations in the bedrock aquifer in the
Former Solvent Tank Area indicates the potential presence of such PCE

3

The sample results are included in Table 1.
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in the form of a DNAPL, a principal threat waste. Since much lower levels
of PCE were detected in groundwater samples collected outside the
Former Solvent Tank Area, it appears that the DNAPL may be limited to
the source area.

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL FUTURE SITE AND RESOURCE USES
The plant property, which has been used for industrial purposes since
1939, is presently zoned industrial and light industrial; it is anticipated
that the land use will not change in the future 4 •
The groundwater underlying the plant is contaminated. Although the
plant's production wells provide noncontact cooling water for the plant
after treatment, potable water for the plant is obtained from the Village
of Caledonia's well system.
Therefore, it is not likely that the
groundwater underlying the plant will be used for potable purposes in the
foreseeable future.
The Jones plant's southern boundary is located approximately 700 feet
from the Village of Caledonia's water supply wells 5 .
Based upon
groundwater sampling results, it appears that the on-plant production
wells are preventing the migration of contaminated groundwater beyond
the property boundaries. Should the on-plant production wells cease to
operate, the migration of contaminated groundwater beyond the plant
boundaries might occur.

SUMMARY OF SITE RISKS
Based upon the results of the RI, a baseline risk assessment was
conducted to estimate the risks associated with current and future Site
conditions. A baseline risk assessment is an analysis of the potential
adverse human health and ecological effects caused by hazardous

4

5

Source: Letter from Michelle M. Chapman, Code Enforcement Officer, Village of Caledonia,
Caledonia, New York, to Joel Singerman, Chief, Central New York Remediation Section, EPA, dated
May 23, 2000. (This letter is included in the Administrative Record file for this Site.)
Although the Village of Caledonia's water supply wells were contaminated in the past, they presently
meet drinking water standards. It has not been determined that the Site was the source of this
contamination.
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substance releases from a Site in the absence of any actions to control
or mitigate these under current and anticipated future land uses.

The complete risk information for this Site is available in the following
documents, which are located in the Administrative Record: Health Risk
Assessment, Jones Chemicals, Inc. Facility, Caledonia, New York (LFR
Levine-Fricke, Inc., September 30, 1999) and Jones Chemicals Site Risk
Assessment for a Hypothetical Off-Plant Direct Contact with
Contaminated Groundwater Scenario Where the On-Plant Production
Wells Cease to Operate, Allowing the Migration of Contaminated
Groundwater Beyond the Plant Boundaries (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, July 19, 2000).
Human Health Risk Assessment

A Superfund baseline human health risk assessment is an analysis of the
potential adverse health effects caused by hazardous substance exposure
from a Site in the absence of any actions to control or mitigate these
under current- and future-land uses. A four-step process is utilized for
assessing Site-related human health risks for reasonable maximum
exposure scenarios.
Hazard Identification: In this step, the contaminants of concern (COC) at
the Site in various media (i.e., soil, groundwater, surface water, and air)
are identified based on such factors as toxicity, frequency of occurrence,
and fate and transport of the contaminants in the environment,
concentrations of the contaminants in specific media, mobility,
persistence, and bioaccumulation.

Exposure Assessment: In this step, the different exposure pathways
through which people might be exposed to the contaminants identified in
the previous step are evaluated. Examples of exposure pathways include
incidental ingestion of and dermal contact with contaminated soil.
Factors relating to the exposure assessment include, but are not limited
to, the concentrations that people might be exposed to and the potential
frequency and duration of exposure. Using these factors, a "reasonable
maximum exposure" scenario, which portrays the highest level of human
exposure that could reasonably be expected to occur, is calculated.
Toxicity Assessment: In this step, the types of adverse health effects
associated with chemical exposures, and the relationship between
magnitude of exposure and severity of adverse effects are determined.
Potential health effects are chemical-specific and may include the risk of
developing cancer over a lifetime or other noncancer health effects, such
as changes in the normal functions of organs within the body (e.g.,
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changes in the effectiveness of the immune system). Some chemicals are
capable of causing both cancer and noncancer health effects.

Risk Characterization: This step summarizes and combines outputs of the
exposure and toxicity assessments to provide a quantitative assessment
of Site risks. Exposures are evaluated based on the potential risk of
developing cancer and the potential for noncancer health hazards. The
likelihood of an individual developing cancer is expressed as a
probability.
For example, a 10· 4 cancer risk
means a
uone-in-ten-thousand excess cancer risk"; or one additional cancer may
be seen in a population of 10,000 people as a result of exposure to Site
contaminants under the conditions explained in the Exposure
Assessment. Current Superfund guidelines for acceptable exposures are
an individual lifetime excess cancer risk in the range of 10· 4 to 10· 5
(corresponding to a one-in-ten-thousand to a one-in-a-million excess
cancer risk) with 1 o-s being the point of departure. For noncancer health
effects, a "hazard index" (HI) is calculated. An HI represents the sum of
the individual exposure levels compared to their corresponding reference
doses. The key concept for a noncancer HI is that a "threshold level"
(measured as an HI of less than 1) exists below which noncancer health
effects are not expected to occur.
The baseline risk assessment began with selecting chemicals of concern
in the various media that would be representative of Site risks. The
primary COCs include PCE, TCE, and 1,2-DCE in the soil and
groundwater media (see Table 2).
The potential human receptors evaluated were on-plant workers and offplant adult and child residents (see Table 3). The baseline risk
assessment evaluated the exposure that may potentially impact such
receptors.
Based upon groundwater sampling results, it appears that the on-plant
production wells are preventing the migration of contaminated
groundwater beyond the property boundaries.
The risk assessment
evaluated the threat posed by a hypothetical off-plant direct contact with
contaminated groundwater (e.g., through ingestion of groundwater and
inhalation of volatiles released into indoor air from groundwater while
showering in an enclosed space) where the on-plant production wells
cease to operate, allowing the migration of contaminated groundwater
beyond the plant boundaries.
The results of the risk assessment indicate that the estimated excess
cancer risks for on-plant workers (see Table 4) and adult off-plant
residents (see Table 5) were lower than or within the acceptable excess
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cancer risk range of 10· 4 to 1 o-s (the highest total cancer risk was
attributable to an adult off-plant resident at 2.91 x 10· 5 ).
The estimated excess cancer risks for off-plant receptors under the
hypothetical future-use scenario where the on-plant production wells are
turned off, thus allowing contaminated groundwater to migrate off-plant,
poses an unacceptable risk. The carcinogenic risk from exposure to
contaminants in the overburden aquifer is 2.0 x 10· 3 for the adult resident
(1.9 x 10· 3 from ingestion and 1.4 x 10· 4 from inhalation of volatiles while
showering), and 1.3x10· 3 forthe child resident (1.1x10- 3 from ingestion
and 1.9 x 10· 4 from inhalation of volatiles while showering). The risk to
a resident over the entire exposure duration of 30 years is 3.3 x 10· 3 (3.0
x 1 0· 3 from ingestion and 3. 3 x 10·4 from in ha I ation of volatiles while
showering). The primary risk driver is PCE. In the assessment of risk
from exposure to contaminants in the bedrock aquifer, the carcinogenic
risk to the adult resident is 1.6 x 10· 4 (1.5 x 10· 4 from ingestion and 1.1 x
10· 5 from inhalation of volatiles while showering), and the risk to the child
resident is 1.0 x 10· 4 (8.5 x 10· 5 from ingestion and 1.6 x 10· 5 from
inhalation of volatiles while showering). The risk to a resident over the
entire exposure du ration of 30 yea rs is 2. 6 x 10· 4 (2 .4 x 10· 4 from ingestion
and 2. 7 x 10· 5 from inhalation of volatiles while showering). As is the
case with the overburden aquifer. the primary risk driver in the bedrock
aquifer is PCE (see Table 6).
Total estimated HI values for individual chemicals and combinations of
chemicals under current and future on-plant worker and adult off-plant
residents exposure scenarios at the Site range up to a maximum of
0.1939 (attributable to an adult off-plant resident) (see Table 5). Since
the total estimated HI is less than unity (1.0), there is not a concern for
potential chronic adverse noncancer health effects to such receptors.
The estimated HI for off-plant receptors under the hypothetical future-use
direct contact with contaminated groundwater scenario (where the onplant production wells are turned off) is estimated to exceed unity. In the
overburden aquifer, the HI value for the adult resident is 15. For the child
resident, the HI is 58. In the bedrock aquifer, the hazard to the adult
resident is 1.1, while the hazard to the child resident is 4. (See Table 6.)
Uncertainties
The procedures and inputs used to assess risks in this evaluation, as in
all such assessments, are subject to a wide variety of uncertainties. In
general. the main sources of uncertainty include:
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•

environmental chemistry sampling and analysis

•

environmental parameter measurement

•

fate and transport modeling

•

exposure parameter estimation

•

toxicological data

Uncertainty in environmental sampling arises in part from the potentially
uneven distribution of chemicals in the media sampled. Consequently,
there is significant uncertainty as to the actual levels present.
Environmental chemistry analysis uncertainty can stem from several
sources including the errors inherent in the analytical methods and
characteristics of the matrix being sampled.
Uncertainties in the exposure assessment are related to estimates of how
oftert an individual will actually come in contact with tbe chemicals of
concern, the period of time over which such exposure will occur, and in
the models used to estimate the concentrations of the chemicals of
concern at the point of exposure.
Uncertainties in toxicological data occur in extrapolating both from
animals to humans and from high to low doses of exposure, as well as
from the difficulties in assessing the toxicity of a mixture of chemicals.
These uncertainties are addressed by making conservative assumptions
concerning risk and exposure parameters throughout the assessment. As
a result, the Risk Assessment provides upper bound estimates of the risks
to populations near the Site, and is highly unlikely to underestimate
actual risks related to the Site.
Ecological Risk Assessment
Information from the NYSDEC Bureau of Wildlife indicates that there are
no endangered or threatened plant or animal species at or in the vicinity
of the Site. Therefore, EPA evaluated potential exposure pathways of the
chemicals of concern (primarily PCE) for nonendangered and
nonthreatened animal and plant species.
Since the Site includes an industrial facility, there is minimal habitat
available for ecological receptors; however, the grassy areas could
support some soil invertebrates, terrestrial mammals, and birds.
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Soil samples from the Former Solvent Tank Source Area contained
volatile organic compounds, some of which (e.g., PCE) are present in
concentrations greater than conservative screening criteria considered
protective of soil invertebrate species. Therefore, there is a potential for
an unacceptable risk to burrowing animals that come into contact with
these contaminated surface soils (zero to a two-foot depth).
Considering the depth to the surface of the groundwater (not less than 8
feet below the ground surface), direct contact with groundwater by
ecological receptors is unlikely. Since there are no wetlands or surface
water bodies in the immediate vicinity of the Site, there is no potential for
contaminated groundwater to discharge into surface water. Therefore,
groundwater is not considered to be an exposure pathway for ecological
receptors.

Basis for Action
Based upon the human health and ecological risk assessments, EPA has
determined that the response action selected in this ROD is necessary to
protect the public health or welfare or the environment from actual or
threatened releases of hazardous substances from the Site into the
environment.

REMEDIAL ACTION OBJECTIVES

Remedial action objectives are specific goals to protect human health and
the environment. These objectives are based on available information
and standards such as applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements (ARARs) and risk-based levels established in the risk
assessment.
The following remedial action objectives have been established for the
Site:
•

Restore groundwater to levels which meet state and federal
standards within a reasonable time frame;

•

Mitigate the potential for chemicals to migrate from soils into
grou'ndwater; and

•

Mitigate the migration of the affected groundwater.
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
CERCLA §121{b)(1), 42 U.S.C. §9621(b)(1), mandates that remedial
actions must be protective of human health and the environment, costeffective, comply with ARARS, and utilize permanent solutions and
alternative treatment technologies and resource recovery alternatives to
the maximum extent practicable. Section 121 (b)(1) also establishes a
preference for remedial actions which employ, as a principal element,
treatment to permanently and significantly reduce the volume, toxicity, or
mobility of the hazardous substances, pollutants and contaminants at a
Site. CERCLA §121(d), 42 U.S.C. §9621(d), further specifies that a
remedial action must attain a level or standard of control of the hazardous
substances, pollutants, and contaminants, which at least attains ARARs
under federal and state laws, unless a waiver can be justified pursuant to
CERCLA §121(d)(4), 42 U.S.C. §9621(d)(4).
As was noted previously, principal threat wastes are those source
materials that act as a reservoir for the migration of contamination to
groundwater (such as the DNAPL potentially present in the source area
at the Site).
Principal threat wastes are those source materials
considered to be highly toxic and present a significant risk to human
health or the environment should exposure occur, or are highly mobile
such that they, generally, cannot be reliably contained. The decision to
treat these wastes is made on a Site-specific basis through a detailed
analysis of alternatives, using the remedy selection criteria which are
described below. This analysis provides a basis for making a statutory
finding that the remedy employs treatment as a principal element 6 .
Detailed descriptions of the remedial alternatives for addressing the
contamination associated with the Site can be found in the FS report.
The FS report presents four soil remediation alternatives and five
groundwater remediation alternatives. To facilitate the presentation and
evaluation of these alternatives, the FS report's nine alternatives were
reorganized in formulating the remedial alternatives discussed below.
The construction time for each alternative reflects only the time required
to construct or implement the remedy and does not include the time
required to design the remedy, negotiate the performance of the remedy
with the responsible parties, or procure contracts for design and
construction. The present-worth costs for the alternatives discussed

6

A Guide to Principal Threat and Low Level Threat Wastes, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 9380.3-06FS, November 1991.
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below are calculated using a discount rate of seven percent and a 15-year
time interval.
The remedial alternatives are:

Soil Remedial Alternatives
Alternative S-1: No Action

Capital Cost:

$0

Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost:

$0

Present-Worth Cost:

$0

Construction Time:

0 months

The Superfund program requires that the "no-action" alternative be
considered as a baseline for comparison with the other alternatives. The
no-action remedial alternative does not include any physical remedial
measures·that address the contaminated soils in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area.
Because this alternative would result in contaminants remaining on-Site,
CERCLA requires that the Site be reviewed at least once every five years.
If justified by this assessment, remedial actions may be implemented in
the future to remove or treat the waste .

. Alternative S-2: Treatment of Contaminated Soils Using Soil Vapor
Extraction

Capital Cost:

$365,000

Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost:

$122,000

Present-Worth Cost:

$684,000

Construction Time:

3 months
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Under this alternative, VOC-contaminated soils in the Former Solvent
Tank Source Area would be remediated by soil vapor extraction (SVE).
Under this treatment process, air would be drawn through a series of
wells to volatilize the solvents contaminating the soils in the unsaturated
zone (above the water table). The extracted vapors would then be treated
by granular activated carbon before being vented to the atmosphere.
The approximate dimensions of the source area are 150 feet long, 20 feet
wide, and 15 feet deep, yielding an estimated volume of 1, 700 cubic yards
of contaminated soil.
While the actual period of operation of the SVE system would be based
upon soil sampling results which demonstrate that the affected soils have
been treated to the soil cleanup objectives as specified in the New York
State Technical and Administrative Guidance Memorandum No. 94-HWR4046 (TAGM), it is estimated that the system would operate for a period
of three years.
Fencing would be installed around the source area for the duration of the
treatment process to minimize worker exposure.

Alternative S-3: Excavation of Contaminated Soils and Off-Site
Treatment/Dis posa I

$3,269,000

Capital Cost:
Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost:

$0
$3,269,000

Present-Worth Cost:

1 year

Construction Time:

This alternative includes excavating approximately 1,700 cubic yards of
soil in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area which exceed soil TAGM
objectives. The actual extent of the excavation and the volume of the
excavated material would be based on post-excavation confirmatory
sampling. Shoring of the excavation and extraction and treatment of any
water that enters the trench would be necessary.
The excavated areas would be backfilled with clean fill and revegetated.
All excavated material would be characterized and transported for
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treatment/disposal at an off-Site Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA)-compliant facility. Because of the high levels of PCE that
would be present in the excavated soil, it is likely that incineration would
be the only viable form of treatment.

Alternative S-4: Excavation of Contaminated Soils, On-Site
Treatment via
Low Temperature Thermal
Desorption,
and
Redeposition

$1,154,000

Capital Cost:
Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost:

$0
$1, 154,000

Present-Worth Cost:
Construction Time:

1 year

This alternative includes excavating approximately 1,700 cubic yards of
soil in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area which exceed soil cleanup
objectives as specified in the TAGM. The actual extent of the excavation
and the volume of the excavated material would be based on postexcavation confirmatory sampling.
Shoring of the excavation and
extraction and treatment of any water that enters the trench would be
necessary.
The excavated soil would be fed to a mobile Low Temperature Thermal
Desorption (L TTD) unit brought to the Site, where hot air injected at a
temperature above the boiling points of the organic contaminants of
concern would allow them to be volatilized into gases and escape from
the soil. The organic vapors extracted from the soil would then be either
condensed, transferred to another medium (such as granular activated
carbon), or thermally treated in an afterburner operated to ensure
complete destruction of the volatile organics. The off-gases would be
filtered through a carbon vessel. Once the treated soil achieved soil
TAGM objectives, it would be tested in accordance with the Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) to determine whether it
constitutes a RCRA hazardous waste and, provided that it passes the
test, it would be used as backfill material for the excavated area. Soil
above TCLP levels would be either re-treated or disposed of at an
approved off-Site facility, as appropriate.
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Groundwater Remedial Alternatives
Alternative GW-1:

No Further Action and Long-Term Monitoring

Capital Cost:

$3,000

Annual Monitoring Cost:

$51,000

Present-Worth Cost:

$633,000

Construction Time:

3 months

The Superfund program requires that the "no-action" alternative be
considered as a baseline for comparison with the other alternatives.
The no further action remedial alternative would not include any physical
remedial measures to address the groundwater contamination at the Site 7 •
This alternative would, however, include a long-term groundwater
monitoring program and the installation of some additional monitoring
wells. Under this monitoring program, groundwater samples would be
collected and analyzed annually.
Because this alternative would result in contaminants remaining on-Site,
CERCLArequires that the Site be reviewed at least once every five years.
If justified by the review, additional remedial actions may be implemented
in the future.

Alternative GW-2: Source Area Extraction and Treatment, Monitored
Natural Attenuation of the Plume Outside the Source Area, and
Institutional Controls
Capital Cost:

$362,000

Annual Monitoring Cost:
Present-Worth Cost:

$1,366,000

Construction Time:

7

$81,000

4 months

Although, since May 1996, contaminated groundwater has been extracted from the North Well and
the West Well, used as noncontact cooling water, treated, and discharged, the no further action
alternative assumes that groundwater is no longer extracted from these wells.
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Under this alternative, the affected groundwater in the Former Solvent
Tank Source Area would be addressed through an extraction system in
the overburden and bedrock aquifers.
It is estimated that the
groundwater extraction system would utilize one bedrock and two
overburden wells to withdraw 400 gpm of contaminated groundwater. In
addition, contaminated groundwater would continue to be extracted from
the North Well, which would facilitate the capture of the plume beyond the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area. The extracted groundwater would be
treated by the existing air stripper and would then be used as noncontact
cooling water within the plant prior to being discharged to the on-Site
lagoons.
To comply with New York State air guidelines, granular
activated carbon treatment of the air stripper air exhaust stream may be
necessary.
The contaminated groundwater located outside the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area and beyond the influence of the North Well would be
addressed through monitored natural attenuation, a variety of physical,
chemical and biological processes which, under favorable conditions, act
without human intervention to reduce the mass, toxicity, mobility, volume,
or concentration of contaminants in soil and groundwater. These in-situ
processes include biodegradation, dispersion, dilution, sorption,
volatilization, and chemical or biological stabilization, transformation, or
destruction of contaminants. Evidence of biodegradation of the PCE in
the groundwater at the Site includes the presence of its breakdown
products, TCE and 1-2 dichloroethene.
While preliminary modeling results indicate that it may take up to seven
years to remediate the aqueous phase of the PCE in the Former Solvent
Tank Source Area plume through groundwater extraction and treatment,
and from 10 to 15 years for the contaminant plume located outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area to be restored through natural
attenuation, the total remediation time for this alternative is expected to
be much greater, since residual PCE DNAPL is suspected to be present
in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area. Groundwater extraction and
treatment can be effective in hydraulically containing DNAPL source
zones, however, it is generally not completely effective in remediating
these zones to groundwater standards.
As part of a long-term groundwater monitoring program, groundwater
samples would be collected and analyzed quarterly in order to verify that
the level and extent of groundwater contaminants (e.g., VOCs) are
declining and that conditions are protective of human health and the
environment. In addition, biodegradation parameters (e.g., oxygen,
nitrate, sulfate, methane, ethane, ethene, alkalinity, redox potential, pH,
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temperature, conductivity, chloride, and total organic carbon) would be
used to assess the progress of the degradation process.
Institutional controls, such as deed restrictions limiting future
groundwater use to nonpotable purposes only, would be established.
Additionally, because of the potential that pumping of the West Well
would draw contaminants to deeper water-bearing zones, pumping from
the West Well would be discontinued.
Under this alternative, biodegradation parameters would be used to
assess the progress of the degradation process. If it is determined that
monitored natural attenuation is not effective in restoring groundwater
quality outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area in a reasonable
time frame, then more aggressive remedial action approaches, such as
enhanced reductive dechlorination 8 or groundwater extraction and
treatment, may be implemented.
Because this alternative would result in contaminants remaining on-Site,
CERCLA requires that the Site be reviewed at least once every five years.

Alternative GW-3:
Site-Wide
Groundwater
Extraction and
Treatme.nt, In-Situ Treatment of DNAPL, and Institutional Controls

Capital Cost:

$1,533,000

Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost:

$215,200

Present-Worth Cost:

$3,324,000

Construction Time:

6 months

Under this alternative, the affected groundwater would be addressed
through an extraction system in the overburden and bedrock aquifers. It
is estimated that the groundwater extraction system would utilize
10 overburden and six bedrock wells to withdraw 1,200 gpm of
contaminated groundwater. These wells would be placed northeast of the
lagoon system and in the vicinity of the Former Solvent Tank Source

8

Under this process. microbes remove the chlorine from the VOCs, allowing the compounds to further
degrade into carbon dioxide and water.
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Area.
In addition, contaminated groundwater would continue to be
extracted from the North Well, which would facilitate the capture of the
plume beyond the Former Solvent Tank Source Area. A portion of the
extracted water would be treated by the existing air stripper and would be
used as noncontact cooling water within the plant prior to being
discharged to the on-Site lagoons.
Because the present capacity of the air stripper would be exceeded, an
additional air stripper would be constructed to treat the balance of the
extracted groundwater.
The treated water that was not used for
noncontact cooling would be discharged to an infiltration gallery to be
constructed to the northeast of the lagoon system. To comply with New
York State air guidelines, granular activated carbon treatment of the air
strippers' air exhaust streams may be necessary.
Preliminary modeling results indicate that, through groundwater
extraction and treatment, it may take up to seven years to remediate the
aqueous phase of the PCE in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area plume
and up to eight years to re mediate the contaminant plume located outside
of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
To enhance the treatment of the residual DNAPL in the bedrock beneath
the Former Solvent Tank Source Area, an oxidizing agent, such as
potassium permanganate (KMn0 4 ) or hydrogen peroxide (H 2 0 2 ), would be
injected via a well. It has been estimated that the residual DNAPL would
be treated within five years.
As part of a long-term groundwater monitoring program, groundwater
samples would be collected and analyzed quarterly in order to verify that
the level and extent of groundwater contaminants (e.g., VOCs) are
declining and that conditions are protective of human health and the
environment.
Institutional controls, such as deed restrictions limiting future
groundwater use to nonpotable purposes only, would be established.
Additionally, because of the potential that pumping of the West Well
would draw contaminants to deeper water-bearing zones. pumping from
the West Well would be discontinued.
Because this alternative would result in contaminants remaining on-Site
above health-based levels, CERCLA requires that the Site be reviewed at
least once every five years. If justified by the review, additional remedial
actions may be implemented in the future.
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Alternative GW-4: Source Area Extraction and Treatment, In-Situ
Treatment of DNAPL, Monitored Natural Attenuation of the Plume
Outside the Source Area, and Institutional Controls
Capital Cost:

$479,000

Annual Monitoring Cost:

$115,000

Present-Worth Cost:

$1,623,000

Construction Time:

4 months

This alternative would be the same as Alternative GW-2, except, to
enhance the treatment of the residual DNA PL in the bedrock beneath the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area, an oxidizing agent, such as KMn0 4 or
H 2 0 2 , would be injected via a well.
Preliminary modeling results indicate it may take up to seven years to
remediate the aqueous phase of the PCE in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area plume through groundwater extraction and treatment and
from 10 to 15 years for the contaminant plume located outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area to be restored through natural
attenuation. It has been estimated that the residual DNAPL would be
treated within five years.
Under this alternative, biodegradation parameters would be used to
assess the progress of the degradation process. If it is determined that
monitored natural attenuation is not effective in restoring groundwater
quality outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area in a reasonable
time frame, then more aggressive remedial action approaches, such as
enhanced reductive dechlorination or groundwater extraction and
treatment, may be implemented.
Because this alternative would result in contaminants remaining on-Site
above health-based levels, CERCLA requires that the Site be reviewed at
least once every five years.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
In selecting a remedy, EPA considered the factors set out in CERCLA
Section 121, 42 U.S.C. §9621, by conducting a detailed analysis of the
viable remedial alternatives pursuant to the NCP, 40 CFR §300.430(e)(9)
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and OSWER Directive 9355. 3-01 (Guidance for Conducting Remedial
Investigations and Feasibility Studies under CERCLA: Interim Final,
October 1988). The detailed analysis consisted of an assessment of the
individual alternatives against each of nine evaluation criteria and a
comparative analysis focusing upon the relative performance of each
alternative against those criteria.
The following "threshold" criteria are the most important and must be
satisfied by any alternative in order to be eligible for selection:
1. Overall protection of human health and the environment addresses
whether or not a remedy provides adequate protection and describes
how risks posed through each exposure pathway (based on a
reasonable maximum exposure scenario) are eliminated, reduced, or
controlled through treatment, engineering controls, or institutional
controls.
2. Compliance with ARARs addresses whether or not a remedy would
meet all of the applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements of
other federal and state environmental statutes and regulations or
provide grounds for invoking a waiver.
Other federal or state
advisories, criteria, or guidance are To-Be-Considered (TBCs). TBCs
are not required by the NCP, but may be very useful in determining
what is protective of a Site or how to carry out certain actions or
requirements.
The following "primary balancing" criteria are used to make comparisons
and to identify the major tradeoffs between alternatives:
3.

Long-term effectiveness and permanence refers to the ability of a
remedy to maintain reliable protection of human health and the
environment over time, once cleanup goals have been met. It also
addresses the magnitude and effectiveness of the measures that
may be required to manage the risk posed by treatment residuals
and/or untreated wastes.

4.

Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume through treatment is the
anticipated performance of the treatment technologies, with respect
to these parameters, a remedy may employ.

5.

Short-term effectiveness addresses the period of time needed to
achieve protection and any adverse impacts on human health and
the environment that may be posed during the construction and implementation period until cleanup goals are achieved.
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6.

Implementability is the technical and administrative feasibility of a
remedy, including the availability of materials and services needed
to implement a particular option.

7.

Cost includes estimated capital and O&M costs, and net presentworth costs.

The following "modifying" criteria are used in the final evaluation of the
remedial alternatives after the formal comment period, and may prompt
modification of the preferred remedy that was presented in the Proposed
Plan:
8.

State acceptance indicates whether, based on its review of the
Rl/FS reports and Proposed Plan, the State concurs with, opposes,
or has no comments on the selected remedy.

9.

Community acceptance refers to the public's general response to
the alternatives described in the Rl/FS reports and Proposed Plan.

A comparative analysis of these alternatives based upon the evaluation
criteria noted above, follows.
Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment
Alternative S-1 (no action) would not be protective of human health and
the environment, since it would not actively address the contaminated
soils, which are a source of groundwater contamination.
Alternative S-2 (soil vapor extraction), Alternative S-3 (excavation of
contaminated soils and off-Site treatment/disposal), and Alternative S-4
(excavation of contaminated soils and on-Site treatment via L TTD) would
be protective of human health and the environment, since each
alternative relies upon a remedial strategy and/or treatment technology
capable of removing the source of groundwater contamination in the
unsaturated zone.
Under these alternatives, the contaminants would
either be treated on-Site or treated/disposed of off-Site.
Alternative GW-1 {no further action) would be the least protective
groundwater alternative in that it would result in no affirmative steps to
restore groundwater quality to drinking water standards. Therefore,
under this alternative, the restoration of the groundwater would take a
significantly longer time in comparison to Alternative GW-2 (source area
extraction and treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the
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remainder of the plume), Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide extraction and
treatment of the contaminated groundwater and in-situ DNA PL treatment},
and Alternative GW-4 (source area extraction and treatment, in-situ
DNAPL treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of the plume).
Alternative GW-2 would be significantly more protective than Alternative
GW-1 in that it would provide hydraulic containment and treatment of the
affected groundwater at the source. This alternative would, however, rely
upon natural attenuation to address the groundwater contamination
outside the Former Solvent Tank Source Area. While Alternative GW-4
would result in the restoration of water quality in the aquifer more
effectively than Alternative GW-2, since it would actively address the
DNAPL, it would not restore the water quality in the plume as quickly as
Alternative GW-3.
Compliance with ARARs
There are currently no federal or state promulgated standards for
contaminant levels in soils, only New York State soil cleanup objectives
as specified in the TAGM (which are used as TBCs). Table 7 summarizes
the soil cleanup objectives for the contaminants that are present in the
soil at the Site.
Since the contaminated soils would not be addressed under Alternative
S-1 (no action), this alternative would not comply with the soil cleanup
objectives.
Alternative S-2 (soil vapor extraction), Alternative S-3
(excavation of contaminated soils and off-Site treatment/disposal), and
Alternative S-4 (excavation of contaminated soils and on-Site treatment
via L TTD) would be implemented to attain the soil cleanup objectives
specified in TAGM.
Under Alternative S-2, spent granular activated carbon from the SVE units
would need to be managed in compliance with RCRA treatment/disposal

requirements.
Alternative S-3 would be subject to New York State and federal
regulations related to the transportation and off-Site treatment/disposal
of wastes. Alternatives S-3 and S-4 would involve the excavation of
contaminated soils, and would, therefore, require comp I iance with tug itive
dust and VOC emission regulations. In the case of Alternative S-4,
compliance with air emission standards would be required at the L TTD
unit, as well. Specifically, treatment of off-gases would have to comply
with New York State Air Guide 1 for the Control of Toxic Ambient Air
Emissions and would be required to meet the substantive requirements
of New York State Regulations for Prevention and Control of Air
Contamination and Air Pollution (6 NYCRR Part 200 et.seq.).
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EPA and NYSDEC have promulgated health-based protective Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs)(40 CFR Part 141), which are enforceable
standards for various drinking water contaminants (chemical-specific
ARARs).
Although the groundwater at the Site is not presently being
utilized as a potable water source, achieving MCLs in the groundwater is
relevant and appropriate, because the groundwater at the Site is a
potential source of drinking water. Table 7 summarizes the MC Ls for the
constituents present in the groundwater at the Site. The aquifer is
classified as Class GA (6 NYCRR 701.18).
Alternative GW-1 (no further action) does not provide for any direct
remediation of the groundwater and would, therefore, involve no actions
to achieve chemical-specific ARARs. Alternative GW-2 (source area
extraction and treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the
remainder of the plume) would be effective in reducing groundwater
contaminant concentrations below MCLs in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area by treating the dissolved-phase chemicals and hydraulically
containing the affected groundwater at the source; however, this
alternative would not be as effective in meeting ARARs as Alternative
GW-4 (source area extraction and treatment, in-situ DNAPL treatment,
and monitored natural attenuation of the plume), which would employ a
more aggressive approach to addressing the DNAPL. Both alternatives
would rely upon natural attenuation to address a portion of the
contaminated groundwater in the plume. Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide
groundwater extraction and treatment and in-situ DNAPL treatment)
would be the most effective in reducing groundwater contaminant
concentrations below MCLs, since it would include an aggressive
approach to address the DNAPL and would include the collection and
treatment of contaminated groundwater throughout the Site. Therefore,
this alternative would achieve ARA Rs in the shortest period of time.
Long-Term Effectiveness and Permanence
Alternative S-1 (no action) would involve no active remedial measures
and, therefore. would not be effective in eliminating the potential for
contaminants to continue to migrate in soil and groundwater. Alternative
S-2 (soil vapor extraction), Alternative S-3 (excavation of contaminated
soils and off-Site treatment/disposal). and Alternative S-4 (excavation of
contaminated soils and on-Site treatment via L TTD) would all be effective
in the long term and would provide permanent remediation by either
removing the wastes from the Site or treating them on-Site.
Alternatives S-2 and S-4 would generate treatment residuals which would
have to be appropriately handled; Alternative S-3 would not generate
such residuals.
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Alternative GW-1 (no further action) would be only minimally effective in
the long-term in restoring groundwater quality, since it would not rely on
active measures. Alternative GW-2 (source area extraction and treatment
and monitored natural attenuation of the remainder of the plume) would
be significantly more effective than Alternative GW-1 in restoring
groundwater quality. Although groundwater extraction and treatment can
be effective in hydraulically containing DNAPL source zones, it is
generally not completely effective in remediating these zones to
groundwater standards. Therefore, since Alternative GW-2 would rely
upon groundwater extraction to address the residual DNAPL, it would not
be as effective as Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide groundwater extraction
and treatment and in-situ DNAPL treatment) and Alternative GW-4
(source area extraction and treatment, in-situ D NAP L treatment, and
monitored natural attenuation of the remaining plume), which both would
utilize aggressive in-situ DNAPL treatment. Under Alternative GW-4, by
aggressively addressing the contamination at the source area, it is
expected that low levels of PCE (less than 22 µg/I) outside the source
area would attenuate naturally in a reasonable time frame. Alternative
GW-4 would not, however, provide the same long-term effectiveness and
permanence with regard to this contamination as Alternative GW-3, which
would actively remove contaminants from the entire plume. Alternative
GW-3 would achieve drinking water standards outside the Former Solvent
Tank Source Area more quickly than Alternative GW-4.
Alternatives GW-2, GW-3, and GW-4 would generate treatment residuals
which would have to be appropriately handled; Alternative GW-1 would
not generate such residuals.
Reduction in Toxicity. Mobility. or Volume Through Treatment
Alternative S-1 (no action) would provide no reduction in toxicity, mobility
or volume. Under Alternative S-2 (soil vapor extraction) and Alternative
S-4 (excavation of contaminated soils and on-Site treatment via L TTD),
the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants would be reduced
through on-Site treatment.
Under Alternative S-3 (excavation of
contaminated soils and off-Site treatment/disposal), the toxicity, mobility,
and volume of the contaminants would be reduced by removing the
contaminated soil from the Site for treatment.
Alternative GW-1 (no further action) would be the least effective
alternative in reducing the toxicity, mobility, or volume of contaminants
in the groundwater through treatment, as this alternative involves no
active remedial measures. All of the action alternatives would, to varying
degrees, reduce the toxicity, mobility, or volume of contaminants in the
groundwater through treatment, thereby satisfying CERCLA's preference
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for treatment. Collecting and treating contaminated groundwater in the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area under Alternative GW-2 (source area
extraction and treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the plume)
would actively reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants
in this area. The addition of an oxidizing agent to address the DNAPL
under Alternative GW-4 (source area extraction and treatment, in-situ
DNA PL treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of the plume) would
provide substantially greater reduction of the toxicity, mobility, and
volume of contaminants than Alternative GW-2. Collecting and treating
contaminated groundwater in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and
the remaining plume, and using an oxidizing agent to address the DNA PL
under Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide groundwater extraction and treatment
and in-situ DNAPL treatment) would provide the greatest reduction of
toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants through treatment.
Short-Term Effectiveness
Alternative S-1 (no action) does not include any physical construction
measures in any areas of contamination and, therefore. would not present
any potential adverse impacts to on-Site workers or the community as a
result of its implementation. Alternative S-2 (soil vapor extraction) could
result in some adverse impacts to on-Site workers through dermal contact
and inhalation related to the installation of SVE wells through
contaminated soils.
In addition, interim and post-remediation soil
sampling activities would pose some risk. Similarly, Alternatives S-3
(excavation of contaminated soils and off-Site treatment/disposal) and S4 (excavation of contaminated soils and on-Site treatment via L TTD)
could present some limited adverse impact to on-Site workers through
dermal contact and inhalation related to post-excavation sampling
activities. The risks to on-Site workers under all of the alternatives could,
however, be mitigated by utilizing proper protective equipment.
Alternative S-3 would require the off-Site transport of contaminated waste
material, which may pose the potential for traffic accidents, which could
result in releases of hazardous substances.
Under Alternatives S-3 and S-4, disturbance of the land during excavation
activities could affect the surface water hydrology of the Site. There is
a potential for increased stormwater runoff and erosion during excavation
and construction activities that would have to be properly managed to
prevent or minimize any adverse impacts.
For these alternatives,
appropriate measures would have to be taken during excavation activities
to prevent transport of fugitive dust and exposure of workers and
downgradient receptors to volatile organic compounds.
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Since no actions would be performed under Alternative S-1, there would
be no implementation time. It is estimated that Alternative S-2 would
require 3 months to install the SVE system and would require an
estimated 3 years to achieve soil cleanup objectives. It is estimated that
it would take one year to excavate and transport the contaminated soils
to an EPA-approved treatment/disposal facility under Alternative S-3, and
one year to excavate and treat the contaminated soils under Alternative
S-4.
All of the groundwater alternatives could present some limited adverse
impacts to on-Site workers through dermal contact and inhalation related
to groundwater sampling activities.
Alternative GW-2 (source area
extraction and treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the plume),
Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide groundwater extraction and treatment and insitu DNAPL treatment), and Alternative GW-4 (source area extraction and
treatment, in-situ DNAPL treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of
the plume) could present slightly greater adverse impacts to on-Site
workers. since these alternatives would involve the installation of
extraction wells through potentially contaminated soils and groundwater.
(Alternative GW-3 could pose the greatest risk since it would require the
installation of the most extraction wells.) The risks to on-Site workers
under all of the alternatives could, however, be minimized by utilizing
proper protective equipment.
It is estimated that Alternative GW-1 would require three months to
implement, since developing a long-term groundwater monitoring program
and installing several monitoring wells would be the only activities that
would be required. It is estimated that the groundwater remediation
systems under Alternatives GW-2. GW-3. and GW-4 would be constructed
in four, six, and four months, respectively.
Preliminary modeling results indicate it may take up to seven years to
remediate the aqueous phase of the PCE in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area plume under Alternatives GW-2, GW-3, and GW-4. Residual
PCE DNAPL is suspected to be present in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area. While groundwater extraction and treatment can be
effective in hydraulically containing DNAPL source zones, it is generally
not completely effective in remediating these zones to groundwater
standards. Thereto re, for Alternative G W-2, it is I ikely th at the tot a I
remediation time frame for the aqueous phase of the PCE in the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area plume would be significantly greater than the
estimated 7-year time frame.
Under Alternative GW-3, it is estimated that it may take up to eight years
to remediate the contaminant plume located outside of the Former
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Solvent Tank Source Area through extraction and treatment. Under
Alternatives GW-2 and GW-4. it is estimated that natural attenuation
would address the contaminated groundwater located outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area in 10 to 15 years. Remediation time
frames were not developed for Alternative GW-1 because of the
difficulties in estimating a natural attenuation rate for the DNAPL in the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
Under Alternatives GW-3 and GW-4, it is estimated that it would take five
years to remediate the DNAPL via KMn0 4 or H 2 0 2 injection.
The estimated time for the groundwater to be remediated Site-wide under
all of the alternatives would have to be refined based on the results of
groundwater monitoring and additional groundwater modeling.
Implementability
Alternative S-1 (no action) would be easy to implement. as there are no
activities to undertake. Alternative S-2 (soil vapor extraction). would be
less difficult to implement than Alternative S-3 (excavation of
contaminated soils and off-Site treatment) and Alternative S-4
(excavation of contaminated soils and on-Site treatment via L TTD), since
contaminated soil excavation and handling would not be required. All
three action alternatives would employ technologies known to be reliable
and can be readily implemented. In addition, equipment, services, and
materials needed for all three of these alternatives are readily available,
and the actions under these alternatives would be administratively
feasible. Sufficient facilities are available for the treatment/disposal of
the excavated soils under Alternative S-3.
Monitoring the effectiveness of the SVE system under Alternative S-2
would be easily accomplished through vapor and soil sampling and
analysis. Under Alternative S-3, monitoring the effectiveness of the
excavation could be easily accomplished through post-excavation soil
sampling and analysis. Monitoring the effectiveness of the L TTD system
under Alternative S-4 could be easily accomplished through postexcavation and post-treatment soil sampling and analysis.
Alternative GW-1 (no further action) would be the easiest to implement as
the only activity would be installing some additional monitoring wells and
establishing a monitoring program. Since only a limited number of
extraction wells would need to be installed, and since the existing
groundwater treatment system would be utilized, the groundwater
extraction systems related to Alternative GW-2 (source area extraction
and treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the plume) and
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Alternative GW-4 (source area extraction and treatment. in-situ DNAPL
treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of the plume) would be
relatively easy to implement. Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide groundwater
extraction and treatment and in-situ DNAPL treatment). which would
require the installation of more extraction wells than Alternatives GW-2
and GW-4 and the construction of an additional treatment system, would
be slightly more difficult to implement than these alternatives.
Alternatives GW-2 and GW-4 would also involve monitoring of natural
attenuation parameters to demonstrate that natural attenuation is reliably
achieving the specified remedial goals. Alternatives GW-3 and GW-4
would be more complicated to implement than Alternative GW-2, since
they would also require the injection of KMn0 4 or H 2 0 2 to address the PCE
DNAPL.
The groundwater extraction and treatment systems that would be used for
Alternatives GW-2, GW-3, and GW-4 have been implemented successfully
at numerous Sites to extract, treat. and hydraulically control
contaminated groundwater.
The air stripping technology that would be used for Alternatives GW-2,
GW-3, and GW-4 is proven and reliable in achieving the specified
performance goals and is readily available.
The KMn0 4 or H 2 0 2 injection technologies that would be used for
Alternative GW-4 are emerging technologies that have been successfully
implemented at a few Sites across the United States to treat DNAPL.
Mixing tanks for KMn0 4 , and injection pumps and all necessary
appurtenances for KMn0 4 and H2 0 2 are readily available. Field tests may
be required prior to designing a full-scale system. While utilizing KMn0 4
would likely result in the introduction of trace metal impurities and
manganese salts into the groundwater, it is expected that the levels would
be below groundwater standards.

The present-worth costs associated with the soil remedies are calculated
using a discount rate of seven percent and a 3-year time interval. The
present-worth costs associated with the groundwater remedies are
calculated using a discount rate of seven percent and a 15-year time
interval.
The estimated capital, operation, maintenance, and monitoring (OM&M),
and present-worth costs for each of the alternatives are presented below.
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Alternative

Capital Cost

Annual OM&M
Cost

Present-Worth Cost

S-1

$0

$0

$0

S-2

$365,000

$122,000

$684,000

S-3

$3,269,000

$0

$3,269,000

S-4

$1, 154,000

$0

$1,154,000

GW-1

$3,000

$51,000

$633,000

GW-2

$362,000

$81,000

$1,366,000

GW-3

$1,533,000

$215,200

$3,324,000

GW-4

$479,000

$115,000

$1,623,000

As can be seen by the cost estimates, Alternative S-1 {no action) is the
least costly soil alternative at $0.
Alternative S-3 (excavation of
contaminated soils and off-Site treatment) is the most costly soil
alternative at $3,269,000.
The least costly groundwater remedy is
Alternative GW-1, no further action, at a present-worth cost of $630,000.
Alternative GW-3 (Site-wide groundwater extraction and treatment and insitu DNAPL treatment) is the most costly groundwater alternative at a
present-worth cost of $3,324,000. The significant difference in the cost
of this alternative as compared to the other action alternatives is mainly
attributable to the construction and operation of an additional
groundwater treatment system under Alternative GW-3.
State Acceptance
NYSDEC concurs with the selected remedy; a letter of concurrence is
attached (see Appendix IV).
Community Acceptance
Comments received during the public comment period indicate that the
public generally supports the selected remedy.
Comments received during the public comment period are summarized
and addressed in the Responsiveness Summary, which is attached as
Appendix V to this document.
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SELECTED REMEDY
Summary of the Rationale for the Selected Remedy
Based upon consideration of the requirements of CERCLA, the detailed
analysis of the alternatives. and public comments. EPA and NYSDEC
have determined that Alternative S-2 (SVE) and Alternative GW-4 (Former
Solvent Tank Source Area extraction and treatment, in-situ DNAPL
treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of the plume outside of the
Former Solvent· Tank Source Area) best satisfy the requirements of
CERCLA Section 121, 42 U.S.C. §9621 and provide the best balance of
tradeoffs among the remedial alternatives with respect to the NC P's nine
evaluation criteria, 40 CFR §300.430(e)(9).
While all of the soil action alternatives would effectively achieve the soil
cleanup levels, Alternative S-3, excavation of contaminated soils and offSite treatment/disposal, and Alternative S-4, excavation and on-Site
treatment, would be considerably more expensive than Alternative S-2.
On the other hand, Alternative S-2 would take somewhat longer to
achieve the soil cleanup objectives than the other action alternatives (3
years for SVE, as compared to 1 year for excavation and off-Site
treatment/disposal and 1 year for on-Site treatment).
While the
contaminated soils are a continuing source of groundwater contamination,
there are no immediate risks to human health or ecological risks posed
by the contaminated soils. Considering the fact that the groundwater
component of the selected remedy will address the contaminated
groundwater, the increase in the time needed to clean up the soil will not
be a significant concern. Therefore, EPA believes that Alternative S-2 will
effectuate the soil cleanup while providing the best balance of tradeoffs
among the alternatives with respect to the evaluating criteria.
Residual PCE DNAPL is suspected to be present in the bedrock aquifer
underlying the Former Solvent Tank Source Area. While Alternative GW2 (source area extraction and treatment and monitored natural
attenuation of the remainder of the plume) would be effective in
hydraulically containing the DNAPL source zone, it would not likely be
effective in remed iati ng th is zone to g rou ndwate r stand a rd s.
Although Alternative GW-3 would provide Site-wide groundwater
extraction and treatment, making it the most effective groundwater
remediation alternative, EPA believes that Alternative GW-4 will result in
the remediation of the contaminated groundwater located both in the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area and outside of the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area via a combination of in-situ treatment of the DNAPL,
groundwater extraction and treatment, and monitored natural attenuation.
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respectively, in a reasonable time frame and at a significantly lower cost
than groundwater extraction and treatment under Alternative GW-3.
Description of the Selected Remedy
The selected remedy involves:
•

Treatment of soils in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area at the
Jones plant grounds exceeding New York State soil cleanup
objectives by in-situ SVE;

•

Extraction of contaminated groundwater in the Former Solvent Tank
Source Area utilizing a network of recovery wells in the overburden
and bedrock aquifers;

•

Treatment of the extracted groundwater with the existing air
stripper, which allows for the utilization of the treated water as
noncontact cooling water within the plant, and discharge of the
noncontact cooling water to the on-Site lagoons until groundwater
standards in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area are achieved;

•

In-situ treatment of the DNAPL in the aquifer underlying the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area with an oxidizing agent, such as KMn0 4
or H 2 0 2 ;

•

Continued extraction and treatment of contaminated groundwater
from the North Well;

•

Discontinued pumping from the West Well to eliminate the potential
to draw contaminants to deeper water-bearing zones;

•

Monitored natural attenuation of the contaminated groundwater
located outside the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and beyond
the influence of the North Well; and

•

Implementation of institutional controls (i.e., deed restrictions) to
limit future on-Site groundwater use to nonpotable purposes only
until groundwater cleanup standards are achieved.

During the design phase, samples will be collected to optimize the
placement of the extraction wells in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
and to better characterize the extent of the DNAPL contamination.
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As part of a long-term groundwater monitoring program, groundwater
samples will be collected and analyzed quarterly in order to verify that the
level and extent of groundwater contaminants (e.g., volatile organic
compounds) are declining and that conditions are protective of human
health and the environment. In addition. biodegradation parameters
(e.g., oxygen, nitrate, sulfate, methane, ethane, ethene, alkalinity, redox
potential, pH, temperature, conductivity, chloride, and total organic
carbon) will be used to assess the progress of the degradation process.
If it is determined that monitored natural attenuation is not effective in
restoring groundwater quality outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source
Area in a reasonable time frame, then remedial actions, such as
enhanced reductive dechlorination 9 or groundwater extraction and
treatment, may be implemented.
The selected remedy is believed to be able to achieve the ARARs more
quickly, or as quickly as the other alternatives, but at a lower cost.
Therefore, the selected remedy will provide the best balance of tradeoffs
among alternatives with respect to the evaluating criteria. EPA and the
NYSDEC believe that the selected remedy will be protective of human
health and the environment, be cost-effective, and utilize permanent
so I utions and alternative treatment tech no log ies or resource recovery
technologies to the maximum extent practicable. The selected remedy
will meet the statutory preference for the use of treatment as a principal
element.
Summary of the Estimated Remedy Costs
The estimated capital, annual O&M, and present-worth costs for the
selected soil remedy are $365,000, $122,000, and $684,000,
respectively. The estimated capital, annual O&M and monitoring, and
present-worth costs for the selected g ro u ndwate r remedy a re $4 7 9, 000,
$115,000, and $1,623,000, respectively. Tables 8 and 9 provide the
basis for these cost estimates.

It should be noted that these cost estimates are order-of-magnitude
engineering cost estimates that are expected to be within +50 to -30
percent of the actual project cost. These cost estimates are based on the
best available information regarding the anticipated scope of the selected
remedy. Changes in the cost elements are likely to occur as a result of
new information and data collected during the engineering design of the
remedy.

9

Under this process, microbes remove the chlorine from the VOCs, allowing the compounds to further
degrade into carbon dioxide and water.
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Expected Outcomes of the Selected Remedy
The results of the risk assessment indicate that under the hypothetical
off-plant groundwater-use scenario, where the on-plant production wells
are turned off, there is an unacceptable excess cancer risk and a chronic
adverse noncancer health effect to such receptors. In addition, the
ecological risk assessment indicated that the presence of contaminated
surface soil in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area poses a potentially
unacceptable risk to ecolog ica I receptors.
Under the selected remedy, the treatment of the contaminated soils,
which will eliminate the source of the groundwater contamination, in
combination with groundwater extraction and treatment in the source
area, in-situ DNAPL treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of the
groundwater outside the source area, will result in the restoration of
water quality in the aquifer. The treatment of the contaminated soils will
also eliminate the potential threat to ecological receptors.
The plant is presently used for light industry, and the plant's reasonablyanticipated future land use is industrial. Therefore. it is not anticipated
that achieving the performance standards will alter that land use in the
future. In addition, although on-plant wells provide noncontact cooling
water for the plant after treatment, potable water for the plant is obtained
from the Village of Caledonia's well system. Therefore, it is not likely
that the groundwater underlying the plant will be used for potable
purposes in the foreseeable future.
Beyond the plant's property
boundary, downgradient water supply wells could be used for potable
purposes at present and in the future (until groundwater standards are
met on-plant), due to the continued operation of the plant's production
wells.
Under the selected remedy, it is estimated that it will require 3 years to

achieve soil cleanup objectives and 10 to 15 years to achieve
groundwater standards both in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and
beyond.

STATUTORY DETERMINATIONS
Under CERCLA Section 121 and the NCP, the lead agency must select
remedies that are protective of human health and the environment,
comply with ARARs (unless a statutory waiver is justified), are costeffective, and utilize permanent solutions and alternative treatment
technologies or resource recovery technologies to the maximum extent
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practicable. Section 121(b)(1) also establishes a preference for remedial
actions which employ treatment to permanently and significantly reduce
the volume, toxicity, or mobility of the hazardous substances, pollutants,
or contaminants at a Site.
For the reasons discussed below, EPA has determined that the selected
remedy meets these statutory requirements.
Protection of Human Health and the Environment
The selected remedy will be protective of the environment in that the
treatment of contaminated soil will eliminate contaminant-related
concerns related to ecological receptors and will eliminate the source of
the groundwater contamination. Groundwater extraction and treatment,
in-situ DNAPL treatment in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area, and
monitored natural attenuation of the groundwater outside the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area will eventually achieve groundwater standards.
The selected remedy will reduce exposure levels to protective ARAR
levels or to within EPA's generally acceptable risk range of 10· 4 to 1 o- 6 for
carcinogenic risk and below the HI of 1 for noncarcinogens in the
groundwater. The implementation of the selected remedy will not pose
unacceptable short-term risks or cross-media impacts that cannot
possibly be mitigated. The selected remedy will also provide overall
protection by reducing the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contamination
through
the
treatment
of the
contaminated
soils
and
the
extraction/treatment of the contaminated groundwater.
Compliance with Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements
of Environmental Laws
While there are no federal or New York State soil ARARs, one of the
remedial action goals is to meet NYSDEC soil cleanup objectives as
TBCs. A summary of action-specific, chemical-specific, and locationspecific ARA Rs which will be complied with during implementation of the
selected remedy is presented below.
Action-specific ARARs:

•

National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (40 CFR
Pa rt 61)

•

6 NYCRR Part 257, Air Quality Standards

•

6 NYC RR Part 200, New York State Regulations for Prevention and
Control of Air Contamination and Air Pollution
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•

6 NYCRR Part 376, Land Disposal Restrictions

•

40 CFR 50, Air Quality Standards

•

New York State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (6 NYCRR
Parts 750-758)

•

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq.)

Chemical-specific ARARs:
•

Safe Drinking Water Act (SOWA) MCLs and nonzero MCLGs (40
CF R Pa rt 141)

•

6 NYCRR Parts 700-705 Groundwater and Surface Water Quality
Regulations

•

10 NYCRR Part 5 State Sanitary Code

location-specific ARARs:
•

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661

Other Criteria, Advisories, or Guidance To-Be-Considereds (TBCs):
•

New York State Air Guide-1 for the Control of Toxic Ambient Air
Emissions

•

New York Guidelines for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control

•

New York State Air Cleanup Criteria, January 1990

•

SOWA Proposed MCLs and nonzero MCL Goals

•

NYSDEC Technical
November 1991

•

Soil
cleanup
objectives specified
in
NYSDEC
Technical
Administrative Guidance Memorandum No. 94-HWR-4046.

and

Operational

Guidance

Series

1.1.1,

Cost-Effectiveness
For the foregoing reasons, it has been determined that the selected
remedy provides for overall effectiveness in proportion to its cost.
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The estimated present-worth cost of the soil component of the selected
remedy is $684,000.
While all of the soil action alternatives would effectively achieve the soil
cleanup levels, Alternative S-3, excavation of contaminated soils and offSite treatment/disposal, and Alternative S-4, excavation and on-Site
treatment, would be considerably more expensive than Alternative S-2,
the selected soil alternative. On the other hand, Alternative S-2 will take
somewhat longer to achieve the soil cleanup objectives than the other
action alternatives (3 years for SVE, as compared to 1 year for excavation
and off-Site treatment/disposal and 1 year for on-Site treatment). While
the contaminated soils are a continuing source of groundwater
contamination, there are no immediate risks to human health or ecological
risks posed by the contaminated soils. Considering the fact that the
groundwater component of the selected remedy will address the
contaminated groundwater, the increase in the time needed to clean up
the soil will not be a significant concern. Therefore, EPA believes that
Alternative S-2 will effectuate the soil cleanup while providing the best
balance of tradeoffs among the alternatives with respect to the evaluating
criteria.
The estimated present-worth cost of the groundwater component of the
selected remedy, using a discount rate of seven percent and a 15-year
time interval, is $1,623,000. Although Alternative GW-3 would provide
Site-wide groundwater extraction and treatment, making it the most
effective groundwater remediation alternative, EPA believes that
Alternative GW-4 will result in the remediation of the contaminated
groundwater located both in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area and
outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area via a combination of insitu treatment of the DNAPL, groundwater extraction and treatment, and
monitored natural attenuation in a reasonable time frame and at a
significantly lower cost than groundwater extraction and treatment under
Alternative GW-3.
Utilization of Permanent Solutions and Alternative
Technologies to the Maximum Extent Practicable

Treatment

The selected remedy provides the best balance of tradeoffs among the
alternatives with respect to the five balancing criteria set forth in NCP
§300.430(f)(1 )(i)(B), such that it represents the maximum extent to which
permanent solutions and treatment technologies can be utilized in a
practicable manner at the Site.
The soil component of the selected remedy will employ an alternative
treatment technology (SVE) to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume
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of the contaminants in the soil in the Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
The selected remedy will permanently address this soil contamination.
With regard to the groundwater, the selected remedy will provide a
permanent remedy and will employ treatment technologies to reduce the
toxicity, mobility. and volume of the contaminants in the groundwater.
Preference for Treatment as a Principal Element
The statutory preference for remedies that employ treatment as a
principal element is satisfied under the selected remedy in that
contaminated soils will be treated in-situ and treatment will be used to
reduce the volume of contaminated groundwater in the aquifer and
achieve cleanup goals.
Five-Year Review Requirements
The selected remedy, once fully implemented, will not result in hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants remaining on-Site above levels
that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted exposure. However, it may
take more than five years to attain remedial action objectives and cleanup
levels for the groundwater. Consequently, a policy review may be
conducted within five years after initiation of remedial action to ensure
that the remedy is, or will be. protective of human health and the
environment.

DOCUMENTATION OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
The Proposed Plan, released for public comment on July 20, 2000,
identified Alternative S-2. SVE, for the soil remedy. For the groundwater
remedy, it identified Alternative GW-4, Former Solvent Tank Source Area
extraction and treatment, in-situ DNAPL treatment, and monitored natural
attenuation of the plume outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
Based upon its review of the written and verbal comments submitted
during the public comment period, EPA determined that no significant
changes to the remedy, as originally identified in the Proposed Plan, were
necessary or appropriate.
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APPENDIX I
FIGURES

FIGURES
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9

Site Location Map
Site Map
Selected Analyte Concentrations in Soil Borings,
Sediment, Sludge, and Direct-push Soil Samples
Generalized East-West Geologic Cross Section
Groundwater Elevation Contour Maps,
Overburden Monitoring Wells
Groundwater Elevation Contour Maps,
Bedrock Monitoring Wells
Generalized East-West Geologic Cross Section(lnset)
lsoconcentration Map of PCE in Groundwater, 17-25
Feet Below Ground Surface
lsoconcentration Map of PCE in Groundwater, 35-48
Feet Below Ground Surface
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Table 2.

Appro,\imate Concentrations of Potential Chemicals of Concern

JCI Jones Chemicals, Inc. Site, Cafedonia, New York
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Notes;

bgs """ below grnund stJrface

mg/kg "" milligrams per

· -!

~Jlo!!ram

µgll = mi.i::rngrams per litt:r
,:· = rnmpOLJnd not deiected: valt.1e is below the dctcclion limit
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RESll:>ENTIAL INGE$110til OF T~P WATER: AOUI.. T

t.KPOSuRE PARAMETERS

TOTA.l JO YR CAflCER

EXPOSURE DURA TIOl\i (Y(A~ S)
EXPOS URE FREQUEHC"f' (DAYSfY)
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Table 7
Summary of Soil and Groundwater Remedfation Goalll
JCI Jone~ Chemicals, Inc.
C1ledonia1 New York
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TABLE 8

Soil Vapor Extraction

Costs
Dir~d

Capitdl Costs

Soil Vapor Extrnction Well Installation

Seven, 4-inch diameter PVC wells @ $ l ,000 each .............. ___ .... ___ ................ ., ... _$7 .OC1l
lDW disposal (as 0039 'ode)@ $350 per drum~ lO drums ___ ................. ___ ·---- ____ $3,500
.. ___ ............... _$ J ,000
Mobil i;r.ation and demobihzation _. _. ______ ...... ___ ........ _. _
Per Diem - J per:5orr crew @ $ l 25 per day x 3 days ___ . __ ............. -...... -... __ . _. ___ ... _SJ.125
Soil Yi,Q,or Extraclion Piping gnd Vaul~s.
Surface removal and disposal @ S2 00 per square foot (sf) x 400 sf._ ................. ___ .. __ . $800
Surface repair - $3.00 per sf x 400 sL_ ... ·--·- ............. ·--- . -·-- ... -·· ............... _$1,200
ExcaYation, backfill. and compaction of the trench $10 per ft x 200 linear feet (If) ..... $2,000
Pire in5".tallation and testing - $30 per foot x 200 feet___ ............... _..... __ . ______ . __ ..... $6.000
SVE well vaults. gauges, v.alves, well head connections, and concrete $1.500 per wen x 7 wells.. . ----· ..... _.... " .. "•- --- ·- ··--- ··--" " .. "" ·- " -·- $10,500
SY£ equipmenl installation (lump sun'I) ... _. _. _. _................ _....... __ . . .. _................ $10,000
Eguipmem Costs
SVE system (e_g_, structure. moiscure, gauges. valves controls. anl'.J mufflers} ........... $35.000
GAC pmcha!>e and disposal costs@ $4_50 per pound x 4,000 pounds ···-· --· .. _..... $18.000
Tran~portation .......... _____ . _... , _. _...................... _.... _. ___ .................... _.... ____ . ____ $4.000

El ec 1rical Modifications

Lump sun1 ......... --........................ --.. -....... _................. --... _. __ . _... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . $I 5. 000
Site restoration .......... _. _.. _. ______ . _........................ _______ .. ___ ........................ ___ . $5 .000
Confirmatory Dlrect-·Push Soil Sampling
Mobihzation!Demobi.hzation .. __ ...
__ . _____ . _... ,, ........... _..... ___ ... _. ___ . ___ ...... $500
Soil sampling- $200perboringx lOborin~s·---·- _____ ._, ........................ -- ----· .$2.000
Analysis by USEPA Method 802 l
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Joo~ Ch~m rc;ar s

T w~~ ve s am ples x S l 10 per sample _ ______

Two QA/QC

sample~

______ _. ___ . _ _. _...... _.......... __ . $ l , 320

x $110 per srunpte ........ -- ............... -............. _, ........ ___ . $2.20

Sample shipping .... .- ....... ----·.,,_______

----- . _____ . ___________ ---- ............. $150

Subtotal ............................. $124.315
Contingency @ 20 % ___ . ____ .. ____ $24. 863
TOTAL ................................. $149,.178

A4-3: Jmiirect Citpital Costs
Engineering design documents .. ____ .... __ .. _....... _........................ __
___ __. $40,000
Proje.:t management ,.... , ... , .... , ....... , .. -... -...... ----. --.. ___ ....... _...... _.................. $ J5 .000
Air pe nn in in g .... ___ ...... _____ . _. ________ . _. _. _.................................. -. . .
. . ----. __ . S10. OOCl
Construclion and Well InstaHation Oversight

Staff Engineer @ i 2 hour~ per day x 15 d:iys x. S85 per hour._ _
___ .. _..... .. ... S 15 ,300
Per diem, lodging, and vehicte - $150 per day x 15 days .. ,- ....... -..... --- . ·--- ____ ., -·-. $2,250
Travel lo and from the site® 20 hours x $85 per hour. plus $l,OOO for airfare .... -....... $2,700
System Starrup and Shakedown
Staff Engineer @ 12 hours per day x 5 days x $S5 per hour_. ___ .. _. _..... _.......... _.... _. $5,) 00
Technician@ 12 hours per day x 5 <la~·s, x $70 per hour .
. _. _..... _,, ................ $4. 200
Per diem. lodging. and vehicle@ S150 per day x 5 days x 2 people__

__.... __ ... ,, ..... $1,500

Travel to and from Che site@ 20 hours x $155 per hour, p1us. S2,000 for airfar~ ··-- ___ $5.100
Startup equipment and sampling equipmem ·····---. -· -·-··· ........................ ·--·. -· -- . -· __ $ l.000
Off-gas sample analysis - 12 samples x $300 per sample .... ____ . _. _..... _,, .............. -. $3.600
Sample shipping- three s.hipmenrs@SlOOeach __ ,,,_ ................ -·-·. --·- _______ --·- -··· $300
Cons{ruction completion aTid slarrup reponing .. _..... _.. __ ... _. _........................ __ .... $10,000

Confinnacory Direct Push Soil Sampling
Staff Engtneer@ 12 hours per day x 2 days x $85 per hour_. __ ..... __ ........... -......... -. $2.WO
Per diem, Jodgmg. and vehicle @ S 150 per day x 2 days .... -. ---.. -----... --.................... $300
Travel to and from the site @ 20 hours x $8.5 per hour. plus $1.(H)O for airfare. _____ .... _. $2. 700
S.a.rnpling repor( ..... _. ____ .... _. .......................... -.. .- .... __ ___ .. ___ ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $10. 000
TOT AL ............................. $131,090

T11bl~
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A4-4:- Operation, Maintenance, and Monitoring
Monthly Visits

Two tecbn.icians @ $70 per hour x 12 bours each per visit x 12 visits ..................... $20.160
Per diem. expend.ilWe..s, and field equipment - $500 per visit x 12 visits..................... $6,000
Srunple Analysis
Influent, effluent, and duplk.ace wnples - $250 each x. 12 visits.............................. $9.(J()(l
Shipping - $100 per event x 12 visits ....................................................... " ..... $1.200
Electr!ciry - 30 horsepower@ $800 per horsepower per year ............................... $24,0CK>
Annual repair costs .............. "' .................................................................... $6, <XlO
GAC Replacement
~eplacemenr

and djsposal of spent GAC - $4.50 per pound

!C

4,000 pounds ............. $18.000

Transportalion ...................................... , ................................................... $2, 000

Annual :report ........................................................... , ............................. $15.000
Subtotal ............................. $101 .360
Conting<:ncy @ 203 . . . . .. _....... R_0.27*

TOTAL ............................. $121,~

The net present value of OM&M over the anticipated three years of the SVE .system operation
is $319,201.
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TABLE 9

Source Area Extraction and Treatment, ln·Situ Treatment of DNAPL,
Monitored Natural Attenuation of the Plume Outside the Source Area,
and Institutional Controls

COSTS
Institutional Controls/Other Controls
Direct Capitdf Costs
It is a~sumed that this technology will have no rnobilization-associaced costs.

Staff Engineer @ l 2 hours per day x 5 days x $85 per hour ................................ $5 .100
Per diem, lodging, and vehicle - .$150 per day x 5 days ......................................... $750
Lagoon area fencing - 8-foel high. 900 linear feec x. S30:'1inear foot ........................ $27 .000
Source area fencing - 8-fect high. 500 feet long@ $3011inear fool ......................... $15.0C.IO
Warning signs ...................................................................................... $2.000
Subtotal .............................. $49,&50

Contingency@ 203 ................ $9.970
TOTAL ................ , ..... , ........... $59,820
Indirect Capital Costs

Engineeriog and project mcinagemem ............................................................ SI 0.000
fees for deed res tric rions ..................................................................· . $ 15 ,000

Leg~ I

TOTAL,.,.---· ...................... $25.000
Operation,

Maintenance~

iJnd Monitoring Costs

It is as.sumed tha( there wiJI be no operation or maintenance cosls for this technology h is also
assumed lhal lhis technology wrn nor be used a!'. a stand-alone technolou ~ therefore. H does nm
have any moni(oring costs.

Jones Chemical>

Monitored Nah.aral Attenuation

Capital Costs
lt is assumed that there would be no direct or .mdirect capital cost& for implementing this
lechnolugy.

Operation, Maintendnte, and Monitoring Costs
h is assumed thar there would be no operation or maintenance costs for this alternative. It is
assumed tluu groundwater samples will be colletled quarterly for lhe first 2 years and then
sem?annuaUy for 28 years from up to 20 groundwater monitoring wells. lt is also assumed that
the most Narural Attenuation lndicac1ve Parame1crs wiH be analyzed at a laboratmy. and lha(
no add.iljonal shipping char_gel. will be required_
Quarterly Monirorin_g,

Two technicians @ $70 per hour x 68 hours each per visit x 4 visits_ .. ____ . __ .... _. _... $38 ,080
Per Diem@ S125 per day x 2 people x 4 visits x 5 days per visit ................. _... _.... __ $5,(X)(}
Vehicle@ $400 per week x 4 weeks per year ........ ··--· .. ··--·
........ _..... _..... $L600
Sampling cquit1ment and materials @ $ !.800 per

vis~l

x 4 \'is its._ _ _..

_............. $7,200

Analysis by United Srates Environmental Protection Agency Method (EPA Mt;thod) 8021
Twenty 1tamples from monitoring wells - $110 each x 4 \:lsiL'i _. _. _. _.......... _..... $8,800
Four QA/QC samples $l 10 each x 4 visits .............. -... ___ ... ----· .. __ .......... _SJ ,600
Shlpping - $250 per •;isi1 x 4 visits .. -. __ ..... __ ......................................... $1,000
Analysis of Natural Anenuation lndicative Parameters
Twenty samples rrom monltO"ring w~lls@ $200 eacll x 2 visits ..... ·········--· ..... $8,000
Four QA/QC samples@ $200 each" 2 visits·----- ... ______ . ··-··· .. -· ............... $L600

Annual Report .... ---··· .. -······ ....................... --···· ...... -·-·· .... -·· ..................... $30,000
Quarterly subtotal ____ ... __ ...... _. $102. 880
Contingency@ 20% ............ _ if0,576

Quarlerly Total .................... $123.456
Assuming 2 years of quarterly monitored natural .attenuation and groundwater monitor1ng. the
net presem value of lhe quarterly sampling is $223.2 J l.
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Jon@S Chemicals

Semiannual Monitoi).D.,g
Two lechrncians @ $70 per hour x 68 hours each ptr visil :it 2 visits ....................... S 19 ,040
Per Diem @ $125 per day x 2 people x 2 visits x 5 days per visit. ........................... $2 ,500
Vehicle @ $400 pier week x 2 week:i per year ...... , .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. ............. , . . . . . . $800
SampJing equipment and marerials @ S 1.800 per Visit x 2 visirs .............................. $3.600

AruiJysis by Unired Stal~s EnvironmemaJ Prolectlon Agency Method (EPA Method) 8021
T"1-enry samples from monitoring wens@ $110 each x 2 visirs.. ................. __ $4,400
Four QA/QC samples @ $110 each x 2 vi~it.s........... . .............................. $880
Shipping@ $250 (each visir) ................................................................. $500
Analysis of Narural Artenuation Indicative Parameters

Twenty samples from monitor[rig wells@ $200 each x 2 v1sits ...................... $8.000
Four QA1'QC samples @ $200 each x 2 visits........ . . .. . . . . . . . ................... $ J.600
Annual Report ....................................................................................... $20.000

Se-roiannua1 subtotal ................ $61,320
Conlingency@ 20% .............. $l2.264
Semiannual Iota/ .............. , .... $7.J...584
Assuming 28 years of monitor1ng. the net present value for scmiannua1 monitormg
is $780.064. This number is derived by calcu?a1ing the semiannual NPV for JO years and
subtrauing the semiannual NPV for the iuilial :2 years that are addre~sed in lhe quarterly
monitoring seclion.

The Wlal net present value for 30 years of operation, maintenance, and monitoring for this
technology is $1.003,275.
Source Area Pump and Tre3t

Direct Capital Costs
Well JnstaUation

Two IO-inch diameter wel1s to 30 feet bgs - $12.000 each..... . ........................... $24.000

One 6-jnch diametl!r wt:Jl lo 55 foet bg.s - lump !\um ....................................... $10.000
rO¥l di~posal - 40 drums @ $350 each................... . ....... , . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. ........ $14 .ooo

C:onven eitisting wesl well lo a monitoring well ............................. _.................... $1.000
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lones Ctl~mical~

Piping Trench (2 feet wide- x 3.5 fee( deep x 350 feet long)
Excavation - 350 feet long @ $HJ per foot ........................................................ $3,500
Piping - $28 per foot x 350 feel x 2 wells....
. .......................... $19,600
Electric conduit - $7. 75 per linear foot x 35() feet x 2 welts.... . . . . . . . . .................... $5 ,425
Backfill and compaction - $5 per fool x 350 feel ................................................ S1. 750
Surface replacement - $5 per sf x 700 sf. . . . . .

. .......................................... $3 .500

Wen Vaults
Jmtallati1:'\n - $1 ,500 each x 3 ................................................................. , $4.500
Piping and appunenances - $1,200 each x 3 ...................................................... $3 ,600

Exm1ction Pumps
Two Gravel well pumps - $2,000 each ........................... ,......

. ..................... $4,000
Bedrock zone well pump ............................................................................. $l .500
Air Stripping Tower Modificat[ons

Piping - Lump sum...........................................................
. .......... $6,000
Controls - Lump sum ............................................................................... $10.000
Discharge - Lump ~um ......................... , ................................................. $10.000

Surface Replacement
Six-inch pavement base@ SL l J /sf x l ,OO\L1;f ......... .
Two~inch asphalt pavement @ $ l. 87 /~f x 1.000 sf ..... .

. ........................... $1,110
l. 870

.......... '... '' '.... '.... '.'. s

Electrical Modificarions
Lump sum , ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ $10. 000
Site restoration ........ , ..................... ,.···-···· .................... , ....... , ... , ............... $5,(}(X)
Suhtotal ............................. $140, 35 5
Contingency @ 10% ............... $28,071

TOT AL ............................. Sl 68.426
lndir@ct Jmpfementation Costs
Engineering design documents..................................................................... $50,()()()

Project management ............................. _....... . .......................................... $ J OJ)()()
Air permitting (modifications co the existing air stripper}. ................................... $10,000
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Construction Oversight
Staff Engineer@ 12 hours per day x 5 d.iys x $85 per hour . . . . . . . . ....................... $5.100
Per diem, lodging, and vehicle - $150 per da;· x 5 days ....................................... $750
Travel to and from the Site - 20 hours x $85 per hour. plus $1.000 for airfare ............ $2. 700
Svstem St3rtur and Shakedown

Scaff Engineer - 12 hours per day x 3 days x $85 per hour .................................... $3.060
Technician - 12 hours per d.ay .'t 3 days x $70 per hour ......................................... $2,520
Per diem. lodging. and vehicle@ $250 per day x 3 days ......................................... $7.SO
Technician travel to and from Site - 20 hllurs x $70 per hour. plus$ l .000 for airfare .... $2 .400
Searl-up equipment ............................................................ ~ ....................... $1,000
Influent and etnuem sample analysis - 6 samples x $110 per sample......
. ............. $660
Sample shipping ........................................................................................ $ J 00
Construe lion completion reporting............... . ........................................... $20 .000

TOT AL ............................. $109,040

Op(;'rfltlon, Maintenance, and Monitoring Co5fs
lt is as~umed lhat JCI will use lhe treated groundwater for its processes ~t lhe facility. h lS al !'O
as)umed lhat Jcr per~onnel would conduct operation, maintenance and monttoring acli11jlies as
part of their existing process. No .additional labor costs or expenses will be ~aused by lhis
technology for operation. maimenance. and monitonng during the anticipated 15 years for rh1s
technology to achieve remediation objectives. Groundv. •arer monitoring cos(s associaled with
thi~ tl:'.c;hnokigy are addressed in Monitored Natural A uenuation.

Potassium Permanganate Injection Cost Estimate
Direct Capital Costs

Well 1nsl411tatlons
Mobilizationi'Demobiiiz.ation.......................................................................... $500
Per Diem and lodg~ng, 2 man crew - $50 per man per day~ 3 days ....................... $300

Injection Wells
On~ 4~inch

diameter well to 25 fee( bgs.. ... .. .. . .......

.. ........................ $1.000

One 4-inch diamerer well to 50 feet bgs................................ . . . . . ............. $2.200
1DW disposal - 8 drums @ $350 each ......................................................... $2.800

T:iibb~
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Moniton'ng 'Wells

Two 2-inch diameter wells to 25 feet bgs - $500 each ................................... $ l .000
Two 2-im:h diameler wens to 50 feet bgs $ 1.200 each.... . . . . . ................... $2.40fJ
IDW disposal - 20 drums @ $350 each... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. . . . . ...... $7.000
Well Vaults and :e.!Ping
lrutallarion, piping and appurtenances - $1.500 each

K.

6 wells............................. $9.000

Mixin_g System and Eguipmcm

System and equipment - Lump sum ............................................................ $ lOJ)()()
System and equip.mem insrallation Lump sum..... . . . . . . . . ................................. $15,000
Subtotal .............................. $5 l .200
Ci.1ntingency@ 203 ............... $10.240
TOTAL .............................. $61~"40

A9-2: tndired

lmpl~ment~tion

Cods

Engineering design documents ................................................................... $I 0,000
Project Illitnagemenc ................................................................................. $2 .500
Injection permic and tegulatory variance....... ........................ . .................. $10.000
Construction Oversight
Staff Engineer @ 12 hours per day x 5 days x S85 per hour .................................. $5 .100
Per diem. lodging. and vehicle - $ l 50 per day x 5 da)'S ......................................... $750
·Travel to and from Sit~ - 20 hours x $85 per hour. p\u.s $1.000 for airfare... . ............ S2, 700
SysteJ.ILStarrup and Shakedown
Engineer - J2 hours per day x 2 days x $85 per hour
. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . ... $2.040
Technician - 12 hours per day x 2 days x $70 per hour................................... . ... $1.680
Per diem. lodging. and vehicle @ $250 per day x 2 days ........................................ $500
Travel to and from the Site - 20 hours x $155 per hour, plus $2,000 for airfare ........... $5.100
Surt-up equipment. .................................................................................... $1.500
Groundwater sample analysis - 12 sampJes x $200 per sample ................................ $2 ,400
Slaff

QA/QC sampJes - 2

sampte~

x $200 per sampJe ..... ... .. . ......... ..... ....

. ................. $400

Sample shipping- SlOO per event x 2 events ................................................... $200
Construction completion reporling ................................................................ $!0,0<Xl
TOTAJ ...................••.••••.•••.. $S4.870

lable 9,
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lones Chemicals

Operation,

Mainten1mc~,

.and Monitoring Costs

Monitoring - Annual Vjsil
Two technicians@ $70 per hour x 10 hours each per day x 8 day!> _____ .. ____ ... _.......... $5J>{l0
Per diem, expendables, and field equipment ($500 per day x Bdays) ........... _.... ____ . __ $4, 000
Annual Report/ Project Managemem ...................................................... $10,QO{)
Operation
AnnuaI KMnO.; - purchase and lransporlatio n ............... _. __ .. _....... __ .................. $4,000

Utilities (water and electriciry) _

.. _____ ....... __ ... . ............................. __ . _. _. $2. 000

Ma intena.nce
Annual repair

co).(S

.. -. '' ' -. $3.000
Su btota I . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2 8. 600
Comingcncy@20% ......... --- .. j5.720
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RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY
Jones Chemical Superfund Site
INTRODUCTION
This Responsiveness Summary provides a summary of citizens' comments
and concerns received during the public comment period related to the
Jones Chemicals, Inc. site (Site) remedial investigation and feasibility
study (Rl/FS) and the Proposed Plan, and provides the responses of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to those comments
and concerns. All comments summarized in this document have been
considered in EPA and NYSDEC's final decision in the selection of a
remedy to address the contamination at the Site.

SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS ACTIVITIES
The July 2000 Proposed Plan, which identified EPA and NYSDEC's
preferred remedy and the basis for that preference, and the Rl/FS reports
were made available to the public in both the Administrative Record and
information repositories maintained at the EPA Docket Room in the
Region II New York City office and two local information repositories: the
Village of Caledonia Library, 3108 Main Street, Caledonia, New York and
the Village of Caledonia Clerks Office, 30-95 Main Street, Caledonia, New
York. The notice of availability for these documents was published in the
Livingston County News on July 20, 2000. A public comment period was
held from July 20, 2000 to August 19, 2000. On August 14, 2000, EPA
conducted a public meeting at the Caledonia-Mumford Central School, 99
North Street, Caledonia, New York, to present the findings of the Rl/FS
and answer questions from the public about the Site and the remedial
alternatives under consideration.
Sixteen people, consisting of local
residents, a representative of the media, a potentially responsible party
(PRP) representative, and state and local government officials, attended
the public meeting.

OVERVIEW
The public generally supports the selected remedy, which includes,
among other things, in-situ soil vapor extraction (SVE) to address the
contaminated soil and groundwater extraction and treatment in the source
area, in-situ dense nonaqueous phase liquid treatment, and monitored
natural attenuation of the groundwater outside the source area to address
the contaminated groundwater.
Responses to the comments received at the public meeting (no written
comments were received) are summarized below. Attached to this

Responsiveness Summary are the following Appendices:
Appendix V-a Appendix V-b Appendix V-c Appendix V-d -

Proposed Plan (July 2000)
Public Notice published in the Livingston County News
on July 20, 2000
August 14, 2000 Public Meeting Sign-In Sheet
August 14, 2000 Public Meeting Transcript

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
A summary of the comments provided at the August 14, 2000 public
meeting, as well as EPA and NYSDEC's responses to them thereto, are
provided below. The comments and responses have been organized into
the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Site Contaminants
Threat to Public and Private Water Supplies
Risks Posed by the Site
Soil and Groundwater Treatment Processes
Financing of the Project
Site Contaminants

Comment #1:

A commenter asked what contaminants are present onSite and whether the extent of the soil and groundwater
contamination has been clearly defined.

Response #1:

Site soils and groundwater are contaminated, primarily,
with tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethylene
(TCE). The results of soil samples collected across the
Site showed PCE concentrations ranging from below
detection to 330,000 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg)
and TCE concentrations ranging from below detection to
320 µg/kg. The highest soil concentrations of PCE and
TCE were detected in a 150-foot by 20-foot area located
at the Site of a former aboveground solvent tank area.
referred to as the "Former Solvent Tank Source Area,"
on the western portion of the property.
An
approximately
1,500-foot
(along
the
northeast-southwest axis} by 720-foot (along the
north-south axis) groundwater voe plume, consisting of
primarily PCE, and its degradation products TCE and
1,2-dichloroethene (1,2-DCE}, extends from the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area to the east and to the
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northeastern property boundary.
Vertically, the
contamination extends to at least 48 feet below the
ground surface in the source area.
Groundwater sampling results from the overburden
aquifer in the Former Solvent Tank Area showed
concentrations of PCE and TCE as high as 5,500
micrograms per liter (µg/I) and 130 µg/I, respectively.
Although there is groundwater contamination in the
overburden aquifer outside the Former Solvent Tank
Area, it appears that the North Well (an on-plant
production well) has helped to limit the migration of the
plume (while 140 µg/I PCE was detected at the North
Well, PCE concentrations significantly taper off beyond
the well, ranging from below detection to 22 µg/I).
Based upon the data, it does not appear that
contamination is migrating beyond JCI Jones Chemicals,
lnc.'s property boundaries.
In the bedrock aquifer in the vicinity of the Former
Solvent Tank Area, PCE and TCE were detected at
concentrations as high as 62,000 µg/I and 100 µg/I,
respectively. With the exception of the detection of 340
µg/I PCE in the West Well, relatively low concentrations
of PCE and TCE (less than 10 µg/I) were detected
outside the Former Solvent Tank Area.
Based upon the data summarized above, EPA believes
that the nature and extent of the soil and groundwater
contamination have been clearly defined.
Threat to Public and Private Water Supplies

Comment #2:

Several commenters inquired as to whether the Site
poses a threat to the public and private water supplies
located in the vicinity of the Site.

Response #2:

The Site does not pose a threat to the public and private
water supplies located in the vicinity of the Site.
Periodic sampling of the Village of Caledonia's water
supply wells from 1983 through 1989 showed the
·presence of PCE, TCE, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. In
1991, the Village installed an air stripper to treat the
water prior to distribution. The latest sampling results
(June 6,
2000)
indicate that the contaminant
concentrations meet drinking water standards prior to
V-iii

treatment.
While the Site's southern boundary is located
approximately 700 feet from the Village of Caledonia's
water supply wells, it has not been determined that the
Site was the source of this contamination. Observing
groundwater flow paths would ordinarily allow a
determination as to whether or not the Site was a source
of this contamination. However, since the groundwater
flow path has been altered (the Village took a water
supply well out of service in 1994 and the prolonged
pumping of the on-Site production wells has altered the
natural groundwater flow path}, such a determination
cannot be made.
·
There are two private residential wells located
approximately one mile from the plant which have shown
chlorinated solvent contamination. NYSDEC installed
and is presently maintaining treatment systems on these
wells. The contaminants found in these wells are only
slightly above drinking water standards. Given the low
levels of contamination and considering the distance of
the wells from the Site, it is unlikely that the Site is the
source. The source of the contamination of these wells
has yet to be identified.
No other private wells located in the vicinity of the Site
show evidence of Site-related contamination.

Risks Posed by the Site

Comment #3:

A commenter asked what are the risks that the Site
poses.

Response #3:

Based upon the results of the RI, a baseline risk assessment was conducted to estimate the risks associated
with current and future Site conditions. A baseline risk
assessment is an analysis of the potential adverse
human health and ecological effects caused by
hazardous substance releases from a site in the absence
of any actions to control or mitigate these under current
and anticipated future land uses.
The potential human receptors evaluated were plant
workers and off-Site adult and child residents. The
baseline risk assessment evaluated the exposure that
may potentially impact such receptors.
V-iv

The results of the risk assessment indicate that the
estimated excess risks for plant workers and trespassers
were lower than or within the acceptable risk range.
Based upon the groundwater sampling results, it appears
that the on-Site production wells are preventing the
migration of contaminated groundwater beyond the
property boundaries. The risk assessment evaluated
the threat posed by a hypothetical scenario where the
plant production wells cease to operate, allowing the
migration of contaminated groundwater beyond the plant
boundaries.
The estimated risks for off-Site residents
hypothetical future-use scenario where the
production wells are turned off, thus
contaminated groundwater to migrate off-Site,
unacceptable risk.

under a
on-plant
allowing
poses an

With regard to ecological receptors, soil samples from
the Former Solvent Tank Source Area contained volatile
organic compounds, some of which (e.g., PCE) are
present in concentrations greater than conservative
screening criteria considered protective of soil
invertebrate species. Therefore, there is a potential for
an unacceptable risk to burrowing animals that come into
contact with these contaminated surface soils (zero to a
two-foot depth).
Because the groundwater is about 8 feet below the
ground surface, direct contact with groundwater by
ecological receptors is unlikely. Since there are no
wetlands or surface water bodies in the immediate
vicinity of the Site, there is no potential for contaminated
groundwater to discharge into surface water. Therefore,
groundwater is not considered to be an exposure
·pathway for ecological receptors.

Soil and Groundwater Treatment Processes

Comment #4:

A commenter asked about the safety of the selected soil
and groundwater treatment processes. They also asked
whether these processes would adversely impact the air
or groundwater.

Response #4:

The selected soil and groundwater treatment processes
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could result in some adverse impacts to on-Site
remediation workers, but all of these potential risks
would be readily mitigated by utilizing proper protective
equipment.
Specifically, the selected soil remedy, SVE, could result
in some adverse impacts to on-Site workers through
dermal contact and inhalation related to the installation
of SVE wells through contaminated soils. The selected
groundwater remedy, source area extraction and
treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the
plume, could result in some adverse impacts to on-Site
workers, since it in vo Ives the in sta I latio n of extraction
wells through potentially contaminated soils and
groundwater. This alternative could also present some
limited adverse impacts to on-Site workers through
dermal contact and inhalation related to groundwater
sampling activities.
The vapors extracted by the SVE process will be treated
by granular activated carbon before being vented to the
atmosphere. The extracted groundwater will be treated
by an air stripper and, if necessary, granular activated
carbon, prior to its use as non contact cooling water
within the plant. As such, the soil and groundwater
treatment processes will not pose a threat to the public
and will not adversely impact the air or groundwater.

Comment #5:

A commenter asked where Jones Chemicals, Inc. 's
wastewater is presently discharged. Another commenter
asked whether the wastewater is tested prior to
discharge.

Response #5:

The principal waste stream from the plant is wastewater,
which is comprised of wash water and other waste
liquids generated from handling and packaging. This
waste stream is first neutralized and then mixed in an
approximately 1-to-99 ratio with noncontact cooling
water, which is extracted from two on-Site production
wells. This mixture is then discharged to an infiltration
lagoon system in accordance with a New York State
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. In May
1996, JCI Jones Chemicals, Inc. installed an air stripper
to treat the noncontact cooling water prior to discharge
to the lagoons. Periodic monitoring of the noncontact
cooling water is performed. This monitoring indicates
that volatile organic contamination is below detection
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limits after treatment.

Comment #6:

Since the estimated volume of contaminated soil is only
1, 700 cubic yards, a commenter asked why EPA is not
proposing to excavate it and take it off-Site, rather than
treating it in-situ.

Response #6:

While excavation of the contaminated soils and off-Site
treatment/disposal would effectively achieve the soil
cleanup levels in approximately one year, as compared
to 3 years for SVE, at a cost of
$3,269,000, the
excavation and off-Site treatment/disposal alternative
would be considerably more expensive than SVE
($684,000).
Although the contaminated soils are a
continuing source of groundwater contamination, they do
not pose an immediate human health or ecological risk.
Considering the fact that the groundwater component of
the selected remedy will address the contaminated
groundwater, the increase in the time needed to clean up
the soil would, therefore, not be a significant concern.
Consequently, EPA believes that SVE would effectuate
the soil cleanup while providing the best balance of
tradeoffs among the alternatives with respect to the
evaluating criteria.

Comment #7:

A commenter asked for details as to how the SVE
process works. Another commenter asked whether SVE
is a proven technology and whether it has been used to
remediate any sites.

Response #7:

Under the SVE process, air is drawn through a series of
underground, perforated pipes to volatilize the solvents
contaminating the soils in the unsaturated zone (above
the water table).
The extracted vapors are then
collected and treated by granular activated carbon
before being vented to the atmosphere.
The spent
carbon is transported off-Site for treatment. While the
SVE process is working, the concentrations of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) being recovered will be
monitored. Based upon these data, when it appears that
the recovery of volatile organic compounds has tapered
off, soil borings will be collected to verify that the
cleanup objectives have been met.
SVE is a proven technology that has been widely used at
Superfund and non-Superfund sites nationwide. In New
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York State, SVE was used at the Genzale Plating
Company Superfund site. a metal-plating facility located
in Franklin Square, New York with VOC contamination.
After approximately one year of operation, confirmatory
soil sampling established that the voe cleanup levels
had been met and the unit was shut down. SVE units are
currently operating at the Mattiace Petrochemical
Company Superfund site, an inactive chemical
distribution facility located in Glen Cove, New York, the
Pasley Solvents and Chemicals Superfund site, a former
tank farm used for the storage of oils, solvents and
chemicals in Uniondale, New York, the Rowe Industries
Groundwater Contamination Superfund site. a motor and
transformer manufacturer located in Sag Harbor, New
York, the Solvent Savers Superfund site. a chemical
waste recovery facility located in Lincklaen. New York.
and in an industrial park associated with the Vestal
Wellfield Superfund site, located in Vestal, New York.

Financing of the Project
Comment #8:

A commenter asked who paid for the Rl/FS and who will
be paying to implement the selected remedy.

Response #8:

In March 1991. JCI Jones Chemicals, Inc. entered into
an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with EPA to
perform an Rl/FS for the Site to determine the nature
and extent of the contamination at and emanating from
the Site and to identify and evaluate remedial
alternatives. Pursuant to the requirements of the AOC,
JCI Jones Chemicals. Inc. also agreed to reimburse EPA
for its oversight of the Rl/FS. After the remedy is
selected, EPA intends to commence negotiations with
JCI Jones Chemicals,
Inc. for the company's
performance of the design and construction of the
remedy.
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Appendix V-a
July 2000 Proposed Plan

Superfund Proposed PJ~n

Jones Chemicals, Inc. Superfund Site
Caledonia, Livingston County, New York

&EPA

Jul 2000
PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED PLAN

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

July 2a, 200() • August 19,
2000: Public comment period on

tti e Pro posed _Pia 11.
August 14, 200Q at 7:00 p.m.:
Public meeting at Caledori iaMumford Central School, 99
North Street, Caledonia, NV

14223.

COMMUNITY ROLE IN SELECTION

PROCESS
EPA and NYSDEC rely on public tnput
to ensure that the concerns or 1he
community a reconsidered in selecting
an effective remedy for eac:h
Superfi.md site. To this end, the
remedial investigation and feasibility
study (Rl/FS) reports and ttiis

Pro posed PIan have been mao e
available to the public for a public
comment period which begins on July
20, 2000 and concludes on August 19,

2000.
A public meeting will be held during
the public comment period at the
Caledonia.Mumford Central School,
99 North Street. Caledonia, NY 14223
on August 14, 2000 at 7:00 P.M. to
present the conclusions of the Rl/FS,
fu rthet eIaborate on the reasons for
recommending the preferred remedy,
and to rece rve public comments.

Comments received at the public::
meeting, as well as written commel"lts,
will be documented in the
Responsivenes!.i Sum ma ry section of
the Record of Decision {ROD}. the
document which formalizes the
selection of the remedy.

his Proposed Plan describes ttie remedial altematives considered for
the Jones Chemicals, lnc. Supertund site and identifies the preferred
l'ernedial alternative with the rationale for this preference.

T

The Proposed Pl~n was developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA} in consultation with ttie New York State Department of
Envjronmenta! Conservation (NYSDEC). EPA is issuing the Proposed Plan
as part of its public participation responsibilities Linder Section 117(a) of toe
Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) of 19BO, as amended, ·and Section 300.430(fj(2) of the Natioriat
Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP). The
alternatives summarized here are de~cribed in the remedial investigalion
and 1easibility st1.1dy (Rl/FS) reports and other documents cotltained in the
Administrative Record file for this site. EPA and the NYSDEC encourage
the public to re\i'iew these documents to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of ttie site and Su pe rtund activities that have been conducted
at the site.
Thls Proposed Pl.an is being provided .as a supplement to the RtlFS reports
to inform tt'>e public of EPA and NYSDEC's preferred remedy and to solicit
public comments pertai11ing to all the remedial alternatives evaluated, as
welJ as the preferred alternative
EPA's preferred soil remedy consists of soil vapo~ extraction. Ta address
the contaminated groundwater, EPA's prefenred remedy is groundwater
extraction and treatment in ttie source area, in-situ dense non-aqueous
phase liquid (DNAPL) treatmenl, and mpnitored natural attenuation of the
groundwa1er outside the source area.
TI'le remedy desc: ribed in this Proposed Plan is the pr&ferred temedy for the
site. Changes to ttie preferred remedy or a change from the preferred
remedy to another remedy may be made if public comments or additionaf
data indicate that such a change will result in a more appropriate remedial
action. T!1e final decision regardirig the selected remedy will be made aft&r
EPA tlas taken into consideration all public comments. EPA is soliciting
public com rnent o 11 all of the altemat.ive s considered in the detailed analysis
of the Rl/FS reports boc:ause EP.A. and NYSDEC may select a remedy otherthan the preferred remedy.
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Superfund Proposed Plan

The

adm~nistrati11e

fecord file, which

contains. the 111formation upon which
the selection of the response action
will be based. is ~vailable at the
following locations.
Village of Caledonia Library
3108 Main Street
Caledonia, NY 14423

l7161 538-4512
H(}<Jrs: Monday and Thursday, 2 :00 p .m. 10 5:30
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 9;00 p.rn.; T1.iesoav,
10;00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; and friday, 2:00
p.rn. to

5~ 30

p. m.

Jones Chemicals Superfund Sire

SJTE BACKGROUND
Slte Descriptio.11.
The. Jones Chemicals. Inc site. situated in a relatively flat,
sparse!:.,· populated. tightly indtistnal1zed suburban area of
the Village of Caledonia, includes the JCI Jones
Chemicals. Inc. (Jones) plant The site 1s bordered by
Iroquois Road to the south, farmlands to the north. and
homes to the east an Cl west A construction company and
a printing compan:f are located immediateiy northwest of
the plant A golJcoufse. baseball field, and 1ennis court are
present ~mmed1ately south of Iroquois Road. The site
vicinity to the west and southwest is populated with hgtit
service industries. including hardware stores, gasoline
stations. dry cleaners. restaurants. and other commercial
bw.>inesses (See Figure 1.)

Villag~

of Caledonii:i Clerks Office
30-95 Main Strertt
Caledonia, NY 14423
(716} 538·6555

Hours; Monday-fnday. 8:00 a rn. to 4:00 p rn.

USEPA-Region II
Su pertu nd Records C erirer
290 Brnadway, 18th floor
New York. NY 10007-1866

(212) 637 -4308

Hours. Monday-Friday. 9 00 a.m. - 5 00 p rn

Written comments on this Proposed Plan should be
,atj(Jresseo to:
George Jacob. Pro1ecl Manager
United States Environmental Protection Agency
290 Broadway. 201h Floor
New York. NY 10007-1866
Telephone (212) 637-4266
Telefax: (212) 637-3956
E,mail· jacob.george@epa gov

SCOPE AND ROLE OF ACTION
Th& pr~mary objectives of thi$ ac.t1on are to control the
sources of contamination at the site. to minimize the
migration of contaminants, and to mi.riimize any potentJal
future health and environmental impact$

There are nine buildings located on the 10-acre
manufacturing pla11t grounds. consisling ot office space,
dn.Jm storage sheds. interconnected warehouse buildings.
a biea-vh manufacturing building, and a ch~orine and sulfur
d1o~ide repackaging building. The areas around the
buildings i3re paved with asphalt. The Marn Service
Rarlway lines run west to east to the north ofthe buildings
A large area south of the bu!ldirigs. fac1n9 Iroquois Road,
is grass-covered. The area north of the buildings is kn011Vn
as the "North Propert:I" .. The eastern ponion of the North
Property 1s covered by gravel; the western portion b)' gt ass.
Thr~e unlined I.a goons are loca~ed to the northwest of the
bleach manufacturing building.
Tile plant property, wh1ch has been used for industrial
purposes si11ce 1939. is presently zoned industrial and light
industrial, it 1s ant1c1pated tr.at the land use will not change
Ln the future:

Site GeologylHydrogoelog)'
The s~~e 1s underlain by two distinct strati9raphic zones, an
upper overburden zone. arid an underlying bedrock zone
The overburden zone consisLs of approximately 30 to 70
feet of glacial deposits (a mixu.1re c·f gravel, sand, and silt}
Groundwater ele·.;ations measured at the site 1nd1cate that
the principal groundwater flow direction in the overburden
;zone is toward the northeast
Carbonate bedrock (dolomite) rs found below the glacial
deposits. The s.u rlace of the bed roe k slopes steeply to the
we sf Cores taken at the site 1nd1cate that ~he upper ponion

1

Source L"11ter frorn M1ctlelle M. Chaprnan. Code Enforcemenl
Officer. Vil1ag@ or Cale.jonia. Caledor1ia. New York. la Ja@I
Singerman. Chief. Cemral New Yori<. Remedration Section. EPA.
dated M<ly 23. 2000 (This letter •s 1r1d,1deii in the Admini&lralive
R~cord

file for this site.)
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of the zone {10 feet or less) is highly wea~hered and
fractured. The groundwater yield wiltlit1 the bedrock occurs
ptimar;~y in the weathered portion an<l/or through fractures
Grm.mdwater e~evation data indicates that gl"oundweter flow
m the bedrock is both to the west and northeast There also
appears to be an upward vertical gr.adie11t indica1in9 flow
from the deeper to shallower water-bearing zories.

Site History

Tne prin<:1pal waste stream from the plant has been
waslewater from tank washmgs. ftoor washings, and other
waste liquids from handling and pai;;k;;iging This waste
stream is first treated by the on-site elementary
neutral1zat1ot1 system through the addilion of sulfur dioxide
or causlic soda The wastewater is then mi)(ed in an
approximate!~· 1-to-99 rnt10 11,1ith nonconlact cooling warer.
Tn1s mixture is then discher9ee1 to the infiltration lagoon
system in <iccordance wrth a New Yori< State Pollutant
Discharge Eli rn1nat ion System ( SPDE S) perm it.

Jones purchased the majority otthe plant property in 1939.
which, at the time. included an orchard, agricultlJral fields,

and pasture land$. Soon after the pure hase of the property,
Jones began the production of sodium hypochlorite
(bleach). In 1942, Jones purchased adjacent properties to
the north and east. and be9at1 repack.aging chlorine from
bulk sources to Cl'linders and 1-ton containers there.
Titanium telrachJoride was briefly ma111,,Jfactured betw-een
1942 and 1943 for the U .S govemment during World War
II for use 1n smokescreen operations Repackaging of
anhydrous ammonia and acids beg.an in i 94 7
The
production of aqua ammoma and bulk storage of
hycJrochloric. sulfuric. 11itric. and hydrofluosilicic acids
started in 1953. Between 1960 and approximately 1977.
vclatiie organic cornpovnds (VOC s), including
tetrachloroethene (PCEL trid1loroetne11e {TCE). lotuene.
1.1.1 ·tticnloroethane ( 1.1. 1• TCAJ. me1hylene chloride. and
Stoddard solvent, were repackaged from bulk to smaller
containers tor sale/distribution. Aqua amrTll;-nia wa5
proowced by combining water and ammonia until 1995.
In 1971 . .Jones began to transport commercial hazard{)US
wastes not generated by Jones The hazardous waste
materials were temporarily stored on-site pJiOr to transport
and disposal off-site. Jones djscontinued the transportation
and on-site storage of hazardous wastes i11 1980
Repackaging of chemicals from bulk to small cor1ta1r'iers has
been one of the primary activities at tt'le pl~nt These
repackaged chemicals not only mclude the Chemicals
manufactured at ~he plant but also those that were brought
in bulk loads for redistribution. Mater~als brought in bulk
form were generally stored in shipping containers (1 ~ .
railroad tank cars or tan~er trucks), aboveground storage
tanks. aod underground storage tanks. The majo~ty of
these tanks were ta ken out of serv1ce and removed
between 19B1 and 1986.
Commerciail activities <It the site presently inc~ude the
manufacture of sodi1,,Jm hy1Jochlorite through lh!! reaction Qf
Chlorine and dilute sodium h-ydrox:1de. manufacture of
sodium bisulfLte through the reaction of ddute sodium
hydroKide and sulfur d1ox1de. repackaging and distribution
of chlorine. sulfur d1ox1de, sodium hydroxide, and various
mmerals acids, such 9S muriatic acid and hydrofluos1licic
acid, from bulk to small cOrlfainers and the distribution of
various ino.-ganic water treatment chemicals. such as s.oda
ash and lime

IJ - July 2000

Av3ilab1e records indicate th.:it the sludge thal forms in the
infiltration lagoons (which were conslructed 1n the mid1950sJ has been e)(cavated at least fhree limes_ The
excavated sludge from the first two excavation events was
spread on the ground in the vicinity of the lagoons, while
the sludge from the third excavation event was d1:sposed of
in a rnunicipat landfil1

voes

were first reportel1 in July 1981 in the production
wells at the plant and iri the cJ1scharge wa1er to rhe lagoons
A subseql.lent tiydrogeologic irwesf~gation by Jones
1nd1cated 1he presence of voes in the on-site soil and
groundwater. In June 1986. relati\lely high concentrations
of PCE at 1.160 and 765 rnicrogr.:ims per liter (µg/I) were
detected in the plant's production wells, referred to as the
"North Well" arid the "West Well." respectively (see Figure
1) fhe North Well located in the northern portion of the
plant propl!:'rty. has a capacity of 300 to 400 gallons. per
rnu1ute (gpm). The West Well, located 1n the western
portion of the plant has a capacity of appro:i<imately 15
gprn. The Nortt\ Well and the West Well are screened iri

WHAT IS A '"PRINCIPAL THREAT?"

The NCP establisl'les an expectatio'1 that EPA will use
treatment to address the principal threats po$ed by a
site wherever practicable (NCP Section 300.430
(a){ 1)(r1i)(AJ}_ TP-1e "prrf1Crpal th rear concept is applied
to the character1zatJon of ··source materials·' at a
Superfund Site. A source rnate11a1 is material that
includes or contains hazardous substances. pollutants.
or contaminants that act as a reservoir for lhe migration
of contamination to groundwater. surface water, or air.
or acts as a sourc.e for direct eicposure Principal tllreat
wa$tes al"e those sourc.e materials considered to be
highly toxic or tlighly mobile that generally cannot be
reliably contained, or would present a signiflcaflt risk
to human health or the envitonmerit should exposure
occ;ur. The decision to treat these wastes is made on
a site-specific basis through a detailed analysis of
altemati\l@s, using the remedy selection criteria which
are described below This analysis provides a basis
for makrrrg a statutory findmg tl'latthe remedy employs
trealrnent as a principal elernent
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the 011erbur-Oen and bedrock. aquifers. respectively
Throughout the plants operatiori. spi11s occurred during the
haodlirrg of many of the abo11e-mer1tioned chemical$ These
sp1lrs contamrnated the underrying grm.mdwater.
~or il"l'Clus!On on the Nationa1
Priorilies List (NPL) in June 1986: 1t was listed on the NPL
in February 1990.

Tl'lei site w.is proposed

To comply with its SPDES permit and to collect data for
treat.ability study work related to the Rl/FS, 1n May 1996
Jones installed an air stripper to treat the noncontact

cooling water from lhe No~h Wefl and ihe West Well prior
ta discharge to the lag.'.Jons Monitoring or the discnarge
water rndicates ttiae
treatment.

voes are below detection lmvts after

Jones Chemicals Superfund Site
WHAT IS RISK AND HOW IS lT CALCULATED?
A Superfund baseline human l"leatth ri$k as1>essment is an
analysis of the potential adverse health effects ~utif!ld b)'
.haiardou s -:; uos ta nee ex po sure from a sire in the absence of
any actions 10 Ct.Jn1rol or mitigate th!i&e uno"r cum-mt- and
future-land use:>
A 1our-scep process is utilized for
assessirig site-related ~uman health risks tor reasonable
ma:-:1murn e:ll'.posure scenarios

Hazard Jdenrification.· In this step. the contaminants. of
conc~rn fCOCJ al the site in vanous m~di<' \i-8._ soil,
groundwater. surtace wat~r. and air) are identified based on
such fa1clors as tCJ)(IC.lty. frequency of occutTe11Ce. and fate
and transport of the contaminants in ttie environment.
concentrations of the contaminant!' in $pacific media,
mobility, p1usistence, and bioaccumL.1lation.

In this :step the different exPQSure
which people fl1ight be exposed to th•
<:Qntaminants identified ifl th it previous s.tep are evaluated.
E:-:amples of e>Cposu'e pathways. include incidental .ingestion
of alid dermal CDntacl "N1th contammat~d soil Factan;
relal1ng ro the exPOsure assessment include. but are f'ot
~imited 10. the concentrations that people ml9ht be fixposed
te; and the potenllal fre:qvency ario duration of e:.:posure
Using t/'lese factors. a ··reasoMble maximum e)(posure'
sceno.r1 o. which portrays. the highest level o1 human exposure
tha1 could rea1>0nably be expectecl to occur. ii; c.11culated.
E¥pOsure

~s.sessment.

paihwa~s through

RESULTS OF REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION
Ttie resu,ts of the RI .3re summarized bebw

Surface and Subsmface Soils
The feS1.111s of 19 soil samples collected across the site
showed PCE concentrations ranging from belcw detetlicn
to 330,000 micrograms per l<trograrn (µglkg! and TCE:
concentrations ranging from below detection to 320 µgft-.g
The hi9hest sojj coricentrations of PCE and TCE were
detected in a 150·foot by 20·fool area focated at 'he site o~
a former aboveground sol•1ent tank area (hereinafter
rererred to the "Former Solvent Tank Area"} ($ee Fi9ure 1 }.
located in the western portion of the property

Groundwater
An
approximately
1.500-foot {along
the
norttieast-soutnwes.t axis) by 720-foot (a1ong the
north-south a.xis) groundwater voe plume. consisting of

primanty PCE. and its degradation procucts ICE and l .2-

d icti Ioroeth e ne { 1.2-DCE I. extends from the Former Solvent
Tan!< Source Area to tile east and to the no rthea sterri
property boundary. Vertically, the contamination extends to
at least48 feet below the ground surface in the source area.

Groulldwaler sampling results rrom the overburden aquifer
in lhe Form@r Solvernl Tank Area showed concentrations or
PCE and TCE as high as 5,500 µgll and 130 µgll,
respectively. Altnough there is groundwater coniaminat.011
in the overburden aquifer outside the Former Solvent Tank
Area. it appears that the North Well has. helped to limit the
migration of tne plume (while 140 µgfl PCE wa-s detei;led at
the North Well. PCE concentrations significantly taper off
beyond the well, ranging from below detection to 22 µgll).

EPA Region II -

Jurr 2000

nr

T{J ..-.tctly AsSfl S$me
In th is ~1ep. th11 types of adverse health
effects as~·:icia1ed with \'.'.hemical e.ic:posures. and !he
relationship between magnitude of exposure and severity of
adverse eftecls are d@termined_ Potenl.tal health sffeds are
chemical-specif,c and may include the osl< of developing
canc~r over a l1fe11me or o!h@T non·cancer health eftecis,
such as chaliges iri the normal functions o1 organs within lhe
body (e.~··. changes in the effectiveness of the immuna
system)
Some chemicals are capable of eausirig botl"I
cancer and n-0n-c.anwr health etfecls

Risk Charar:.teriz.Jlion Tni~ s1ep SlJmma11ze$ ano: combines
outputs of 1he e;.;posure and toxicity assessments to provide
a quanltt~live aSSB~Smenl of site nsk.s. Exposures are
evakusted ba$ed on tht< pot£intial nsk of developing cancer
arid the potential for non-cancer health ha:zards. Tne
l1~~ellhood of an mdivLdual developm9c.ancl!!r1s 4?Xpress.ftd as
a probabilit)' For example, a 10_,, cancer risk means a
· o fle·rn- ten· !hovsand ~Jre;ess cancer risk": o' one addPliona I
canc91 may be seen in a population of 10.000 people as a
result of e)(posure lo s1!e contaminarits under the conditions
explained in the E'.(posure Assessment Currel'lt Superfund
guidelines for atcept.<il:ileexposures are an individual iifebme
excess cancer risl\ lil the range ot ?O.,. to 10-'!I (corresponding
lo a one-in·ten-the>usand to a one-in-a·milliori exc;es,~ cancer
ns k) with 10 6 being the potnt of departure For non-cancer
health effects, ~ ·h3zard index' (Hi) is calculated. Al"I HI
represerw:. the sum of the individual &.>.'posure levels
comp¥ecf lo tne1r corres.pondiflg reference doses The key
conoopt ~or a non-cancer HI 1s that a "ttireshold level"
(mea:outel':l as an HI of less than 1) exi&h below wtuch non·
cancer health eftecls ar~ noc e:.c.p'!cted to occuf.
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In the bedmck aquifer in the vicinity of the Form€r Solvent
Tank Area, PCE and TCE wen~ delectecl at concentrations
as h~h as 62,00D 1-19.11and100 µg/I. respectively. VVitr1 tr1e
exception of the detection cf 340 µg.11 PCE in the Wes~ Well.
outside the Former Solvent T3nk Area. relatively law
concentrations of PCE and TCE (less than 10 µgflj were

detected.

The magnitude of the PCE concentrations in the bedroc~
aquifer in the Former So111ent Tank Area indicates the
potential presence ot svcn PCE in the form of a DNAPL. a
principal threat waste. Since much lower levels of PCE
were deleclel'.l 1n groundwaier samples col Iected ou ts1 de the
Former Solvenliank Area, it appears that thf: DNA PL may
be limjted to a smaJI area in tl'le source area
Periodic sampling of the Village of Caledonia's water
supply wells from 1983 tl"lrough 1989 showed the pre!>ence
of PCE and i .1.1-TCA. A l~mited study conducte-0 by
NYSDEC in 1996 characierized the c:hem1cals affecting
these well~. but did not 1dentify a source. The Village
jnsta!!ed art air stripper to treat llie wa1e1 prior to dish1bulion
in 1991 The lalest sarnple results (June 6. 2000} indicate
that the contaminant concentrations meet drinking water
standards prieir to treatment'. VVhil~ the Jones Chemicals
site's south em boundar1 is located approximate!'{ iOD feet
frorn the Village of Caledonia's water supply w~lls. 11 has not
been determined that the s.ite was the source or this
While both PCE and 1.11-TCA were
cor1tam1mition
detei:::ted in the Vill~ge's wells. 1,1 1- TCA. nas nor been
detected in groundwater samples collected frorn the Jones
Chernicals site Observing groundwater flow paths would
ordinarily allow a determination as to whether or no! the site
was a source of this cont;:imination However. since lhe
grounc:twa~er flow path has tJeen alter~a (the Village took a
water supply well ou~ of service in 1994 and the prolonged
p1.1mp1ng of the on-site pmduct1on wells has altered the
na!ural groundwater flow path), such a determination cannot
be made.

There are ~.... o private residentiai wells located approximate!·{
one mile frorn lhe p1an1 which have shown chlorinated
solvent contamination NYSDEC installed and 1s presently
mainraining treatment systems on these wells.
The
contaminants found in these wells are only marginafty above
drinking water standarr:is.
Given the low levels of
contilmination and considering the distance of the wells frarn
the Sile. il is unlikely that Jones Chemicals $1te is the source.
The source of the contaminatiori of these wells has yet to be
~dentifled.

2

The sample resul!s are mcluded m the ,A<jmin15lrative Record
file for 1his site.
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SUMMARY OF SfTE R,SKS

Based upon tr1e res\Jlts of the RI a b.aseline risk assessrner,t was conducted to estimate the risks associated with
cLJrrent Md future site conditions
A baseline risk
asses!>ment 1s an analysis of the potential adverse human
healtfl and eco1ogical effe-ct'li cau~ed by hazardous
substance e><POsu re in ttle absence of any actions to
control or mitigaie the5e under current and fulure land

use-:;
Tne human health 3nd eco1ogica1 nsk estimates
summt:trized below are based or; current reasonable
maximum exposure scenarios and were developed by
taking 1rito account various conservative estimates about
the frequency and duration of an individual's exposure to
ttie contaminants of concern (COCs). as well as the toxicity
of these contaminants

Humtm Health Risk Assessment
As was 1101ed abo ...·e. the current land use o~ the site is
indu!>tnal, and it •s <:lnlic1pated tnat the lar1d use will not
change in the future. In addition, although on-si1e wells
provide noncontact cooling w.a1er for the plant after
treatment potable water far tr1e plant 1s obtained from rhe
v111age of Ca1edoni::rs well system. Tnerefore, it is not
111'.ely that the groundwater under~y1ng the site will be used
tor potable purposes 1n lhe foreseeable ruture
The tiaseline risk. assessment began with selecting
chern1ca1s of concern in the various media that would be
represen1ar1ve of sJte risks. The primary COCs include
PCE. TCE a.:id 1Z-DCE in the soil and grou11dwater
rnecl1a

The potential h1)mon receptors evaiuated were on-plant
workers and trespassers and off-plant adult and cilild
residents The baselcne nsk assessment evaluated the
exposure that may potentiaHy impact such receptors.

83sed lipon the groundwater sampling results, it appears
thal the on-site production wells are prevenling the
migration of contaminated groundwater b@yond the
property boundaries The risk assessment e'llaluated the
threat posed b)• a hypotlletical off-plant direct contact with
contaminated groundwater (e.g., through ingestion of
groundwater and uihalatior. of volatiles released into indoor
air from groundwater while showering in an enclosed
space~ scenario where the on-plant prodlJCtion wells cease
10 operate. allowing tne migration of contaminated
groundwater beyond Che plant boundarres
The results. of the risk assessment 1nd1ca1e that the
estimated excess cancer ns~~s for on-plant wo1'kers and
trespassers were lower than or within the acceptable
e:,:cess cancer n!>k range of 10--1 to 1 o~ (the highest total
cancer ri!>~ was attnbulable lo a trespasser at 2.91 x 1 o·~)
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The estirnal~d e)(c~ss coincer risks for off-plant receptors
under the hypothetlcal future-use scenario where the onplant production wells are turned off. thus allowing
contam•riated gfoundwater to m1gra1e off-plan!. poses an
unacceptable risk
Total estimated HI \lalues for individual chem1cals and
combinations of ctiemica!s under curren! and future onplarrt worker ancl trespasser exposure scenarios al !he s,.ite
range up to a maximum of 0 i 939 (attributable to a
trespasser). Since the total estimated HI is less than unity
(1 0), 1here is not a concern for potential chronic adverse
no11-cancer health effects to such receptors.
The estimated HI for off.plant receptors llnder the
hypothetical future·use direct ccntact with contaminated
groundwater scenario {where the on-pf ant production wells
are turned off') is estimated to exceed unit'./
Ecological Risk Assessment

lower th3n or within the acceptable excess cancer risk
rarige. Therefore there is not :.-i concern for potential
chronic adverse non-cancer health effoc1s from chemicals
at the site.
Tne total estimated HI values for all on-plant worker and
trespasser exposure scenarios do not pose a concern for
potential chronic adverse. non-cancer health effects to such
receptor$ The eshmatec:l HI for off-plant receptors under
the hyp-othetrcal future-use scenario. where the on-plant
production wells are turned off poses a chronic adverse
non-cancer healtt\ effect to such receptors.

The presence of contaminated surtace soil tl"I the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area poses a potentially
unacceptable risk to ecological receptors.

8.aseCJ upon 1he results of the RI and lhe risk assessment,
EPA has dF-'.lermined that actual or ttlreateried releases of
hazardous substances from the site. if not addressed by

t.he preferred alternative or one of the other active
lnformaHori from the NYSDEC Bureau of WLldhfe 1nd1cates
tnat there are no endangered or threa1ened plant or an1mo;il
sp~cies at or in the v1c1r11ty of the site
Therefore. EP.~
ev<iluated po1ential 8xpo~ur~ pathways for nc.n-endarig~red
and non-threatened arnrnal ancl plant species

measures considered. may present a c1..urer.t or potential
threat to the environment

REMEDIAL ACTION OBJECTIVES
Since ttie site ini::Judes an industrieil f;:ictlity. there 1s minimal
habitat available for eco!o91cal receptors: however. 1he
grassy areas could support some soil invertebrates.
terreslrial me.rnmal5.. and birds
Soil samples from the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
contained volable organic compounds. some of wr11ch I. e g.
PCE} are pre$ent in concer1trations greater than
conservatcv e screening criteria cons1 de re j p.-otect 1ve of soil
in ...erteorate species Therefo1e ther~ is a potential tor an
unacceptable ri!>k to burrowing ~mmals th{'lt come into
contact with these contaminated surtace ::.oils (zero to a
two.fool depth).
0

Remedial ac1ion obJectives are specific goals to protect
hi;rnari health and the environment These obiec;tives are
based on available information and standards such as
applicable ot relevant and appropriate req1.1·rrements
(ARARs) and risk-based levels established in the risk
ass~s~ment

The following remedial action oojectives have been
estaol15ned for ehe site
Restore groumJwater to levels which meet state

anCI reder;;i1 standards wjlh1n a reasonable time
frame.

Considering the depth to the surface of the groundwater
(not less than 8 feet below the ground surface). direct
contact with groundwater by ecological receptors is unlikely.
Since ltiere are no wetlands or st.Jrtace water bodies in the
immediate vicinity of the sile. 1here 1s no potential tor
contaminated groundwater to discharge in10 surface wat~r
Therefore. groundwater ts not considered to be an exposure
pathway for ecolo91cal re\:eptors.

Summary of Human Health and Ecological Risks
The results of tne risk assessment indicate that under the
hypothetical off-plant grovndwater use scenario ·""·here the
on.plant production w.:>lrs are turn~ off. there 1s an
unac;ceptable excess cancer risk. Under all o1 the other onplaot scenario$, the e~tim.:ited i:xcess cancer risks are
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M1t1gate the potemtral tor chemicals to migrate from
soils into g101.mdwater and
•

Mitigate the migration of the affec(ed groundwater.

SUMMARY OF REMEDIAL AL TERNATJVES

CERCLA§121(b)(1). 42 USC §9621(b){1 ). mandates that
remedial actions must be protect1"e of human health and
lhi= erivimnment CO$!·effect1ve. comply with ARARS. a11d
ut1lL:ze permanent solutions and alternative treatment
l~chnologies. and resource recovery a1terna1ives to the
maximum extent pr~ct1cable
Section 121(b)(1) also
establishes ::i preference for remedial actions which
employ. as a principal eJemen!, treatrnerit to permanently
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and significantly reduce the volume, lo)(ic~ty. or mobility of
the hazardous substances, pollutaP"lts and contaminants at
a site. CERCLA § 121 (d). ~2 U.S.
§9621(d). fort he!
specifies tr1at a remedial a<:t1on must attain a level or
standard of control of the hazardous substances. pollutants,
and contaminants. which at least attains A.RARs under
federal and state laws, unless a waiver can be Jl1Stified
pursuant to CERClA §121(d)(4), 42 USC §9621(d)(4}

c

As was noled previously, principal threat wastes are those
source materials that act as a reservoir for the migration ar
contaminalion to groundwater (such as the DNAPL
potentially present in the i:.ource area at the Sile) Principal
lhreat was!es are those source materials considered to be
highly toxic and present a sigilificant risk to human health OJ
1he erwironrnent should exposure occur, or are h1ghiy
mobJle such lhat they,
generally·, c.annot be reliably
contained The decision to treat 1hese wastes is made on
a site-specific basis through a detailed analysis of
aUematives. using the remedy selection criteria which are
described below This a11alys1sprov1des a bas.is form.::ik.ing
a statutory finding that the remed;" employs treiitrnenl a~ a
principal element
Detailed descriptions or tr1e remedial alternatives for
addressing the contammation associated with the site can
be foufld m the! FS report The FS report presents four soil
r~rnediation alternatives and rJ\'e groundwater remedia1ion
alternatives To facilitate the presentation and evaluatio:m of
these alternatives. the F$ reports nine alternatives were
reorgariized in tormulcling the remedial alternatives
discussed below.
The construction time for each alternative refle-;t:; only the
time required to constrLJct or implement the remedy an1j
does not inc~ude the time required to design the remedy
negotiate the performance of the reme·jy with the
resporisib~e parties. or proc1,..1re contracts for design a11d
construction. The pre$erit-wonh costs for the altern<:itives
discussed below are calculated using a discetunt rate of
seven percent and a 30-year tirne interval.

Soil Altom.9tives
Alte rn ativlt S-1: No Action
Capital Cosl:

$0

Annual Operation ana Maintenance Cost.

$0

Present-Worth Cost

$0
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Because this alterriative would result in contaminants
remaining on-site. CERCLA requires that the site ~
reviewed at least once e11ery five years. If justifie<l by this
assessment. remedial aclions may be implemented 1n the
future to remove or treat the waste

Alternative S·2: Treaimeot of Contaminated Soils Using
Soil Vapor Extraction
CapLtal Cost

$365,0DO

Annual Operation and Ma•ntenance Cost:

$122,000

Pr!:sent-Worth Cost

$684 000

Conslruction Time:

3 months

Under this alternative, VOC-contarn1nated soils jn the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area wovld be remed1ated tr)''
so11 vapor e:.:tracli·~n (SVE) Under th•s treatmenl process
air would be drawn through a series. of wells to volatil•ze the
solvents contaminating the soils in the 1.Jnsat1.1rated zone
(above th~ water table). The extracted vapors wou~d then
be treated by graiiular acTivcited carbon before being
vented to the atmosphere
The appro>:irnate dimensions of the source area are 150
feet long. 20 feet wide. and 15 feet deep. yt~lding arr
e5t1mated volume of 1. 700 cubic yards of contaminate~
sod.
V'Jhlle the ac~.ual period of operal1on of the SVE system
would be based upon soil sampling results which
demonstrate ttiat the affected soils have been treated to
the soil cleanwp objectNes as specified in rhe New York
State TecM1ca1 and Ar.1ministrat1ve Guidance
Memorandum No. 94-HWR-4046 {TA.GM). it is estimated
that the system would operate for a period of three years

The remedial a!temat1\'es are

Construcrion Time:

Thtto Supiaorfund program requires that the "no-action··
alterriat1ve be considered as a baseline for comparison with
the other altematr11es. ihe no-action rernedi<it alternative
does not include any physical remedial measures thal
:address the contaminated soils 1n the Farmer Solve.nl Tank
Source Ar~a

Fencing ·would be ins1alle1j around the source area for the
duration of the treatment process to m1rnm•Ze worker
exposure

0 rn•:inth:s
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Alternative S-3; Excavatton of Contilminated Solls and
Off-Site Treatment/Disposal

$3.269,000

Capital Cost
Annual Operation cind Maintenance Cost
Present-Worth Cost
Constructjon Time

$0
$3,269.000
1 year

This alternalive inci1,.1des excavating approximately 1. 700
cubic yards of soil irr the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
whicti e)(ceed soil T AGM obJect11.'es. The actual ex1en1 of
the elCcavatlon and the volume of the excavated material
wouk1 be based on post·e)(ca11a~1on confirmatory sampling
Shoring of the e)(cavat1on and extraction ana treatment of
any water that enters the trench would be necessar)'
Th& tislCCavated areas would be backfilled wilh clean fill and
revegelated. Al I excavated ma1er1a I wo uId be cha ra ct~ rtz ed
and transported for treatmentfdisposal at an off-site
Resource Conseniation and Recovery Act (RCRA)compliant facilily Because of the h1gr1 levels of PCE that
would be present 4n the exca~·ated soij. it is likely ttiat
incineration would be lhe only viable form ot tre~tment

Alternative S-4: EJCcantion of Contaminaled Soil&, OnSitei Treatment via Lt>w Temperature Therm iii I
Desorption, and Redeposition
Capital Cost:

$1 154.000

AMual Operation and Maintenance Cost
Present-Worth Cost

so
$1.154.000

soil The orgar11c vapors extracted frorn the soil would theo
l:le either condensed. lransferred to another medium (such
a$ gr.anular activated carbon :1. or tflermall;· treated in an
aftert•umer operated to ensure complete destruction of the
v·olatile organrcs. The off-gases would be filtered through
a carbon "'e$sel Once the treated soil achieved soil T AGM
ob1ect1ves. 1t would be tested in accordance with the
Toxicity· Characteristic Leachin9 Procedure (TCLP) to
determine whe1her it cons.tilutes a RCRA hazardo1,.1s waste
arid. provided that it passes the test, 1t would be used as
backfill material for the e:i:ca11ateo area. $011 above TCLP
levels would be either re-treated or disposed of at an
approved off-site fac1l1ty, as appropriate.

Groundwarer Remedial Alternatives

Alternative GW-1: No Further Action and Long-Term
Monitoring

Ant1ual Monitoring Cost

1 year

This alternative includes e~cavating approximately 1, 700
Cllbic yards of soil in the F orrner Solvent Tank Source Area
which exceed soil clea~up objectives as speci~ed 1n the
TAGM. The actual extent of the excavation and the volume
of the excavated ma1erial would be based on poste)(cavation confirmatory sampling.
Shoring of the
excavation and e.><tract1on and treatment of any water that
enters the trench would be necessary.
The excavated soil would be fed to a mobile Low
Temperature Thermal Desorption (l TTD) unit brought to the
sile. where hot air injected at a temperature above tne
001ling points otthe organic contaminants of coricern would
allow t~em to be votatilized into g~ses and escape from tne
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$51 000

Present-Worth Cost:

$633,000

Construction Time

3 months

The Supetfund program requires that tilt: "no-;:iction"
alternative be considered as a baseline forcomparison witfl
the other alternatives
The no turthe:- action rem@d1al altematrve would not include
any physic.al remedjal measures lo address lhe
groundwater contamination at the site~ This alternative
would. however. mclude a long-term groundwater
monitoring program and the installation of some additional

mc1nitoring wells
Construction Time:

$3.000

Ca pita I Cost

Under this monitoring program

groundwater samples would be collected and analyzed
annually.
Because th1s arternative would res.ult in contaminants
remairung Of'l·$ite, CERCLA requires that ttle site be
re111ewed at least once every fNe years. If justified by the
re'lliew, additional remedial actions may be implemented ln
the future

~

1

All.hough. since May 1996. conteminated groundwater has
been eKlracted from 1he North lfoleU and Ille West Well. used as
r"IOr'lO)ntact cooling water.1rea!ed. and discharged. lhe oofurthsr
acl•on altern~11"1.'t:o a5sumes tnat groundw.:iter is no k:Jn9er
exu.actecl f<orn 1hese wells.
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Altemative GW-2: Source Area Extraction and
Treatment, Monitored Natural Attenuation of the Plume
Outside the Source Area, and lnstit"tional Controls
C;pit;I Cos!.
Annual Monitoring Cost

$362,000
$S1 ,000
$1.366,00Ci

Construction Time:

4 months

Under thfs attemat1ve, the affecled groundwater in tne
Former Solverit Tank Source Area would be addressed
through an extracrion system in tr1e overbufden anct
bedrock aqu1ters
It 1s estimaled that the groundwater
extraction system would utilize one beClfOCk: arid two
overbLJrden wells to w1tMraw 40C• gpm of contaminated
groundwater. In addirion, contaminated groundwaterwouli1
contrnue to be extracted from the. North Well which would
facilitate ttie cap1ure of the plume beyond the Forrner
Solvent Tank Source Area. Ttie extracted groundwater
would be 1rea1ed by the existing air stripper <ind WCluld the,..
be used as noncofltact cooling waler within the plant prior
to being discharged to the on-site lagoons. To comply with
New York State air guJdelines. granular activated carbon
treatment of the air stripper air exhaust s1ream m.a:i• be
necessary

The cootarnina1ed groundwalef iocatel1 outside the Former
Solvemt Tank Source Area and beyond the mfluence of the
North Well would be adtlfessed through monitornd naturaj
attenuation. a variety of pr1ysical, chemical and biological
processes which, under favorable conditrons, ac1 wrthout
human inte,-,..ention to reduc:e the rnass. toxic:ity. rnooilitv.
volume. or concentration of Gontaminants in sod and
groundwater. These in-situ processes include
biode9radalion, d1spers1on. dilution, smption. vola!il1zalion,
and chemical or biol091cal stabilization, transformation or
destruction of i;ontairninants Evt\feni;e of ~1odegrat;1"t1on of
the PCE in tr1e groundwater at the site tncludes the
presence of its breakdown products. TCE and 1-2
d1ch loroethe ne.
vvt1ile preliminary modeling results indicate lhat il ma:; take
up to seyen years to remediate the aqueous phase of the
PCE in the Former Solvent Taflk Source Area plume
through groundwater extraction and treatment. and from i O
to 15 years for the contaminant plume located outside of the
Former Solvenl Tani< Source Area ta be restored thrnugh
oaturiill attenuation. the totat remii'diation time for this
altemeative is expected to be mucti greater. smce residual
PCE DNAPL is susp&cted to be presen1 1n the Former
Solvenl Tani< Source Area Gro1.mciw,atef extraction ~nc!
treatment can be effective 1n hydr.:;iulically conta1r11ng
ONAPL sc)1..1rce lones. however. 1t is generally not
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completely effective in remecliating these zon-es to
groundwater standarcts

As part of a long-term groundwater monitoring program.
groundwater sampjes would be collected and analyze 1j
quarter':1 111 order 10 verify that the le'llel and extent of
groundwater contarnin.:mts (~.g., VOCs) are dedinrng and
that conditions are protectrve of human health and tne
environment In addition. biooegradation parameters (6 g ,
oxygen, mt.rate. sulfate methane, ethane, etnene.
alkalinity. redo.x potential. pH, temperature_ conductivity.
chloride. and total organic: carbon) would be used to assess
the progress or the degradation process.
ln!;ltltutional comrols such as deed restrictions limiting
future groundwater use to non potable purposes only, would
be eslabltshed ..A.dditiorially, because of rhe potential that
pumping of the Wesl Weu would draw contaminants to
deeper 'Nater-bearing zones, pumping from the Wesl Well
would be discontinued.
Because ttrn; alternative would resun in contaminants
remaining on-site. CERCLA requires lhat ttie Sile be
reviewed at least once every fi·.·e :tears.
Under tl11s alternative. bcodegradation pafame:ters would be
used to assess the progress of the degradat•on process
nit 15 determined that monitored natural attenuation 1s not
effective in restoring groundwater qw31ity outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area 1n a reasonable time
frame, then remedial actions. such as
enhanced
brodegradatiori Cf groundwater extraction and treatment.
rnay be imp!emented

A.Uern•tivtt GW-3: Site-Wide Groundwattr Extraction
and Trea1mMt. ltt·Situ Treatment of ONAPL. aod
lm•titutional Controls
Capital Cost
.A.nnual Opercition and Maintenance Cosl
Present-Worth Cosl
Construction Time

$1,533,000

$2i5,200
$3,324,000

e months

Under this alterncitive. the aHected groundwater would be
addressed tr1rough an extraction syslem in the 01;erburden
and bedrock aquifefs. It is estimated that the groundwater
extraction system would utilize 1O overburden and six
bedrock wells to withdfaw 1,200 gprn of contaminated
gfoundwater These wells would be placed northeast of
the lagoon system and i(J the 11ic1n1ty of the Former Solverit
Tani<. Source Area. In addil1on, contaminated groundwater
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would continue to be extracted from the North Well, which
would tacititate the capture cf the plume beyond the Former
Solvent Tank Source Area
A portion of the extracted
water would be treated by the existing aiJ stripper and would
be v$ed as noncon1ac1 cooling water within !lie plant prior
to being discharged to the on-s~te lagoons.

Because the ptesent capacity of the air stripper would be
e;icceeded. an additioMI air stripper would be constructed 10
treat the balance o' the e)(tracted groundwater The treated
water that was not used 1or noncon~act cooling would be
discharged to an irifilrtation gallery to be constructed to rhe
northeasl of 1he lagoon sys.tern. Ta comply with New York
State ajr guidelines, granular activated carMn treatment of
ttie air strippers' air ex:haus1 stre{lms may be necessary.
Preliminar'I' modeling results indicate tha1. through
groundwater extraction i:ilnd treatment it may take up to
seven years 10 re mediate the aqueous phase of the PCE 1n
the Former Solvent Tani<; Source Are.a plume and up to
eight years to remed1ate the cont.ammant plume located
outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area
To enhance the treatment of the residual DNAPL in the
bedrock beneath the Former Solvent Tank Source Area. an
oxidi:zing agent, such as potassium permanganate (KMnO..)
or hydrogen peroxide ( Hp 2} would t 1e injected via a wel!
It has Deen estimaled that the residual ON.A.PL would be
treated w1thm five years.
As part of a rong -term groundwater mor1Ltoring progr.;im,
groundwater samples woutd be collected and analyzed
quarterly in order 10 11erify that the level and extent of
groundwa1er contaminants {e g . VOCs) are declining ana
that conditions are protective ot human hsaltti anr1 tt1e
environment
Institutional controls. such as 1::1eed restrictions lim:ting
futurn groundwater use to nonpotable pl1rposes onl)''. woul!l
be established Additionally. because of the poten11al lhat
pumpil1g of the W@st Well would draw contaminants to
deeper water-bearing zonss. pumping from the West Well
would be discontinued
Because. this atternative would result in contaminants
remaining on ·site above heaflh -based Ieve ls. C ER CLI\
requires that the site be reviewed a\ leaS\ once every five
years. If justiried by me review ai.1d1t1onal remedial actions
ma)' be implemented in the fulure
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Alternative GW-4: Source Area Extraction and
Treatment, In-Situ Treatment of ONA.PL, Monltored
Natural Attenuation of the Plume Outside the Source
Area, and Institutional Controls
Ca pita I Cost.

$479.000

Annual Monitoring Cost

$115,000

Present-Worth Cost
Construction Time

$1.623.000
4 months

This alternative would be the sarne as Alternative GW-2,
except, to enhance the treatment of the residual DNAPL in
the bedrnc~, beneath the Former Solvent Tank Source
Area. an oxidizing agent. s1..1ch as KMnO .. or H,.01 . would be
injected via a well
Prel1m1nary modeling results indicate if may take up to
seven yeafs to remed1ate the aqueous phase of tne PCE
m the Former Solven1 Tank Source Area plume through
groundwater extraction and treatm~nt and from i O to 15
vears for the conlaminanl plume located outside of the
Former Solvent Ta11k Source Area to be restored through
na:ural atteriuation. It has been estimated that the residual
DNAPL would be treated within five years.
Because tn1s alternative would result m contaminants
rema1rnng on-site ~bove riealth·based levels, CERCLA
requires that the site be reviewed at least once every five.
yeaf<;.
Linder this a1~ernat1ve b1odegrada1ion parameters would be
used to assess the progress of the degradation process
If it is deierm1ned that monitored natural attenuation 1s not
effei::t1ve m reo;1oring grcundwat€r qualify' outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area u1 a reasonable. time
frame. then femedLal actions. such as
enhai;ced
b10,jegradat1on or groundwater extraction and treatment.
ma~· be implemented.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
1n s!!lectiflci a remedy for a site. EPA considers the factors
setiorth in CERCLA§121. 42 U.S C. §9621. by c.onducting
a detailed a na ly sis of the vi ab le remedial altern at1ves
pursl11:mt to the NCP, 40 CFR §30D.430(e)(9) and OSWER
D.rective 9355.3·01. The detailed analysis consists of an
assessment of the individual al1ernalives against each of
nine evatuat•on criteria and a comparative analysis
focusing upol'l the relative performarrce of each alternative
against those cri1eria
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OvBrall protection of human health and the emv1ro11ment
addresses wtiether or not a rerned~' pro\11des adequate
protection and describes how risks posed through each
exposure pathway (based on a reason'3ble maximum
expos1.Jre scenario) are eliminated. red uce<:1. or
controlled through treatment. engineering controls. or
instiluLional controls
•

Compliance with af2plicable or relevant and a~p(opriate
requirements addresses whether or not a remed:; wot.Jld
meet all of the apphcable or relevant and appropriale
requirements of other federal and state en11ironrnentar
statutes and regulafions or provide grounds for invoking
a wai11er.

•

Long-term effe~bve:-ness and_.e._ermanet1ce r4!lfer to the
ability o1 a remedy to maintain reliable protection of
human health and the environment over time, once
cleanup goals ha,.,·e been met It also .addresses lhe
magnitode and effectiveness of lhe measures that ma}''
be required to manage the risk posed by treatmen!
res1d1.Jals andtor untreated waste$.
Reduction of tmcic1t~· moti•lity, or vof!Jme through
treatment 1s the ant 1c.1 pated performance of the
treatment technologies. with respect to these
?ar.ameters a remedy- may employ
Short-term effectiveness addresses the period af time
needed to achieve protection and ar1y adverse impacts
on human health and the environment thet may be
posed dlJring the constr1.JCtion and 1mplernentatton
period until cleanup goals are achieved
lmplementabil1!Y. 1s the technical and administr<:1t1ve
reasibility of a remedy including the availability of
materials and servtces needed to implement a
particular option.
Cos.t includes estimated capital and operation and
maintenance costs. and net present·worth c.osts.
State acceptance md1(;:ates. whe1het. bas~d on its
review of the Rl/FS reports and lilB Proposed Plan, lhe
State co11c1.Jrs with opp<ises. or has no comment on the
prefenred remedy al the present t~me.
Comrnuni!V acceptance. will be assessed m the ROD.
and refers to the public's general re$ponse to the
al\ernatives r.1escribed 1n the Proposed Plan and Lhe
RllFS reports

A compara11ve an.alyS.lS of ltlese alternatives based upon
the evaluation cnteria noteCI above. follows

•

Overarr Protection of Human Healtt"1 and
Environment
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Alternawe S-1 (no action) woulcl not be protecti\le of
human health snd lhe environment since it would not
actfvely address the contaminated soils. which are a source
of groundwater contarrunat1ori.
Alternarive 5·2 (soil 11.apor e)(tract1on). Alternali\le S-3
(excavation of co11tam1riated soils and off-site
treatment/disposal) and Alternative S-4 (excavation of
contam1na1e<r soils a net on-site treatment via LTTD) would
be protective of human .health ;rid lhe environment. since
each slternat1ve relies upon a remedial strategy and/or
treatment tecnnology capable of removing the source of
groundwater contamination in the unsaturated zone.
Under these alle>rnatives. trie contammants would either be
treated on-site or treated/disposed of oft-site.
Alternative GW-1 (no further action) would be the leasl
protecti11e groundwater alternatrve in that 1t would result in
no affirma1ive steps to restore groundwater quality to
drinkrng water standards. Therefore. under this alterna~ive.
the restoration of the groundwater would tak.e a srgnificanlly
longer time ir; comparison to Alternative GW-2 {source
area extraction and treatment and monitore<t natural
attenuation oftr1e remainder of the plume). Alternative GW3 (s.1te-w1de extraction and Hea1men1 of the contaminated
groundwater arid 1n-s1tu DNA PL ~reatrnenl). and Allerriati\'e
G'IN-4 {sou·ce area e>;trJction and treatment. in-situ
ONA PL treatment. and monitored naturaf attenuatiori of the
plume) Aliernative GW-2 would be sign1ficantty more
protective than A.Jternat1ve GW- 1 1n tllat 1t would provide
hydraulic c.onta1nmenl and trea~ment of the affected
groundwater at the source
This alternative would.
however. rely upon natural attenuation 10 address the
groundwater contamin~tion outside the Fornier Solvenl
Tank Source Area. V~ile Alternative GW-4 would result in
the restora1ion of water quallly in the aquifer more
effect1vei'I'' than Alternative GW·2. since it would .actively
adctress the DNAPL, it would not restore the water qual~1
1n \he plume as quick!~· as Alternative GW-3.
• Compl1anc:;e w11h ARARs
There are currently no federal or state promulgated
s•andards for contaminant levels m soils. only New York
Slate soil cleanup ob1ectives as specified ~n the T AGM.
Since the contaminaled soils would not be addressed
under Alternative S-1 (no action). this alternative would not
comply with tr1e soil cleanup objectives AtternatJve S~2
(sod vapor e:xlract1on). Alternative S·3 (ellCCl\iettion of
contami~ated soils and off-site trea~mentldisposal). and
Alternative S-4 (ex.ca11at1on or contaminated soils and ons1te treatment via L TID) would be implemented to attain
the soil cleanup obJectives specih~d 1ri TAGM
Under AUernat1ve S-2, spent gra11ular activated carbon
rrom the SVE units wou1d need to be managed in
compliance wilh RCRA treaitmentldisposal requirements.
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Alternati'te S-3 would be sub1ecr ro New York State and
federal regulations related to the transportation and Off·sile
treaitrrnmt/disposal of wastes. Alternatives S-3 anel S-4
would invol\/e the excavation o1 ccn\am1nated soils. and
would, therefore, require compliance witt1 fugitive dust and
VOC emission regulations In the case of Alternative S--4.
compliance with air emi~sion standard$ would b~ requited
at the l TID unit. as well.
Specif1c;i1ly. treatment of
oH-gas.es woLJld have to complv W4th New York State Air
Guide 1 for the Control of Toxic Ambient Air Em1ss1011s and
would be required to meet the suhstanli\le requ1re.rr1ents of
New York State Regulations for Prevention and Control of
Air Contaminat•ori and Air PolllHion

EPA and NVSOEC have prc.1rnulgated healtri-bcise·::I
prot~ctive Maximum Contaminant Levels {MCLs). which are
enforceable standards for '112tnous arinking •·.·ater
contaminants {chemical-specific ARARs)
Although the
groLJndwatet a~ the site ,s, l"\Ot presenuy tl~ir.g uti!iz~o as a
potable water source. achieving MCLs m the groun•jwater
rs relevant airicJ appropriate. because trie groundwater at 1he
site is a po!eritial source of drinfong wafer The aquifer is
classified as Class GA (6 NYC'RR 70118/.
Alternative GW-1 (no further action) does not provide ror
any direct remediation of the groundwater and would.
therefore, involve no actions to achieve chemical-spec.1~1c
ARARs. Alternative GW-2 (source area extraction and
trea1ment and monitored natural attenuation of the
remainder of the plume} woulo be effective in reducing
groundwater contarninanr concentrations below MC Ls in the
Former Soh1ent Tank Source Area by treating the dissolved·
pha$e chemicals and hydraulically ccntaw1ing the affected
groundwater at the source: however. 1hi:; alte:-mative would
not be as effective m meeting ARARs as AJternati11e G'\N-4
(source are~ e.xtracbon 411r1d tfeatment. in-situ DNA.PL
treatment_ and monrtored natural :;ittenuation of the pli.Jme)
which woulo employ a more aggressive approacr1 lo
addressing th~ DNAPL Botr1 at,ernat11.·es would r!!'!ly upon
natural aUenuation to address a portion of the C·:)r'lteminaled
groundwater 1n the plume. AllernatFve GW-3 (s1te-w1de
groundwater extraction ancl treatment and in-silu DNAPL
treatment) would be the most effective in reducing
grounctwciter contiiminaflt concentrations bel0\111 MCLs,
since it would include an aggressive approach to address
the DNAPL and would include the collection and treatment
of contarninated groundwater throughout the site
Therefore, this alternative would achieve ARARs in the
shortes.t period of time

•Long-Term Effectiveness and Permanence
Alternative S-1 (rro action) would involve no act1•1e remedial
measures and, therefore would not be effective m
eliminating the potential for contaminants to continue lo
migrate in soil and groundwater Alternafrve S-2 (socr vapor
e:i<traction) Alternative S-3 (excavation of contaminated
so~ls and off.site treatment1drsposal} and Alternative S-4
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{excavation ofcontam1na!ed soils and on-site treatment via
l TTD) would all be effective in the long term and would
provide permanent remediation b:f either removing the
wastes from the site or uea\ing them on-sile
Alternatives S-2 and S-4 would generate treatment
res1dual:i which would have to be appropriatel)" handled:
Alternative S-3 woujd not genera~e such residuals
Alternative GW· 1 (no further action} would be only
minimally ePfectwe in the long-term in restonng
groLJndwater qualjty. sinc;e 1t would not rely- on aclive
measures Altemati11e GW-2 (source area extraction and
treatment and monitored natural attenuation of the
remainder of the plume) would be si 9n i1ica r'ttly more
effective th~n Alternative GW-1 in restoring groundwater
quality Although groundw(}ter extract1ori and treatment
can be effective 1n hydraulically con taming DNA Pl source
zones, it is generally Mtcompleti:tly· etfectivein remediating
these zones to groundwater standards. Theretore. since
Attema~ive GW-2 would rely upon groundwater extraction
to address ltH:· residual DNAPL. i~ would not be as eftectwe
as. Alternative GW-3 (site-wiae groundwate1' e>i:traction and
treatment and in-situ DNAPL treatm@nt) and Alternative
GW-4 {source area exuaction and treatment, in-sstu
DNAPL treatment. and monitored naturat attenuation oftne
remaining pjume), which bi:,th would utilize aggressive 1nsitu DNAPL treatment.
Under .-"lfternat1ve GW-4. by
aggressively addressing the contamination at the source
area. it 1s e,:.pe(;ted tha~ lo"N Leve~s of f>Cc (less than 22
µgll) OL1ts1de the source area would attenLJa!e naturalty in
a <easonable timP. frame. Alternative GW-4 would riot,
ho\vever provide the same long.term effectiveness and
~lerrnarierice w1tt1 regard to tl'us co11tarninaition as
Alternative GW-3. wh1cti would actively r~move
contaminants from the entire plume. Alternative GW-3
wor.Jld achieve drinking waler standards outside the Former
Solvent 1an~: Source Area more quickly than Alternative
GW·4
Alternatives GW-2. GW-3. and GW-4 would generate
tr~atment residuals which would have to be appropriately
Handled. Alternative GW-1 would not generate such
r@siduals
•Reduction 1n Toxicity, Mob1hly. or Volum@ Through
Treatment
Alternative S·1 (Jlo act1an) would provide no reduction in
rox1c1ty. mob~fity or volume Under Alternattve S-2 (soil
vapor extraction) and Alternative S-4 (excavation of
contaminated soils and on-site treatment via LITD). ttie
toxicity. mobility and volume of contaminants would be
reduced tllrough ori-s1te treatment Under Alternative S-3
f excavation of C•)ntaminated soils and off-site
1rea1ment'd1sposal). theto:xicity. mob1l1ty, and 11olumeoftne
•:oritam1nants would tJe reduced by removing me
contarninaled soil from the s11e for treatment.
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Altemari11e GW-1 {no furtrier action) would be the least
eff~cti\/e alternative in reouc;,ng ~he tClCiCil)• mobility. or
volume of co11tarn1nants m the groundwater throLJgh
treatment. as this alternative rnvolves no ac[ive rernec:l1a1
measures. All or the action alternatives. would. to var1'1ng
aegrees. reduce tM to:x1cit)' mol'.lility. or volurt1£' af
contaminants. in the groundwa~erthrougtl creatment, the rel'>~
satisfying CERCLA's preference ror treatment Co11ectit'ig
and treating contaminated groundwater in the Former
Solvent Tan Ir. Source Area uncJer Alterliative G\N-2 {source
area extractron and treatment and monrto1ed natural
att~nuation of the pfume} woul<l act ..~·ely reduce the toxitrly.
mobility. and volume of contaminants m this area. The
addition of an mddizmg agent to aMress the DNAPL under
Alternative GW-4 (source area extraction and treatment. 1n.
situ DNAPL treatment, and monitored natural attenuation of
I.he plume) would p•ovii:ie s1,1bsliln'1"Uy' gre;,iter r~r;te.i~tion or
the tO)(iCily, mobility and volume of contammants than
A.ltern3fr... e GW-2 Coliectir.g and treating contam.nated
groundwater 1n the Former Solve11t Tank Source Area and
the remaining plume and using an O)(fd1z1rig agent to
address ttJe DNP..?L ur'lder Alternative GW·3 (site-wide
groundwater e>:traction and treatment and 1n-s1tu DNAPL
1reatment) would prov11je the greatest reduction of toxici!y,
rnob1l1ty, and volume of cDntaminants through treatment
·Short-Term Effectiveness
Alternative S·1 (no action) does not include any physical
construction measures •n ar.y areas c;1f ccn1aminat\On <md,
Uierefore, would not present any potential adverse impacts
to on-site workers or the community as a result of its
implementation
AUernat1ve S-2 \soil vapor extraction)
could resuR 1n some adverse impacts to on-site workers
through dermal r;ontact and 1nhalat1on related lo the
installation of SVE wells through contaminate•:j soils In
a•:Jdit1on, inierim and post-remed;at1on soil sampling
act1v1ties would p()se some ris~, Similarly, Alternatives S-3
(excavation or con ta m1 nated soils ~nd off-site
treatfrlentldisposal) and $-4 (excavation or contaminated
soils and on-site t<eatment 111a LTTD) could present some
Jim~ted adverse impact to on-site workers through dermal
contact and inhalation related to post-excavation sampling
activities The risks to on-site workers under all of the
alternatives could, however. be m1t1gated by utilizing proper
protective equipment
Alternative S·3 would require the off-site transport of
contaminated waste material, which ma·{ pose the potential
for traffic ac:ciderits, ·11,rhich could result in releases of
hazardous substanc:es

Ulider Alternatives S-3 and S-4 disturbance of the land
durmg e:x.cavaho11 activities could affect the surface water
h:frjrology of the site. There is a poten11al for increased
stormwater runoff and erosion during excavation and
construction activilies that would have to be properJy
manage!d to prevent or min.tmize any adverse impacts For
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these alternatives. appropriate measures would have to be
taken dming excavation ac\iv1ties to prevent transport of
fo.gitive dus1 and exposure o1 workers and downgrad1enr
receptors to volatile organic compounds
Since no actions would be performed urideor AltematN'e ST
1, there would be no implementation time It is estimated
that Alternatrve S-2 would require 3 months to install lt!e.
SVE system a.,d would require an estimated 3 years lo
achieve soil cleanup objectives. It 1S estimated lhat it would
take one year 10 excavate and tl"ansport the contaminated
soils to an EPA-approved treatment/disposal facility under
Altemat111e S-3, an.d one year to excavate and treat the
cont~tninated suils under Alterni'itiv'e S-4
All of lhe groundwater a'ternatives could present some
limited adverse impact~ to on-site worKers through dermal
contar;t and mh;:ilotiol"l felated 10 groundwaler sarr1pling
activities Alternative GW-2 (source area e)(tract1on and
treat men I and man ito red natural attenuation of the plume},
Alternative GW-3 {site-wide groundwater e:draction and
treatment and m-situ DNAPL treatment). and Alternative
GW-4 (sou1ce area extraci1on and treatment, in-situ
DNA PL treatment and monit :lred natural attenuation of the
ptu rnej co1Jld present slightly greater adverse impacts lo
on-site workers. since these alternatjve$ wo1.1'd involve the
ins~03ll~tion of extractiori wells
through potentially
contaminated soils and groundwalet. (Alternative GW-3
could pose the greatest nsl<'. since 1t would requite lhe
installat.on of tr1@ mo::.t extrac~1or. wells.) The nsl<.s to
C•n·site workers under all of the alternatives could,
however. be rnil"lim1zed by utiliz111g proper protective
equipment
0

It is est1mi=,jted that Alterna1ive GW-1 would require three
months to implement. since developing a long~term
groundwater rnonitonng program arid install1rn~ several
monitoring welis would be the only activilies that would be
req1.1ired. lt is estimated' that the groundwater remediation
svstems under .A.lternatives GW-2, GW-J, and GW-4 would
tie con::>trui;ted 1n tour. six, and four months. respecti\lely.
Prelmiinar~· mode.ling res1,.1lts 1ndrcate it may take up to
se .... en years to re mediate ftle aqueous phase of the PCE
in the Former Sol\ten1 Tank Source Area plume under
Alternatives GW-2. GW-3. arid GW-4
Residual PCE
DNAPl ls suspected to be present in the Former Sol1.1ent
Tank Source Area Wh1~e ground1J1.rater edractioo and
treatment cc;ri t:Je effective in hydraulically conta1nj11g
DNP..PL source zones. it 1s geroerally riot completely
effective in rerned1ating rhese zones to groundwater
standacds Hierefore. for Alternative GW-2. it is hkely that
the total remedia1ion time frame for lhe aqueous phase of
the PCE in the Former Sol'o'fmt Ta11k Source Area plume
would be S!gnif1cantlt greater than the estimated 7-year
time frame
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Under Alternative GW-3. it is estirnatea lhat tt may lak~ up
to eight years to remediate the contaminant plume located
outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area through
extraction and treatmen.t Under Alternatives GW-2 arid
GW-4, it is estimated th at n atu rail atten u at1 on wou Id address
the. contammated groundwa1er located outside of the
Former Solvent Tank Soun;e Area in 10 to 15 years.
RemediatJ an time frames were nol deve la ped for Allemative
GW· 1 because of the dtfficulties tn estimating a natural
atterttJahoo rate tor the DNAPL in the Former Solvent Tank
SotJrce Area
Under Alternatives GW-3 and GW-4. 1t 1s estimated that jt
would take five years 10 remedia1e the DNAPL via KMn0 4
or HP;· (n1ect1on.
Ttie precise time required for the groundwater to be
remediated site-wroe under all or the alternatives would
have to be determ1n~i:i based on the results of groundwa~er
monitoring and additional groundwater modeling

Alternative S-1 (no .action} would be easy to imptenient. as
there are no act1v1ties to undertake Atternalive S-2 (soil
vapor exrraction/. wou~d t>e ress difficu11 to implemenl than
Alternative $-3 (excavarion of contaminated soils and offsite treatment) and Alternative S-4 (ex·~.Cl\l'ation or
contaminated soils and on-site treatment via LTTO). since
contaminat~d soil exc.ava1ion and hancthng would no~ be
required.
All three action altemat1•·es ....,ould employ
technologies known to be reliable and can be readily
implemented
In addition, equ1prne11t services. and
material$ needed for all three o1 the'.5e allernatives ~re
readily a'.'ailable. and the actions under these altem.atrves
would be administratively feasible Sufficient facil•t1es are
availab~ for the treatment/disposal ol the e;:cava!ed soils
under Atternati11e S-3
Mon.iloring the effectiveness of the SVE system under
Alternative S-2 would be easily accompf1$he.d through vapor
and soil ~amphng and analysis Urider />.lternabve S-3.
mo111tor1n9 the effectiveness of the excavatmn could be
easily accomplishe<l through post-exca11at1on soil sampling
and analysis. Momtoring the effectiYeness of the L
system unoer Alternative S-4 could be easily accomplished
through post.-excavabon and post-treatment soil sampling
ar;d analysis

no

Alternative GW-1 (rm tu rther acli on) wo u lei be thee asiest lo
implement as the only acti·Jity would be installmg some
a<tditional morutonng wells anct establishing a monitoring
program Since only a limited number ot extraction wells
would neec1 to be installed, and since the ex1st1ng
groundwater treatment syslern would be utilized. the
groundwaterex1ract1on systems related co Alternative GW·2
(source area extrachon and treatmen1 <ind monitored
natural atteriuahon of the plume) and Alternative GW-4
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~source area extraction and treatment, in-situ ONAPL
1rea1ment and monitored natural attenuation of the plume)
would be rela1ively easy to implement. Alternative GW-3
(s1te-w1de groundwater e)Ctraction and treatrnentand in-s.itu
DNAPL tteannent). which would require the mstallatlOl'l of
more extraction wells fhan Alternatives GW·2 and GW-4
and the construc.t1ori of an additional treatment s,-stern.
would be slightly more difficult to irnplemenl than these
alterna11v€s

Altemafr.."es GW·2 and GW-4 would also involve
morntonng flf natural attenuation parameters to
dernoflstrate that natural attenuation 1s reliably actueving
the. spec1f1e.d performance. goals. Alternatives GW-3 and
GW-4 would be more compficated to implement than
Alternative GW-2. since they would also require the
1n1ectio11 of KMnO. or H~.O, to address the PCE DNAPL.
The groundwater extraction and lreatrnerit syslems thcH
woulo be used for Alternatives GW·2, GW-3, and GW-4
ha»e be~n implemented successfull~ at numerous sites to
exiract. treat. and hydraulically control contaminated
groun·::lwater
The air stripping lec.hnology lhat would be used for
Aitemat1ves G"IV-2. GW-3. and GW-4 js proven and reirable
in achieving the specified performance goals and is readily
available.
The KMnO, or H:P" 1niect1on technologies that would be
used for Alternative GW-4 are emerging techno,ogies that
hBve been s1Jccessfully implemented ~ta few sites across
the Un11ed States lo treat DNAPL M1x1ng tanks for KMnO •.
and in1ect1on pumps Bnd all necessary appurtenances for
KMn0 4 and H,-(\ are readily available. Field tests may be
re~uired prior to designing a fuli-scale system. While
ut,1J1z.111g KMiiO., would likely resull 1n the 1ntroducbo11 of
trace met<l: impvritie;. arid manganese salts into the
gro1.1ndwa1er it is expec1ed thoit the level<.> would be betow
groundwater stan°1ards

Tne present-worth costs associated with the soil remedies
afe calcolated using a discount rate of seven percent and
a 3-year time interval The present-wor1h costs associaled
with ttie groundwater remedies are calculated using a
discount r.)te of seven perce rit arid a 15-y ear ti me interv .;i I
The estrmated capital. operation, maintenance. arid
momtoriog (OM&M}. arid present-worth costs for each of
rhe alte.-natives are presented below.
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Annual
OM&r·A Cost

Present-Worth
Cost

S-1

$0

$0

$0

S-2

5365,000

$122 000

$684,000

s.3

$3,269 ,01)0

$0

SJ.269.000

S--4

$1, 154,0{)0

$0

:S1, 154.000

GW-1

$3,000

$51,000

S633.000

GW-2

$362,000

$8 t.000

$1,365,000

GW-3

$1.533.000

$21!i.200

$3.324,000

GW-4

$479,000

$115.000

$1.623,000

Und€r the preterred soil alternative. VOC-con!aminated

soils in the former Solvent Tank Source Area would be
remediated by SVE. Under this treatment process. air
would be drawn 1r1rough a series of wells to volalihze the
$Olvent'$ cont;;iminating tile unsaturated zone
The
extracted vapors would then be treated bJ" granular
ac1ivated {.arbon before being vented to the atmosphere
Under tr1e preferred groundwater alternative. the affected
groundwa1er in the Former Solve11t Tank Source Area
would be adaressed througt-1 an extraction system in the
The e><tracled
overburden and bedrock aquifers.
ground'lovater would be treated by the eidshng air stripper
and would be u~ed as noncontact cooling water within the
plant prior to being discharged to the on-site lagoons To
enhance the trel:)trnent of Ille DNAPL located in the Former
Solvent Tank S ::'.lurce Area. an oxidizing agent, such as
KMnO"' or H,0 2 • would be ~njected via a well. In addihon,
contaminated groundwater would continue ~o be extr<lCted
from the North Well, which would facilitate the capture of
the plume be-1·ond the Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
The contam1na1ed groundwater localed outside the Former
Solvent Tank Source .A.rea and beyond the influence of the
Nvrth Well would be addressed through morntored natural
at1enua11cn
0

As can be seen by the cost estimates. Alternative S-1 (no
action) 1s the least costly soit alternative at SO. Alternatl'le
S·3 (e:iccava1ion of contaminated soils and off-site
treatment} is the most costly soil alternative at $3.269,000.
The least cosliy groundwater remed~· is Alternative GW-1
no fur'ther action. at a pres~r1t-wonh cost of $630.000.
.Afternative GW-3 {site-wide groundwater e:i::tra{;tion and
t•eatment and in-situ DNAPL treatment~ 1s the most costly
groundwater alternative at a pr~sent·worth co.st of
$3,324,000 The significant difference 1n the cost of ttlis
alternative as compared to the otl"ier action alternatives is
mainly attrit•LJtable to the •.::onstruct1on and operation of an
additional groundwater 1reatmen~ system.
•

Stcite Acceptciru;;e

NYSDEC coni::urs with the preferred rernedy.
•

Comrnum~Acceptance

Communit'/ acceptance of the preferred remedy wilt be
assessed in the ROD following feview of the puoric comments received on I.he RI/F'S reports and this Proposed
Plan.

PREFERRED REMEDY

Basect upon an e11aluatio1"1 of the various alternatives. EPA
and NYSDEC recomme11d Alternali11e S-2, SVE. for the soil
The preferred

alternc;it1ve to addre$S

th~

groui'ldwarer contam1,'lal1(lri is .Alternative GW-4. Former
Solvenl Tank Source Area extraction and treatment. in-situ
Dt~APL treatment, anti mo11itored r1alural attenuation of the
plume outside of the Former Solvent Tank Source Area.
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As pa.rt of

:<i Jong-term groundwater moriitoring program.
groundwater samples would be collected and analyzed
quarterly in order to verify that the level and extent of
groundwater contaminants 1:e g . VOCs) are declining and
that condit1ans are protective of human health and the
env~ronrn!!ml Ln add1!1on. b1odegradalion parameters (er;.
oxygen. nitrate. sulfate. methane. ethane. ethene,
a1kalinctv. redox potential pH. lempernture. conducti11ity.
chloride, ano total organic cart.ion} would be used to assess
the progress or lhe degradation process.

Institutional controls. such as deed restrictions limituig
fuh.1re groundwater use to non potable purposes onl·v. would
tie establishe(I Additionally. because of the potential to
draw contaminants to d~eper water-bearing zones.
pun1p1n9 hom the West Well would be discontinued
Basis fo.!ltJe Remedy Preference

Description of the Preferred Remedy

re-rnedy

During the design phase. s.amples would be collected to
optimize tt1e placement of 1he extraction welts in the
Former Solvent Tank Source Area and to better
characler.ze the extent of the PCE DNAPL contamination

\Nh1~e

all of the so11 action allemat1ves would effeclively
achieve the soil c1eanup levels. Alternative S-3. e)(cavation
of con.tarn111ated soils ano off·site treatment/disposal. and
Alternat1ve S-.i:l. elica . .·ation and on-site treatment. WO\Jld be
consicjerably more e')(penstve than Alternat•ve S~2 On the
other hand Alternalive S-2 would take longer to achieve
lhe soil cleanup objectives than the other action
alternatives (3 years for SVE, as compared to 1 year for
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e)(cavatlon and oft-site treatmentld1sposal and 1 year for
on-site treatmE.mt} \Nh11e the contarr11na1eo soils are a
continuing source of grot.Jndwater contamiriation. there are
rio immediate risks to human health or e.coiogical risks
posed by the contaminated soils Considering fhe fact that
the groundwater component of the preferred remedy would
address tht? contamrn<ited groundwater the increase in 1he
time rieeded to clean up lhe soil would not be a significant
concern Therefore. EPAtierievesthatAlternativeS-2 would
effectuate the soil clean lip wliile providing the best balance
of trade-offs among the altemahves .,.,•1tt1 respect to the
evaluating criteria.
Resrdual PCE ONAPL 1s suspected to be present u'\ tM
bedrock aqrnfer underlying the Forn-1er Solvent T3nk Source
Are3. While Alternative GW-2 (s,ource area extraction and
treatment and monitored natural attenuatjon of llle
rernainder of tM plume) woulCJ be effecti'.ie in hydraulically
containing the DNAPL source zone. 1t would not lik€1y be
effective il"I remediating this iorn~ to ground·111.·ater standards

Although Alt~rnative GW-3 would provide site-w1d.;!!
groundwater extraction and tre.atn1ent. making ir the most
effectioJe groundwate-r remediation a1terriat1ve. EPA believes
that Alternative GW-4 would result iri the remedia~ion of the
contaminated groundwater ~ocated both in the Former
So1·o1ent lank Source Ars<l aM outside of the Former
Solvenl Tank Source Area via a combination C•f 1n-s11u
treatment of tile DNAPL. groundwater e)Ctrachon and
treatment, and monitored natural attenuation. respectively.
in a reasonable t1m~ rrame and at a siJnificantly low!!!r cost
than groundwater e)(trnct1011 and treGttrnent under
Alternative GW-3.
EPA and NY SD EC believe that the preferred remedy wdl be
prot@ctiv@o1 hum;;rn h@alth ~nd the enviro11rnent. will corn ply
with ARARs, will be cost-effective.. and will utiliZe permanent
solut~ons ar;d alternati\/etreatment technologies ur resource
recovery technologies to the mall:1mum extent practicable
Th€ preferred remedy will also rrieet the statutory
preference for the use of ~reatmant as a princ1pa! element

EPA Region fl - July
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July 2 0, 2000 Pu bJ i c Notice

Livings ton Cmc.ty News

July 20, 2000

THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

INVITES PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE PROPOSED REMEDY FOR
THE JONES CHEMICALS, INC. SUPERFUND SITE
The Ll.S Enviroomental Proleoction Agency (EPAJ a11d the New York State Depar1menl
t>f Environm~n1a1 CorisefValion (NYSDEC will hold a pvblic meeting on

August t4. 2000 at 7 p,m.
In the CaJedonla-Mumford Centt•1 Schoof, gg North Street, Caledonla, NY
lo dscuss I.he firidirigs or lhe Remedial .-i'o'estigatioo at1d Feasibility Study(RllFS)
and Die Proposed fllan tor the JoMs Chemicals, Inc. Super1und si•e.
EPA is issuing lhe Proposed Plan as part ot its pwl1c par111;1pa!1on r~sponsibilihes
117(a) of lhe Comprehensive Emironmental Respons~. Compensatiol"I.
and Liabiliry Act of i 980, as arnendedJ .and Section 300 .tl30(f) o! the f'.lational Contingency Ptan
under~ecr1on

The prirrary ooiectives QI this actKin .are to control Irie sources 01 ~ontammalior. at th~ site,
!o minimze the mFgration of contamioants, an~ le· minimi:e any po1~n11al hJ!tJre hea!th ano ·
@nvironmental impact~. Them.a.in lea.lures of lt.e prelerroo remed~ 1nt:lud@ !:.Oil vapor eJC1r3t1ior1
!o add,ess the contamioa!ed soi!, and soi;rce area groundwa:ei' £>rtraction and uea1menr.
1n·$11u groundwaler hot ;.pot lrea1ment. and monitored na!ural ar.enu~tron o1 tnll?
9roundwa!er outside the so1.1rce- area
Thf remedy destriDed in this Prop{}sed Plan is tr.e preferred lerrled)' ror tne si1e
Changes to 1he preferr~d reme•jv or a change tram the preferr~d uttnea·,.. co anottier rernecly
m<\;' bl?. 1TBde il publ•c comm~nt5 or additional data ind1ca1e [hac such a change will resvll in a
more apprr.~male remedial action. The firlal cle<:1siori regarding 1r.e seler1ed remedy v.·ill be ma.de
af1er EPA has laken mto <:ons1dera1iori all public cornrn~nls. EPA 11i ~olic1lilig public comm~rit on
air of the aMrnatives considered in ttie detailei:l analysis of the Rt.<FS report beca.u~~ EPA aM
~~YSDEC may select a remedy other than th~ preieme<I remedy.
The admlnistrati'l'e record file, which contains the information upon which the $e1eciion
ot the r~~pontt.e action wlll be base~. is 11vailabre at the following locat1oos;

Village cf Caledonia Library
3106 Main Stree1

Vmage of Caledonia Clerks Office
30-95 Ma!n SLree1

C.1ll!donia, NY 14423

Ct1le<lor1ii1, NY 14423

Re,nonses 10 lhe comrnenls re<;ei ... e-d a• tt'ie public mf!e•ing and m wrihng
during the putJl1c commenl period, which runs lrom July 20. 2000 - Augus• 19. 2000.
will bl?. d<X.umented in 10e Aesponsi~ness Summar'/ section ot the Record of O~ision.
lhe document which formali2es the selectJan ol the r~medy.
A.II ~ritten comments should~ addressed •o
Geofge Jacob, Project Manager
United State$ Environmental Proteclion Agency

290 Broadway. 201ti Floor
New York, Wf rnoo1·1866
Telefa:ic: (2i2) 6.37-4ai&r 4.::\..::.1 G&
E·mail: jiicob.george@•pa.gov
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Appendix V-d
August 14t 2000 Publie Meeting Transeript

1

1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
- - - - IN THE MATTER OF

2

3

~x

4

6

United States Environmental Protection
Agency's presentation of che results of
the remedial investigation and proposed
clean-up plan tor Jones Chemicals, Inc.,

.,

Livingston county, New York

5

•'

Super~und

-

-

-

-

-

Site,
-

-

-

Village of caledonia,
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-x

8

PUBLIC

9

HEARIN~

10
11

.....

L-oca ti r:m;

Caledonia-Mumford Central School
99 .No:rth Street
Caledonia, New York 14223

_L

13
14

15

Date:

August 14,

1,ime:

7:15

2 00 0

16
~

'7

-'-.

18

p.m.

19
20

22

23

Reported~~

Francis J.

LeoGrande

24
25

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND
1(716)546-4920

REPORTERS, INC.
1(800)724-0836

1

qn Behalf oL_EnvirDnmental
Protection A9ency:

ApDearin~

2
3

Joel Singerman, Section Chief
George Jacob, Project Manager

5

Also Ar;:ipearing:
6

Deborah Faberman, Livingston County
Department of Health

7

!3

Joseph M. Moloughney.

NYSDEC

9

David Napier. NYS Department of Health

: 1

:..2

16
".-7

-a
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

ALL IAN CE SHORTHAND REPORTEP.S,

1(7161546-4920

INC.

1{800)724 0836

3

1

2

(AUGUST

14,

MR.

3

2000;

7:15

SINGERMAN:

P.M.)

I want to welcome you to
m~eting.

4

the Jones Chemicals Superfund public

5

My name is Joel Singerman.

6

Environmental Protection Agency.

1

on behalf of Michael Basile the Community

8

Relations Coordinator who was supposed to be

9

here tonight -- so he won't be attending today.
First again,

10

I'm from t:he
1rm

speaking

I'm Joel Singerman.

11

is George Jacob,

12

have with us Joe Moloughney with the New York

13

State Department of Environmental Conservation.

14

Dave Napier,

15

Debbie Farberman from the Livingston County

16

Department of Health.

17

the project manager.

With m.e
We also

Department of Public Health,

and

Before we start the meeting I would like

18

co call vour attention to the fact
•

19

several handouts in the back,

20

an attendance sheet that we would like to you

21

sign.

22

to sign it before you leave so that we can make

23

sure that youtre on our mailing list.

24
25

that we have

and there's also

If you haven't signed it yet we ask you

The purpose of tonight's meeting is this

is how we will discuss the results of the

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND
1(716)546 4920

INC.
1(800)724 0836

RE~ORTERS,

4

l
2

remedial investigation ac the site and our,

J

EPA's,

4

plans.

5

for the proposed and other supporting documents

6

are available in the repositories which are

7

identified on page 2 of this handout in th@

a

back.

The remedial investigation that occurred

If after tonight's meeting you have some

~

10

and DEC's preferred and not preferred

questions or any comments that you might have
regarding our preferred

r~medy

or the

:2

presentation, you can either call,

~3

o~

:4

~uestions

~s

August 19th, the end of the comment period; and

16

~he

17

number are all

: 8

t-_ando~ t .

use regular mail,

fax,

to George 1

fax,

E-mail

send these comments or
but we ask you to do it by

E-mail address, and the telephone
id~ntif

ied on page 2 of the

Tonight we 1 re going to make several very

19

20

short presentations and then spend the rest of

21

the evening answering the questions you might

22

have.

23

end of the meeting.

24
25

So we ask you hold

qu~stions

until the

Several well-publicized toxic waste
disposal disasters in the 1970s,

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REF 0RTERS

among them Love

0

1!716)546-4920

1

INC.

1(800)724-0836

5

1

2

Canal,

3

~act

4.

safe.

the Nation and highlighted the

that past waste disposal

pr~ctices

were not

In 1980 Congress responded with the

5

t

s~ocked

6

creation of the Comprehensive Environmental

7

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, more

B'

cornmon~y

know as Superfund.

9

provides

~

The Superf und law

Federal fund to be used in the

10

cleanup of uncontrolled and abandoned hazardous

1:::.

was~e

12

involved in hazardous substances.

l. 3

the abandon hazardous waste heights. the

14

~azardous

sites and for responding to emergencies
uncontrolled

substances.

In addition, EPA was empowered to compel

15
16

those

17

sites to pay for or to conduct the necessary

18

response actions.

19

The

20

partie~

that are responsible for these

wo~k

to clean up a Superfund site is

very complex and takes place in many stages.

Once a site is discovered an inspection

21

22

further identifies the hazards and contaminants.

23

A

24

the site on the Superfund National Priorities

25

List, a list of the Nation's worse hazardous

determination

is

then made whether to include

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS,
11716!546-4920

INC.
1(800)724-0836

6

1
2

waste sites.

SitEs are placed on the National

3
4

Priorities List primarily on the basis of scores

s

obtained from a ranking system which evaluates

6

the relative risks posed by the site.

7

sites on the National

8

eligible for remedial work financed by

9

Superfund.

Priorities List are

The selection of a remedy for a Superfund

10

site is based upon two studies:
12

Only

A remedial

investigation and a feasibility etudy.

13

The purpose of the remedial investigation

14

is the determine the nature and extent of the

15

concamin~tion

16

the associated

17

environment.

18

at and emanating from the site and
~isk

to public health and

The purpose of a feasibility study is to

19

identify and evaluate remedial alternatives to

20

addr~ss

21

the sitets contamination problems.

Public participation is a key feature of
The public is invited to

22

the Superfund process.

23

participate in all

24

made at the site through the Community Relations

25

Program.

these decisions that will be

Town meetings such as this one are

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
l {7:-;.6) 546-4920

l {800) 724-0836

7

1

2

held as necessary to keep the public informed

3

about what has happened and what ie planned for

4

a site.

5

The public is also given the opportunity

6

to comment on the results of the investigations

7

and studies conducted at the site and proposed

8

remedies-

9

After consideration of public comments on

10

the results of the studies and investigations,

11

EPA proposes a remedy and receives public

12

commencs on chat.

13

tonight.

14

and that's why we're here

Following the public comments to proposed
a Record of Decision is signed.

It's a

15

remedy,

16

document which identifies a basis for the

17

preference to the remedy that was selected.

18

Following the selection of remedy,

19

site enters the design phase where the plans and

20

specifications associated with the selected

21

remedy are developed.

22

The remedial action,

23

hands-on construction work,

the

which is the
follows the

completion of design.
25

Following completion of all construction

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
l(716)546-49ZO

l(S00)724-0S36

6

1

2

work at the site,

3

necessary;

4

threat to public health or the environment it

5

can be deleted from the National Priorities

6

Li s.t .

and once the site no longer poses a

Now George will discuss the basis about

7
8

the site is monitored as

the site. history. and a few other items.
MR.

9

JACOE:

10

public meeting again.

1_

USEPA,

12

Superfund site.

the

13

projec~

Welcome to the

Good evening.

I'm George Jacob with

manager for Jones Chemicals

What you see on the

scre~n

i~

a site map.

14

My apologies for not having a more legible map.

15

A couple of things

16

out there.

17

former solvent tank area.

18

I '11 mention that area a

19

have the lagoons there,

20

mentioned.

21

there,

22

thing I

23

Caledonia wells

l

few things I

would like to

The pointer that you see,

that's the

In my discussions

few times.

Then you

that also will be

Then you have two production wells

north well and west well.

One other

would like to show is the Village of
(indicating).

With that I ' l l

24

25

--

g~t

into my discussions.

basically want to give you a brief overview of

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND
1(716}546-,920

RE~ORTERS,

INC.
1(800)724-0836

9

.

.J.

the background of the site,

.3

investigations and the feasibility study

4

conducted which

5

hope you all received a copy of the proposed

6

plan.

7

chat,

s

have any

9

that.

10
I

the remedial

2

l~d

to a proposed remedy.

I

I'm going to give you a brief overview of
and at the end of the discussion i t you
ques~ions

we will be happy to answer

Okay, background.

Jones Chemicals site

1::..

is located at 100 Sunny Sol Boulevard,

L
1"'

Village of Caledonia.

This company has been in

13

operation since 1932.

The main operations of

14

the site,

15

repackaging of chemicals from bulk

16

small containers for

17

distribution_

18

in

the

manufacturing of chemicals and

To give you an

containe~s

-~

sale or

exampl~.

betw~en

resal~

to

1960 and

19

approximately 197? volatile organic compounds

20

from here on I'll mention as

21

tetrachloroethene and trichloroethene.

2..,
...

here on I'll use the commonly-known names as PCE

23

and TC.t:.

24

repackaged from bulk containers to smaller

2 :i

containers,

Among other VOCs,

voes --

rrom

these VOCs were

and the site had underground storage

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS,

1(716)546 4920

included

INC.
1{800)724 0836

10

1

2

tanks containing solvents and above-ground

3

solvent tanks containing solvents.

4

repacking operation, after a number of years of

5

operation spills occurred over the years, and it

6

contaminated certain area. the former solvent

7

tank area, the soils in there, and the

B

underlying groundwater.

So with the

Storage tanks I have mentioned,

to review

10

potential for the contamination,

11

three underground storage tanks in 1985 which

12

contained solvents,

13

storage tanks containing solvents that was

14

removed in 1990; and the site was proposed for

15

inclusion in the Superfund National Priorities

16

List as proposed in June 1988 and was listed on

17

the Superfund National Priorities List

Jones removed

also all the above-ground

in 1990.

Then in 1991 Jones signed a consent ord@r

lB
~9

with the United States EPA that is to perform

20

remedial investigation and feasibility study.

21

That was done in 1991.

22

began the remedial investigation and feasibility

23

study.

24

EPA,

25

and extent of the contamination at and emanating

And early 1991 Jones

This was done under the oversight of

and the study was to determine the nature

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716}546-4920

1{800)724-0836

11

2

from the site; and two,

3

remedial alternatives.

identify and evaluate

And in 1996 to comply with New York State

4

s

waste-to water discharge permit, also known as

6

the SPDES permit,

7

collect data for the feasibility study work

8

related to the remedial investigation and

3

feasibility study, Jones installed an air

to ccmply with that permit and

:a

strippe~

11

from the production wells which I mentioned,

12

north well and west well, the production wells;

13

and

~fter

lagoons.
15

16

to treat

the noncontact cooling water

the treatment was discharged to
and that test

achieving 99.5,

indicates that they were

or about, percent efficiency.

That leads us to rernedi&l investigation.

.1 ..

!n 1994 Jonea submitted documents related to the

18

remedial investigation study,

19

field work in 1994.

20

mainly surface and subsurface soils and

2~

groundwater.

22

Okay,

~

'"""/

and they began the

Investigation

includ~d

the results of the remedial

investigation.

soil,

the results of l9 soil

24

samples collected from across the

25

PCE and TCE contamination.

si~e

showed

The former solvent

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716)546-4920
1(800)724 0836

12

2

tank area had the highest contamination of

3

highest soil concentration of PCE and TCE,

4

at the same area in the deep bedrock we

5

suspected a PCE hot spot.

6

approximately -- the hot spot was approximately

7

1,500 foot

to 720 foot groundwater

B

consis~ing

of primarily PCE, and it's

9

degradation products of PCE,

and

And groundwater,

voe

plume

1,2-dichloroethene,

extends from the former solvent tank source area
~l

to the east and to northeastern property ground.

12

Particularlyr the contamination extends to at

13

least 48 feet below

14

source area.

th~

Risk assessment.

15

ground level

in that

Risk assessment study

Based on the results of the

16

was conducted.

17

remedial investigation study and the assessment

16

study,

19

threatened release of the hazardous substances

20

from the site if not addressed by the preferred

21

alternative or one of the other active measures

22

present there,

23

threat to the environment.

24

hypothetical future risk scenario,

Z5

the production wells stop pumping there,

EPA has determined that actual or

may present current or potential

We have taken a
which is if
what

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716)546-4920

1{800)724-0836

13

1

and under that scenario, also we

2

will happen,

3

found that if it stops pumping,

4

contaminated groundwater to migrate off plant,

5

which could cause an unacceptable risk.

that could allow

Again,

The same thing

that's a hypothetical scenario.
7

with if no action is taken there is a potential

8

for an environmental threat, too.

9
10

Now I would like to present the site, the
two media,

soil and groundwater.

For soil

remediation -- for soil remediation

Number one,

no action.

12

alternatives:

13

Superfund program requires that a no-action

:4

alternative b@ considered as a baseline for

15

combating with che other alternatives.

16

no action remedial alternative, that's not doing

17

any physical,

lB

the contaminated soils in the former solvent

19

tank source area.

20

Th~

The

The

remedial measures that addresses

That's no action.

second one,

treatment of contaminated
Under this

21

soils using soil vapor extraction.

22

alternative, contaminated soils in the former

23

solvent tank source area would be remediated by

24

soil vapor extraction.

25

process air would be drawn through a series of

Under this treatment

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716)546-4920

1(800)724-0836

14

2

wells to volatilize the solvents,

3

the soils. and extracted vapors will be

4

collected or treated before

5

atmosphere;

6

yards of contaminated soils will be treated with

7

this process.

v~nted

to the

and it's estimated that 1,700 cubic

And one thing I would like to point out

8

:

contaminating

9

here is that there is no excavation here to

:)

treat the soil.

:i

The treatment is an interesting

process.
And that takes me to the third

12
13

alternative,

excavation of contaminated soils

14

a~d

15

alternative includes excavating approximately

16

1.700 cubic yards cf soil in that source area.

17

w~ich

is the former solvent tank source area,

18

which

e~ceeds

19

extent of the excavation and the volume of

20

excavation material will be based on

21

post-excavation and confirmatory sampling.

.2 2

excavated areas will be backfilled with clean

23

soil and revegetated.

24

material will be characterized and transported

25

off site_

off-site treatment/disposal.

the clean-up area.

All the

This

The actual

The

excava~ed

we estimate that to take one year to

ALLI.l\NCE SHORTH..L.ND REPORTERS, INC.
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1(800)724-0836

15

2

implement this remedy, and the previous one we

3

estimate -- the second one, treatment of the

4

contaminant soils using soil vapor extraction,

5

we estimate that will take three years to

6

implement that remedy.

And the fourth alternative is the

7
8

excavation of contaminated soils,

9

treatment via low temperature thermal desorption

10

on-site

and redeposition.

11

This alternative includes excavating,

12

again, approximately 1,700 cubic yards of soil

13

in that former solvent tank source area,

14

~xc~eds

15

extent of the excavation and the volume of

16

excavated material would be based on the

17

post-excavation confirmatory sampling.

18

clean-up objectives.

Again,

which

the actual

The excavated soil would be fed to a

19

mobile low temperature thermal desorption unit

20

brought to the site where hot air injected at a

21

temperature about the boiling point of the

22

organic contaminants of concern would allow them

23

to be

24

soil.

25

and treated.

volatili~ed

into gases and escape from the

Again, that escaped gas will be collected
Implementation for this remedy,

ALLJANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS,
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1
2

again,

estimated to be one year.

Those are the four remedies for the soil

3
4

m@dia.

5

g~oundwater

Now l

would like to bring you to

remediation alternatives.

Number one, no further action and

6
7

long-term monitoring.

8

program requires that no-action alternative be

9

considered as a baseline for comparison with the
alternatives.

Again,

H~re

the Superfund

there is no further

10

oth~r

11

action because there is also a remedy in place,

12

which is the air stripper that

:3

before.

14

I mentioned

If we go with the no further action, that

15

would include or assume that the groundwater is

16

no longer extracted from those production wells.

17

And the second alternative for

18

groundwater is source area extraction and

19

treatment, monitored natural

20

plume outside the source area, and institutional

21

controls.

22

attenu~tion

of the

Under this alternative the affected

23

groundwater in the former solvent tank source

24

area would be addressed through the groundwater

25

extraction system,

and extracted groundwater be

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS,
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INC.
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2

treated by the existing air stripper and would

3

then used as noncontact cooling water within the

4

plant,

5

outside the former solvent tank source area and

6

beyond the influence of the production wells

i

would be addressed through monitored natural

B

attenuation,

~

biological processes which under favorable

and the contaminated groundwater located

a variety of physical, chemical and

10

conditions act without human intervention to

11

~~duce

12

concentration of contaminants in the soil and

13

groundwater_

the mass,

toxicity,

mobility volume, or

Some examples of this in-situ processes

14

biodegradation,

disper~ion,

dilution,

l~

i~clude

l6

sorption. volatilization1 and chemical or

17

biological stabilization, transformation, or

la

destruction of contaminants.
It is estimated that it will take over 15

19

20

years co clean up the groundwater under this

21

alternative.

22

That leads me to the third groundwater

23

alternative.

24

and treatment,

2$

again,

Site-wide groundwater extraction
in-situ treatment of DNAPL --

that's a PEC hoc spot -- and

ALLI~.NCE

1(?16)546-4920
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l

2

institutional controls.

Under this alternative the affected

3
4

groundwater would be addressed through a

5

groundwater extraction system.

6

that groundwater extracrion system would utilize

It

is estimated

Jn addition,

about 1€ regional wells.
6

contaminated groundwater would continue to be

9

extracted from th@ existing production well

10

which would facilitate the capture of the plume

: 1

beyond the

12

extracted groundwater would be treated by the

:3

existing air stripper and would be used as

14

non-contact cooling water within the plant prior

15

to being discharged to

sou~ce

area.

A portion of the

th~

on-site lagoons.

Because the present capacity of the air

l6
17

stripper would be exceeded an additional air

18

stripper would be constructed to treat the

19

balance of the extracted groundwater.

20

treated

21

cooling would be discharged to an infiltration

22

gallery to be constructed to the northeast of

23

the lagoon system.

24

State air guidelines,

25

air stripper will be treated as well.

wat~r

'!h@

that was not used for non-contact

To comply with the New York

the air exhaust from the

1\LLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, !UC.
1 ( 116} 54 6. 4 920
1 ( 800) 724 08 36
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1

2

It is estimated that it will

take eight

3

years to clean up the groundwater under this

4

alternative.
one additional thing,

5

to enhance the
bed~ock

6

treatment of the PCE hot spot in the

7

beneath the

8

as potassium permanganate or hydrogen peroxide

9

would be injected via a well.

10

sourc~

area an oxidizing agent such

That was the

third groundwater alternative.

ll

And finally.

the fourth groundwateT

source area extraction and

12

alternative.

13

treatment,

:4

spot -- or DNAPL -- monitored natural

15

attenuation of the plume outside the source area

16

and institutional controls.

in-situ treatment of the PCE hot

This alternative would be the same as the

17
18

second alternative -- second groundwater

19

alternative,

20

hot spot in the bedrock beneath the former

21

solvent area,

22

hydrogen peroxide would be injected via a well.

23

It is estimated that it would take 10 to 15

24

years to clean up the groundwater under this

25

remedy.

to enhance the treatment of the ?CE

the potassium permanganate or

ALLlANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716)546-4920
1(600)724-0836
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1

These are the remedial alternatives for

2

3

groundwater and soil.

And now the evaluation process,

4

s

nine-step criteria.

6

of human health and environment.

7
8

Number 2,

The first one is protecting

compliance with applicable or

relevant and appropriate requirements.

Number 3,

9

10

we use a

toxicity,

reduction of mobility.

or volume through treatment.

:. 1

Number 4,

long-term effectiveness.

12

Number 5,

implementability.

:! 3

Number 6,

short-term effectiveness_

14

Number 7,

community acceptance.

15

That's

why we are here in front of you.

Number 8,

state acceptance.

We have been

17

working closely with the State and the State

18

representatives are here.

19

And number 9,

'"'·
..:::.

The remedies that I have described to

('
.)

2:
22
23

you,

cost.

I would like to show you the cost of them.
For the soil remedies the first

no action, capital cost

remedy,

is nothing.

24

Second remedy,

25

Third remedy, 3.2 million.

365,000_

ALL I.AJJCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS , INC .
1(716)546-4920
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And the fourth
3
4

It's the same thing with the groundwater
remedies.

6

cost of $3,000.

6
~

approximately

1.1 million.

5

7

remedy,

First one 1

no further action,

Second remedy,

capital

approximately 362,000

capital cost.
Third, approximately 1.5 million.

10

And the last one,

479,000 capital cost.

11

Based on all these studies the preferred

12

soil remedies that we are proposing to you are,

13

for the soil, we propose the second soil remedy,

14

which is treatment of contaminated soils using

15

soil vapor extraction;

16

groundwater remedies.

17

area extraction and treatment,

18

of the PCE hot spot,

19

actenuation of the plume outside the source

2 (I

area, and institutional controls.

21

of the preferred remedies, again,

22

together,

the capital cost is under a million

23

dollars.

Thank you.

24
25

MR. SINGERMAN:

and the preferred

the fourth one,

source

in-situ treatment

monitored natural

Okay 1

And the cost
is

-- both put

the preferred

remedy that George has described is just that, a

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
1(716)546-4920
1(800)724-0836
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1
2

EPA preferred remedy.

J

until we consider public comments following the

4

comment period closing.

We don't make a decision

We're hoping that we can select a
thi~

site by the end of September,

remedy

6

for

and

7

subsequent to that we would negotiate the design

8

and construction remedies with Jones, and so

9

we're hoping that perhaps by maybe next spring

:a

or summer we may have the design underway and

:1

maybe another year or so after that we would
have ·- say

after~

year or so of design,

13

would have construction underway, perhaps,

,

..1. . .

years from now_

:s

It could be shorter,

16

anyone's guess.

,

:7

That's just a
it

we
two

rough schedule_

could be quicker.

It's

As a reminder all the documents that are

18

relevant to this proposed plan, the proposed

19

plan,

20

located in the repository identified in page 2

2l

of the proposed plan; and also,

22

the 19th of August to submit your comments to

23

us.

24
25

the investigation and study,

they're all

you have until

In a minute you're going to have an
opportunity to present any questions you might

ALLIANCE SHORTH.l\ND REPORTERS, INC.
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1

We have a stenographer present,

2

have.

3

do ask questions or comments we asX you identify

4

yourself and identify either your affiliation or

5

address.

6

questions we 1 ll be happy to try to

7

them.

so if you

And so at this point if there are any

6

ln the back.

9

LEON CRANSWORTH:

r~spond

to

My name is Leon

10

Cransworth, 501 Barker Road in the Town of

11

Caledonia.

Have you done a profile study of where

12

13

the contamination is in relation to elevation on

14

the ground

lS

MR.

16

SINGERMAN;

In the groundwater or the

i;oil?

::. 7

LEON CRANSWORTH:

::. a

MR. SINGERMAN:

Both.

Well, we•ve taken

19

in the ground

20

we have a pretty good idea of where the

21

contamination

22

the groundwater.

in the groundwater and soil,

is

in the soil

23

LEON CRANSWORTH:

24

MR.

25

SINGERMAN:

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND

~nd

Yes.

I

mean, for the

keep in mind the way

RE~ORTERS,

so

where it is in

Height-wise?

soil we're not -- again,

1(716)546-4920

~amples

INC.
1(800)724-0836
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We

you investigate is basically take samples.
took l9 samples of the soil.

You have to

4

interpret and make presumptions between the

5

point you're talking samples.

6

pretty well charQcteri2ed what's there.

7

we do the treatment if we select the remedy we

identified,
9

o~t

but we feel wetve

soil vapor extraction,

After

we'll go back

ar.d take samples again to make sure we
we have

10

cleaned up.

11

to treat the groundwater down to drinking water

12

standards.

13

groundwater,

~4

turned off until the

l~

groundwater standards for a

16

time.

:7

Same with the

groundwat~r.

So we'll continue to monitor that
and the treatment process is not
ground~ater

So the answer is yes,

has met

su~tained

period of

we think we•ve

18

characterized the contamination; but again,

19

not an exact scienc@,

20

mechanisms in place during the course of the

21

implementation of the groundwater remedies such

22

that we can keep track of how thinga are

23

working.

24

everything is.

2 '5

but we have safety

So we don't need to know exactly

Does that

~here

That's the bottom line to that.
answ~r

the question?

ALLIAN'CE SH-ORTH.AND REPOR1'ERS,
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l

LEON CRANSWORTH:

2

MR.

MARY REED:

4
5

SINGERMAN:

live in

Yes.
Anymore questions?

My name is Mary Reed,

Caledoni~,

that we were here,

and I

and for the first 14 years
which has been early 1950s,

7

we lived in

8

seepage lagoon that Jones Chemicals came out

9

with.

l

~hat

today would be termed the

have a grave concern for what Jones may

10

be doing or has done.

I guess I need to say

11

what it has done.

12

spoke before the State Commission on hazardous

I'm pretty confident.

Waste in March of 1998 in Albany,

I

and I am a

cancer survivor, breast cancer survivor.

I do

:s

believe that the seepage, the concerns of the

16

TCEs from the seepage lagoons of that perhaps as

17

much as we can ever prove will, has affected,

18

will affect a fetus of one of my children, and I

19

have also seen the vast numbers of breast cancer

20

survivors within a very short distance,

21

than a quarter of a mile, and they say all the

22

lagoons are the waste vessels of Jones

23

Chemicals.

24

years,

25

up totally brown.

Our pet dog for many years,

less

for 14

would go down into those pools and come
We would spend tons of money

ALLIANCE SHORTHA!ID REPORTERS, INC.
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1

2

curing this dog.

3

what was happening.

That was before we knew.

My question is our water,

4

knew

which I know is

5

a universal question.

6

what this treatment at the exorbitant cost, what

7

warranty -- is there any warranty -- I'm sure

a

there isntt

9

not going to seep into our underground water

10

11

It's not something --

that can be given to us that it's

system?

1 1 ve been working very Close on a well

12

Health Committee that has been formed in the

13

Village to monitor and hopefully control what's

:4

happening to our spring-fed wells,

lS

talked many times with Mr.

16

sorry for the death -- I was hoping he would be

17

here tonight -- of his mother.

18

concerned that taking and removing soil and

19

putting it back -- we also have been through a

20

costly .

21

environmental clean-up, worked very closely to

22

the EPA and DEC, and not through the benefits of

23

a Superfund site, but through a very,

24

six-year-long term expensive environmental

25

clean-up,

Easile.

personally ourselves,

working with

but -- and I

I'm very

a costly

environmen~al

very

issues on

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
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l

2

our own private property;

and moving the soil

3

that was supposedly contaminated in that

4

situation cost us a great deal of money,

s

tak~

6

I don't --

7

what taking and removing soil with whatever

8

system we have that we think we're going to

9

purify it?

not to

to Niagara Falls, but to take to Ohio, and
I

gue~s

I fail to see what it's ·-

you said

Is this something that

10

so yeats down the road -- did you say 50 or 15,

ll

I'm sorry?

12

MR.

SINGERMAN:

groundwater.

15.

That's for the

With whac we•re proposing for soil
basically what we do is

14

is the vapor extraction,

15

put pipes into the ground and draw

16

volatile organics off the soil.

17

vacu~m

18

ground and treating it.

19

excavation.

20

about three years for the soil to reach the

21

clean-up levels and probably 15 years -- it 1 s

22

estimated 10 to 15 years to treat the

23

groundwater; and we believe based upon the fact

24

that we -- such a high production

25

prod~ction

By

you draw

using the

you're drawing contaminants out of the

we

There will be no

estimate it will probably take

the

wells was pumping at such a high

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTER£, INC.
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l

that basically prevented the off site

2

rate,

3

migration and leaching at this point.

4

seems to me to be drawn towards production

s

levels rather than beyond.

So

When this process is all done,

6

it

when we

7

completed the soil remediation and the

B

groundwater has been treated and standards have

9

been maintained for a number of years, we will

10

s:ill continue to monitor,

11

cnce -- once we eliminated the source and once

12

we've

13

we'll be in a position to delete the site from

l'

:he National Priorities List because i t will no

lS

longer pose a threat to health and environment.

16

eliminat~d

but we think that

the hot spot at depth,

MARY REED:

that

r think it's probably been

:7

proven from 1980 until

16

aware of soil and what -- of how toxic an

19

environment we were living in,

20

are the un

21

breast cancer,

22

may be, but the big point we have to drive home

23

is how safe can this process be for what will

24

continue to be our
MR.

~hen

we first

became very

that many of us

the ones that have survived the
no one can ever lay it to what it

groundw~ter

SINGERMAN:

and air supply?

Well. the objective to

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
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1

2

cleaning the soil is primarily to prevent a

3

future source of groundwater contamination.

MARY RBED:
MR.

Of groundwater.

SINGERMAN:

Of groundwater.

so by

6

removing contaminants from the soil -- what

7

happens every time it rains you have the

8

rainwater picking up contamination in the soil

9

and perking it down into the water table.

10

Agaln.

11

have,

:2

~ime

13

beyond the

proper~y

14

production

w~lls

lS

they basically modified the natural groundwater

~£

flow.

17

growth.

18

to pump, and in addition we will be placing

l9

additional wells to occelerate the removal

20

groundwater contaminant.

21

like l

said, based upon the data that we

it does not appear that at this point in

there's any migration of contamination
boundary because the

were pumping such a high rate,

So in addition to that1

with their

the production wells will still continue

so the whole objective is to pr.event

22

is to eliminate the source of ground

23

contaminations in the soil,

24

contami~ations

25

the source and then through natural processes

and then to remove

from the groundwater,

actively at

ALLIANCE SHORTHJ!JID REPOnTERS, INC.
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downgrade.

Primarily at the disposal area, what

3

we call the source area,

~

levels of contamination in soil and groundwater;

5

but beyond that point the levels drop off

6

significantly.

7

natural attenuation,

8

disperse,

9

present chemicals

So that's why we're proposing

leaching,

REED~

MARY

there's very high

it's a natural process to
degradation,

~ill

that the

degrade by themselves.

The monitoring of this,

is

l l

this something that is on the Superfund level?

-,.......
~

T

mean,

is this something that

13

MR. SINGERMAN;

14

MARY REED:

1 ::.

MR.

The monitoring of the

Well,

SINGERMAN:

- -

of our groundwater.

Well,

the monitoring on

that was part of that process.

16

the site,

17

believe the Department of Health has been

18

monitoring the private wells in the area.

19

don't -- perhaps the Department of Health wants

20

to discuss what they found in your wells.

MR. NAPIER:

21
22

and we 1 ve talked.

23

examined.

24

contaminated,

25

put in,

I

So l

The public wells, Mary
The public wells were

The Village public wells have been

in

and that's why an air stripper was

'91,

installed to remove that,

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND
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1
saf~

2

make it

from contamination;

but i t ' s been,

3

off the top of my head,

4

years since there's been any identification of

S

volatile organics in the Village well supply.

6

So at the p~esent time there hasn't,

7

years,

8

supply.

9

the periphery of the plant,

I think three or four

in a couple

any volatile chemicals in the well

I've example occasionally wells around
private wells,

and

10

we found two wells with some volatile

11

contamination that we haven't been able to trace

12

back to Jones,

13

Environmental Conservation did put carbon

14

filters on those two private wells to make sure

15

they had safe water; and they are continually

16

monitored to make sure they have clean

but Jones Department of

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
18

wells to the Town?

19

MR. NAPIER:

20

On the Wheatland Center

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

On

~hat

side of

the tracks?
MR.

24

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
by the

NAPIER;

Up to Norr River.

23

25

How close are the

Road.

21
22

wat~r.

There was tracks

-- you know where the lumber yards are?

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
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MR. NAPIER:

2
3

right

of where the tracks are?

6

the south side.
MR.

s

NAPIER!

On the south side

SPEAKE~;

5

7

the gas company,

nea~

ov~r

UNIDENTifIED

4

Out

Yes,

The gas company ls on

it would be on the

south side.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

9

10

on the north side of the

11

MARY REED:

A lot of this is

track~

And again,

down here.

I believe that

12

l really -- I strongly believe that our

13

monitoring has been very faithful and -- but

14

I

15

the standards were lowered by the State by 10

16

percent in the

17

with what was going on.

-~

I do go back on my knowing -- knowing that

·aos so

MR. NAPIER:

18

t~at

Well,
Th~

they could comply

they

were~

1

t

lower~d

lowering of the

19

so they could comply.

20

standards actually made them out of compliance

21

so they could take more action.

22

case.

23

like 50 parts per billion for the volatiles.

24

they lowered it to S; and that's when we made

25

the Village put the air stripper in.

The standards were higher.

That was the
They were

ALLIANCE SHORTHAND REPORTERS, INC.
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l

NARY REE:D:

2

And the air stripper is

in

Jones Chemicals?
MR. NAPIER:

4

Well,

therets two air

There's one in the Village supply,

5

strippers.

6

and Jones has an air stripper on their

7

production well where they're pumping water.

9

water go that Jones discharges -MR.

10
11

NP..PI ER:

They have a SPDES discharge

permit to discharge that water.

12

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

13

MR.

14

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

15

Where does the

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

8

NAPIER:

I

1

Back in the water?

m not sure.

It

the

And that's tested

before ir goes to the lagoons?
MR_ MOLOUGHNEY:

16
17

that

19

continuously,

Right, all that water

leaves that air stripper.

It.' s

not

t:-ested

but it is periodically checked.

One thing we have to remember is we 1 re

19
20

talking about the volatile compounds.

21

very nature they evaporate very quickly.

22

strippers, what they're currently doing and

23

what's on the Village wells,

i4

effective in moving the volatiles out of

25

water.

By t:heir
Air

they're extremely
the

What it does is have an air release of
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2

the compounds,

.3

removing it from water.

4

back to the lagoons is cleaned by the air

5

strippers before it goes back there.

6

u1tim~tely

7

they're so volatile, they 1 re easy to remove by

8

the air stripper and they're fairly easy to

9

treat if we make active attempt to do it.

lO

but it's extremely effective in

So anything that goes

And t.he

the EPA is banking on -- because

ANDY GREEN:

I'm Andy

Gr~en 1

Caledonia.

ll

As far as we get rain and i t

12

the ground with this chemicals,

13

the water you pump out and the air stripper has

14

to take the chemicals out and put it back in the

1$

lagoons.
~nd

17

lot.

go~s

right,

that's

Why not take the ground out of there

get rid of it.

l, 700 cubic yards is not a

Did you make a mistake7

18

MR. SINGERMAN:

19

ANDY GREEN:

No,

Is i t 17,000?

l,700.

Because 1 1 700 is not a lot

Why don't we get that out of there?

20

of area.

21

had to get mine out of there.
MR.

down through

NA~IER:

Times have changed.
app~oach

a

Times

23

have chang@d in how we

24

It used to be we did what you did,

25

of the ground and put i t someplace else where
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l

2

you might have another problem.

And we learned

in very recent years that there 1 s better ways to

Rather than take it from one

4

treat it in place.

5

spot and moving it to someplace else and having

6

all the handling problems and maybe create

7

another problem where you put it,

8

place.

9

take care of it there.

Leave i t there and treat it there and

ANDY GREEN;

10

treat it in

Logically,

it could be

11

treated better on top of the ground than it can

12

l~

feet under the ground.

1 3.

MR.

i.;,

ANDY

15

b~gs

tu~.PIER:

GREEN7

Not necessarily.
You can watch it and the put

in there and the treatment.

MR. NAPIER:

16

Yes,

but then you have a

:7

handling problem and you create more exposure.

18

You know,

19

There's more potential for exposure when you

20

excavate that soil because you make i t more air

2:

borne,

22

around and moving it.

23

potential for exposure to it.

24

25

I'm with the Health Department.

people are handling it, you're hauling it

MR.

SINGERMAtJ:

time frame,

There 1 s much more

And if you look at the

you're talking one year to dig it up
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1

2

and take it off and three years to treat it at

3

the location.

4

getting for the increased cost of taking it off.

s

For the two extra years we can have basically

6

the same remedy that's

7

substantially less cost.

8

through all the criteria.

9

There's also a preference for treatment is one

We also evaluate what we're

just as effective at
Remember George went
Cost is criteria.

10

of the criteria,

1l

toxicity or volume through treatment.

:2

we're just picking it up and moving it somewhere

:J

else, you know,

14

the

15

that treats it.

16
17

18

E~A's

You've got the mobility,

i t ' s not

p~eference.

ANDY GREEN:

So if

-- i t ' s basically not

We rather do something

Now,

you're going to sink

how many wells in this area and how deep?

MR.

SINGERMAN:

Part of the design would

19

determine exactly how many wells we'll put in.

20

We have to go back out -- we took 19 samples

21

during design.

22

samples and better define the area that has to

23

be treated,

24

out how many wells,

25

But your point,

We'll go out and take more

because from that

th~n

what depth and

we 1 ll scope
whatev~r.

i t ' s just visually conceptual at
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l

2

this point and we have to fine tune it.
You can take care of it by

ANDY GREEN:
4

putting in wells and pumping water out

MR.

5

6

SINGERMAN:

No,

--

these are not water

wells.

7

MR. NAPIER:

Not for the soil.

8

ANDY GREEN:

How do you treat wells at

9

that point?

MR. SINGERMAN;

10

No,

what we do -- what i t

is volatile organics are basically adhering

ll

is,

12

to soil particles.

You have air spaces between

13

the soil particles.

By putting up the wells --

14

they're called wells

15

but they 1 re not water wells.

16

put in the ground.

l~

basically what you do is create a vacuum, draw

18

air through it,

19

volatile organics off the soil

20

the air spaces and sucks them up.

21

continues to draw that -- again,

22

volatile organics,

23

off

24
25

they're called wells,

They 1 re ·

Just imagine pipes
they're

and

and what that does is pulls the
particl~s

into

So it
they 1 re called

meaning that if -- they come

very easily.
ANDY GREEN:

So theytre all going to have

a power vent?
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1

MR.

2

3

Not each well.

You

manifold -- you tie them together.
ANDY GREEN:

4

5

NAPIER:

You tie

~hem

together lie

nine to ten foot underground?
MR.

6

S l:NGERMA.N:

Well

1

t::.he point you tie

i

them together may be below the frost line so the

8

pipe don't freeze.

9

have them all conn@cted going to some location

You have to work it out.

We

10

that has some type of vacuum that draws the

11

material.

12

contaminants are removed will be treated and You

:. 3

can continue the cycle; and again,

14

years is how long it takes to draw everything

i:.

out.

Whac is drawn out -- whatever

.~.NDY

lG

GREEN~

the three

Now, you suck that chemical

17

of! through turbine pump or whatever, and that

18

goes where?

19

20

MR.

Sit:JG.ERM.P.N:

go to the air, does it?
No,

it

gets collected.

It's collected and treated.
MR.

21
22

It doesn 1 t

NAPIER:

It will be treated before

it's discharged.
ANDY

GREEN~

And that will be set up out

24

the take it out of the ground and put it high

25

enough

SO

that

•r
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1

MR. NAPIER:

~h~t

through the

emitt~d

is

3

pipe should be clean air and that will be all

1

monitored.
MARY REED:

And thete's no warranty

aft~r

6

this three-year period that there won't be more

7

exceeding grounds.

MR. NA.PIER:
9

There will

b~

soil tests.

After getting done with three years that

we'v~

we'll put more borings and take

10

talked about,

11

more soil samples to verify that ic has cleaned
it up like it was supposed to.
MR.

13

SINGERNA'N:

It may take

may take a year.

less time,

14

too.

l .S

may take more

16

Jones is not off the hook until it's clean.

17

they will have to operate the system

18

clean, until the EPA is satisfied that the

19

contamination in the soil has been cleaned.

20

It

tim~;

It's an estimate.

It

it may take less time.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Now,

un~il

So
it's

chemical-wise

21

you've got a list of all the chemicals you think

22

in is in that soil and they all can be sucked

23

out of that soil,

24

permanently in the soil.

25

MR.

or are some going to stay

SINGERMAN:

There's not that many
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1

PCE is the primary

2

chemicals really present.

3

chemical in the soil; but basically,

4

contaminants in

~he

all the

soil that are the problem
There are other

for us are volatile organics.
6

contaminants; but again,

7

r.he site.

8

could not use vacuum to draw them off.

9

cantt draw metals; but volatile organics, by

10
11
12

we don•t have them at

PCBs, if you had PC8s at the site you

their very nature are easy to draw off.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
them all off,

And you can draw

the volatiles?
Yes.

We've done this

13

MR. SINGEEMAN:

14

successfully at other sites.

lS

experiment.al.

'6

This has been used at other sit€s.

17

I

mean,

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

And that will be

The one we had west of

there for a lifetime.

19

town that will be there a lifetime;

20

west of town,

NAPIER:

Through Lehigh Valley?

MR.

22

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

25

through the

that will be there forever?

21

24

it• s not

It's basically proven technology.

18

23

You

That puts a

lot in

my mind about what's going on down there.
MR. NAPIER:

What you have down there is

on the other side of the tracks.

That's a
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l
2

totally different situation there.

That's a

much different situation than what we have here
4

to deal with.

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

5

6

that.

I can speak to

I 1 m the project manager for the other

site for the State,

State.

Yes,

I

fot both sites for the

think what we have there is a much

larger volume,

and we waited 30 years before we

10

did anything.

Here, after our investigation we

11

are pretty confident despite

12

Jones plant and the size of the property and

13

building.

14

contamination and the site where the spill was

.15

is a fairly localized and small area.

l €i

to get to and easy to get in for the treatment

17

system.

1a

\talley.

9

20

SPEAKER~

This sat down

there and --

MR. MOLOUGHNEY;

22

Chere quite some time.

UNIDENTIFIED

23

25

It 1 s easy

Much opposite what have at Lehigh

21

24

size of the

the actual area where there's the most

UNIDENTIFIED

19

th~

~here,

Right.

SPEAKER~

This has been

1 have a brother

and we have a whole great --

MARY .REED:

We can tell you horror
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2

stories of chemicals.
UNID8NrIFIED SPEAKER:

]

4

horror stories.
MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

5

f

We can tell you

One of

beneficial

th~

6

aspect$ of the Jones being there

7

pumping water for what they use almost

8

continuously.

9

plant they've been capturing a

1

they've been

Just by using water for their
lot of these

: ._ 0

chemicals before they move too far.

11

haven't captured all the them, but th@ir w@lls

12

are pretcy close to where all

13

is.

14

leaves th@ property, but you hav@ the lime rock

15

there,

16

so that needs to

and there's Dothin9 there to capture it,

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

MR.

MOLOUGHNEY:

time.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

22

MR. MDLOUGHNEY:

Okay,

Be specific.

well,

for

the

Lehigh site.

MR.

2~

25

~omeplace

Yes, we do it all the

:2 1

23

You have

where this vapor extraction sytem has

19
20

contamination

They're catching mosc of it before i t

~7

18

th~

They

in

Mu~ford

NAPIER:

There's a house right down

we did it for a

At,L IAACE SHOR THA.ND
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1

2

three years a9o.

3

Not

4

basically it was the same type of system,

5

there's an accidental spill of fuel oil that got

6

into the soil in and

7

used soil extraction to take that out.

thi$ program.

It was a fuel spill ano

a~ound

the basement, and we

UNIDENTIFIED SPtAKER:

8
9

and worked down there with DEC.

How long did i t

takE~?

MR.

1

- f"\...

NAPIER:

Oh,

a

year

and a half

11

probably,

12

easy readily extractable as what these compounds

13

are.

14

little longei.

:s

and to be honest a fuel oil is not as

It's a little heavier,

MR.

MOLOUGHNEY:

and it would take a

And if you go

~o

is more than. 20 yeat·s old,

any gas

16

station that

17

take a close look at the gas station,

18

little shed or shack or treatment facility on

19

the side. and they have a

20

off, and probably they're doing a combination of

21

air stripping and soil vapor extraction for the

22

type of chemicals they're using.

23

everywhere.

24

25

JANE HANNA:

:1.f you

there 1 s a

little air stack going

Jane Hanna.

the lagoons are still being used;

lt's used

You said that

is that
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l
2.

co::rrect?
MR.

,JANE HANNA:

4

5

I

B

Yes.

So that's being added to

what's there?
MR.

6
...,

MOLOUGHNEY:

MOLOUGHNEY:

I'm not sure.

there may be miscommunication .
using the plants currently,

I

think

way Jones is

The

they're discharging

any -- they use their wells for water.

They

10

collected all this with water with their wells.

1:

B~fore

12

makes them clean it through the air stripper

13

they installed.

14

discharging clean water back into the lagoons.

So they're basically

JANE HANNA:

l :-,
1~

they discharge it to the lagoon the State

something back in the lagoons?

17

MR. NAPIER:

18

MR.

19

JANE HANUA:

20

But they're still putting

Clean water.

MOLom:;HI-lEY:

Clean water -- yes.

There's two air strippers,

correct?

21

MR,

MOLOUGHNEY:

22

JAUE HANNA;

23

wells,

24

atmosphere,

25

monitored; daily?

Yes.

We're going to

ad~

more

pipes, everything is going into the
how often are those facilities
weekly?
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2

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

3

JANE HANNA:

4

For the air discharges?

Anything released into the

air?

5

MR.

MOLOUGHNEY:

TIM GAFFNEY:

Tim,

Tim Gaffney from

Y~s.

resident of the Village

7

Jon~s

8

of Caledonia,

9

anybody any time about any of the technologies

10

Chemicals,

that Joel

~

can you answ@r

also

and I would be happy to talk with

and George have talked about tonight.

Just to go back and

11

answ~r

your question

12

on the groundwater as well as what was talked

13

about with the soil test,

co the soil

~uestion

I

just want to go back

for a minute.

There will

15

be no emissions from the soil vapor extraction

16

system that's going in.

17

look at the front of the plant it's enormous in

18

size,

19

talking about with the extraction system is

20

probably less than

21

here.

22

above-ground solvent tank approximately from

23

1960 to 1960,

24

these perforated pipes actually go underneath

25

che contamination of the soil and blow air up

Even though when you

the area of soil contamination that we 1 re

~he

surfa~e

area of the stage

It's a small area where we had an

give or take in there.

These

--
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1

through the soil.

They're collected in these

J

vapor recovery wells,

and they're sent to carbon

4

filters,

5

that and the vapors are absorbed to into the

6

carbon.

7

disposal site for incineration or landfill or

8

some other type cf hazardous waste treatment.

to these cannisters that have carbon in

The carbon then goes to an off-site

We have another Jones Chemicals facility

9

:o

cut in the San Jose,

:1

an extremely large spill of the same chemical

:2

back in the early 1980s, and we used the

13

identical technology

14

recommending to all of us to be used at

15

site and much greater surf ace area, much greater

16

concenrration, much more difficult soil to work

17

with as far as bleeding the vapors out of the

18

soil,

19

five years out there.

Californid,

th~t

area that had

the EPA is
thi~

and we turned that system off in under

20

So we do -- someone asked the question,
~-

21

we do

22

of

23

would be happy to talk to anybody about

24

Like I said,

25

Caledonia.

thi~

Jones Chemicals has a real life example

technology in the soil working.

I'm a

resid~nt

i~.

of the village of

In addition to being in charge of
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1

2

environmental affairs for all of Jones

3

Chemicals,

4

practical way to deal with the soil

5

contamination that 1 s on the property down

6

our solvent tank used to be.

7

th~re

S

types of measures,

9

nine criteria that George explained and you

1~

start comparing the alternative against the

11

other alternatives,

1

s

and we

feel this is the most

~here

We understand

excavation that can be done and other

the most sense.

but when you go through the

this is the one thac makes

It does have a track record.
We're confident

13

Joe with the DEC htts used it.

14

~hat

15

the track record ourselves at another site we

16

would be a little worried about it ourselves.

l?

this is going to work.

As far as the

If we didn 1 t

have

is concerned.

groundwat~r

18

think it's important to know that this is a

19

closed-loop system that we 1 re talking about.

20

have a pond or lagoon,

21

want to use,

22

and we require about 400 gallons of water a

23

minute to cool our product,

24

out of the ground, both in the shallow and the

25

deep water bearing zone,

We

whatever terminology you

that sits out

b~ck

of the facility,

and we extract it

and it goes through the
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It's virtually similar to the air

2

air stripper.

3

stripper that the Village of Caledonia alao has.

4

The air stripper takes the volatile organics out

~

of the water and clean water is put back into

6

the pond.
We monitor for Qur permic with the DEC

7

8

twice a month to collect samples,

and we test

9

for everything from volatile organic compounds

lO

to various metals, pH, chlorine, which is the

l.

main product that we've handled there for 50

12

years; and since the air

13

which I

~4

haven't had one excedence for any

15

aware.

16

but that's

17

table in Caledonia.

lB

process that contributes

19

the groundwater.

20

&11 the rain this summer.

21

going into the pond,

22

super clean.

23

whatsoever.

24

show that.

25

b~lieve

stripp~r

has been in,

is a little over four years,

voe

we

that I'm

We have had an excedence for sulfate,
c~en

attributed to the low water
We have nothing in our
sulfa~e

whatsoever to

So that 4 s been corrected with

it's

There•s no

A$

far as what's

cl~an

voes

water.

It's

detected

We have tests twice a month that

Why is there two air strippers?
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1

2

Basically because the products of contamination

3

are different.

4

contamination is l,l,l-trichloroethane,

5

chemicals here are perchloroethylene and

6

trichloroethylene.

7

The Village -- the Village's
the two

At least back into the early 1980s when

8

we have data

-- we don't have data prior to

9

that -- the flow of water in our region is

10

actually from the Village of Caledonia's barns

11

to our site when our wells are pumping.

12

water does not flow from Jones Chemicals to the

13

Village or to the park or to the golf

14

to where the Village wells are,

15

popular belief.

16

when we monitored that and had these wells, that

The

cou~se

or

contrary to

At least since the early 1980s

has been the case.

Prior to that

w~

don~t

know

We have had

18

because the issue hadn't come up.

19

the5e extraction wells for our cooling process

20

well before 1982.

21

before 19B2.

22

with the DEC well before 1982.

We have had our lagoons well

We have had our discharge permit

All I'm trying to say there is most
24

likely at those times the conditions were also

25

the same.

There's no data to support,

confirm
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l

or refute that

1

but that•s my belief, and Irve
this being one

3

spent almost 15 years with Jones

4

·-:Jf

5

important project being the resident here that I

6

have,

7

connected and that's why they're separate

8

treatment units there.

the more important projects,

i t rs my belief

1

if not the most

the two systems are not

We like the remedy that they put

9

We know that the air stripper works.

10

together.

11

we put that in four years ago.

12

that.

Jones is not getting Superfund money for

13

paying

fo~

14

strictly out of operational funds.

1 -'.)

insurance coverage for this.

:6

project for ua,

17

people in the company have spent tens of

18

thousands of hours on this project,

19

very happy that after this length of time that

20

it has taken for us to get to this point,

21

we•re at the point now when we're going to

22

actually make more headway than we have in the

~~

last four years by having this air stripper in

24

place.

2S

any of this.

and

I

Jones paid for

It's being paid for

There's no

This is a major

personally as well many

and we're

So that's my speech for the night.

that

I
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1

to answer .any

2

;,..rould be more than

3

for anybody on any of this.

public knowledge.

h~ppy

The documents are

1 work in Caledonia now,

5

in Florida,

6

being sold.

7

rumors you've heard in town are not

8

a great company,

9

with the EPA to try to make it better.

11

not in Leroy.

in

th~

It's not going bankrupt.

Circle.

14

y~ars.

Where do you live

I've lived in Caledonia for about 12

Any other questions?

MR. SINGERMAN:

16

VERONICA LAUGHLIN:

Mr. Gaffney,

would

you clarify something you just said?

MR. SINGERMAN:

16

Identify your name,

please.
VERONICA LAUGHLIN:

20

I'm Veronica

I live on Grand

Laughlin.

The thing that Jones is paying for

22

23

themselves is

24

own;

25

It's

I live down on Stony Hill

15

21

tru~.

and we're excited to be working

TIM GAFFNEY:

:. 3

19

Any other

Village?

12

17

not

The company is not

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

10

qtH~stions

tre~tment

is that correct.
TIM

GAFFNEY~

the company

on its

to remedy this condition?
Yes.
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1

VERONICA LAUGHLIN:

2

3

Where does the

Superfund come in?
MR.

4

SINGERMAN:

First of all,

the

s

Superfund is basically slang for the

6

Comprehensive Environmental Response,

7

Compensation, and Liability Act.

B

itself is basically a fund for when we have

9

parties that are unwilling or unable to

The Superfund

10

basically take whatever

11

necessary to clean up the site.

12

have Jones that has financed the investigation

13

at the site,

14

and also to design the construction remedy

15

described if it 1 s selected.

16

aren 1 t any Superfund monies being used.

rn this case we

and we hope to negotiate with them

So really there

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

17

16

take the action as

There are or

aren 1 t?

19

MR.

NAPIER:

20

MR.

SINGERMAN:

21

VERONICA LAUGHLIN:

Are not.
Not.

There are not because

22

they•re willing to do it, but if they weren•t

23

willing or spurned the proposed --

24

MR.

25

to use it.

SINGERMAN:

First, we can force them

We can take measures to try to
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1

The

2

convince them it 1 s in their best interest.

3

Government -- it usually costs more money for

4

the Government to do something than for them.

5

If they were unwilling to do any work

6

for example, if we negotiate design construction

7

and we don't come to an agreement and we have to

8

enforce the measures, we can't convince them co

9

take action,

that's the purpose of the
But in this case they're a willing

10

Superfund.

ll

participant.

:2

spent, but i t ' s a lot of money, and they•ll be

13

spending a lot more money because you see what

14

this remedy is going to cost over the lifetime,

15

about $684,000 for the soil and 1.5 million for

16

the groundwater.

17

money they 1 ll still have to spend in the future.

iB

So we expect they'll negotiate and come on a

19

settlement and do the designed constructiori.

I don't know how much they've

So that's, you know, a lot of

We have Superfund monies for the sites

20

21

for which -- like I said, where we have parties

22

who are not able or willing, and we have parties

23

where we can't identify them; they went bankrupt

24

and

25

disappea~ed.

That's what it's for.

VERONICA LAUGHLIN:

It's very unlikely,
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1

2

because I think we all have different concept of

3

what the Superfund is.

4

MR. NAPIER:

An example of what the
Road,

that's on

5

Superf und is for is like the

6

the State and Federal Superfund list, and

7

because they haventt been able to get or find

8

any reasonable party State or Federal money will

9

be used to clean that up.

10
11

12

:3

MARY REED:

I thought it had to exceed

$50,000?

MR. NAPIER:

There 1 s no dollar amount

that I know of.

14

MR. SINGERMAN:

There's no price on it.

15

DEBBIE BANGUY:

Itm Debbie Banguy from

16

Caledonia.

17

He called me about two weeks ago.

18

heard all the stories about Jones and all this,

19

and he explained to me the same thing you did.

20

I didn 1 t

21

entire thing.

22

and I would to have to say I 1 m very happy to see

23

that Jones is taking control of this and paying

24

for it themselves.

25

I spoke to Mike Basile about this.
I

mean,

I

realize Jones was paying for this
That I felt was Superfund money,

MR. SINGERMAN;

In addition, not only are
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l

2

they paying for the study, they're paying for

3

the oversight, paying for this meeting,

4

for the air fare.

S

they agreed to pay oversight costs and, you

6

know,

7

their cost, but also EPA's costs and also the

8

State's cost.

By

administrative

~igning

c~sts.

DEBBIE BANGUY:

9

th~

paying

consent decree

so it•s not only

And I talked to Will

10

Wadener who is in this charge of the

-- I was

11

concerned, also, hearing so many rumors that
Jones are staying, and he said that yes they

have a smaller group of people working there,
14

but they are looking to enlarge,

l5

trying to chenge their image.

16

something like this wlll help them.

17

feel a

:s

that they're doing this.

19

this themselves.

20

letting

lot better about Jones,

p~ople

22

question.

23

air,

24
25

how

And 1 think doing

too.

It made me
just knowing

They're paying for

Thanks for mentioning that,

know.

JANE HANNA;

21

and they're

I still have the same

The question is what goes into the
of~en

are you going to monitor?

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:
monitored,

and

Okay,

I can explain.

currently it's not
The reason for
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1

2

that is we know how much water is going in and

3

how much

4

figure out

5

much is going out.

6

criteria for the State permit.

7

what the State will require for an active permit

8

and monitoring_

9

treatment that they're going to add and as they

conc~minant

ba~ed

is going in and we can

on how much is going in how
That does not meet the

However,

It's fac below

with additional

10

start pumping more water that will be

:1

:re-!!:':valuated.

12

requiring a permit we will have to go through

1)

that process.

14

because we know

15

That's the best answer I
MR.

16

lf it

e~ceeds

th~

threshold

Currently it 1 s not monitored
below a certain level.

i~'s

NAPIER~

jus~

can give you_

Remember,

i t ' s just the one

17

source-

18

currently pumping and treating on the wells.

19

The

20

producing any of these

21

water coming in.

22

able to remove the

23

~ir

It's

the groundwater that Jones

i~

stripper on the Village wells is not

MR.

voes

because there's no

The carbon treacment will be

voes

SINGERMAN:

.befo:te it•s discharged.
And

2. 4

any action,

25

environmental requirements.

when the EPA takes

we have to comply with all
So --
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1

2

discharge requirements.

So we will

guar~ntee

that -- if unacceptable levels of discharge are
1

not being

5

ther~

tre~ted

So

will be treatment to prevent that from
Let's say something goes wrong;

hdppening.
7

it has tD be shut down.

the

system gets shut down so the system can be
checked.

It 1 s not going to be allowed to

continue running.

th~t

Wetre not going to allow

to occur.

JANE HANNA:

I 1 m sure you would not,

but

12

my question was do you do it, and the answer

13

was,

no,

you do not.

, 4

MR. NAPIER:

15

MR. MOLOUGRNBY:

Not right now.
Maybe to enlighten you a

16

little more.

There is no State-wide level of

17

how much goes into the air before we i2sue a

l8

permit.

19

There's a whole list of criteria we go through

20

based on how much air flow is being used.

21

high is the stack from

22

nearest people

23

based on all thes@ things,

24

threshold level in each place i t ' s unique.

25

when those calculations were done.

Every air source is checked separately.

ar~.

~he

How

ground where the

We come up with a number
put together a

Here

the amount
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l

coming out is below that,
3
4

atZ}'

so we don't conduct

monitorins;i.

My other

JANE HAHNA:
~oom

que~tion

is the

are taking this as

se~ious

5

people in this

6

to bring in professionals, and this has been out

7

there for how many years.

s

does an individual build their home,

My question is why
sink a

well, and have a well that's been in existence
10

for a hundred years and we have the situation

11

and we do not check every well in the Town of

12

Caledonia?
We're~

13

MARY REED:

14

JANE HANNA:

15

in the town of Caledonia,

::..6

MR.

17

chemicals?

18

19
20

NAPIER:

JANE HANNA:

well,

We do not check every well
correet?

~er

what~

No,

we do not check every

for these

well in Caledonia for ·-

MR.

NAPIER:

That•s what

I 1 rn asking you;

21

what do yau want them checked for,

22

volatile organic compounds or what?

23

JJtt·~E

fl ANNA:

these

I don't know that I

need

co

24

classify a chemical when there's a situation and

2S

some of the chemicals are known and some of the
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1
2

other chemicals are not known why we wouldn't be

3

checking every individual's

w~ll.

If

th~y're

going through that expense and they're going

s

through the time to present this,

I have some

ditficulty when the Mayor goes and gets our
.....I

Village water aerated and

8

net on that,

9

on their door and saying we have a situation.

have people who are

~e

why we're not going out,

knocking

10

We would like to come in and we would like to do

.:.1

a check .

12

just like we're not checking air,

13

checking water; and those are the two things

We're going to set up a schedule, but

of water.

16

could verify that.

17

JANE HANNA;

every

21

23

site,

w~ll

NAPIER:

I

can 1 t

do the water in

or --

JANE HANNA;

I'm asking that.

MR. NAPIER:

But I

have in the Jones

and any private wells I could find

anywhere close to them
25

my question is why can't

No,

we check every well
MR.

20

I have checked a lot

Ther€ may be a few people here who

15

18

Well,

MR. NA:l?!ER:

14

we're not

I

sampled them and I

found the two which had a low

lev~l.
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1

2

filters on.
JANE HANNA:

3

Well,

I think it's more than

4

one person can do be and the there's other facts

s

here.

MR. NAPIER:

6

Well,

th@

oth~r

thing is

7

private citizens can have their wells tested as

8

well.

9

programs.

I have a protocol and EPA does

1

too,

for

we only investigate sites such as

10

Lehigh Valley and other sites where there 4 s

ll

known source.

12

any wells we feel necessary.

l3

meetings today and tonight I went and took

14

samples on the Lehigh Valley well for someone

15

that called

16

sampled it.

17

suspected cause.

18

19
20
21

22

a

We investigate that and sample

~e.

Between the

There was a concern,

I have to have a reason,

and I
some

JANE HANNA:

lt's right here.

This is

MR. NAPIER:

There's a limitation of how

it.

far this contamination goes.
JANE HANNA:

I'm not talking about

23

contamination.

I'm talking about people who

24

build a home,

25

been in existence many,

sink a well or have one that's
many years.
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is willing ta do dll of this I dontt understand
3

why we can

4

everybody's water source.

s

MR.

1

go through the community and check

t

I t ' s a nice thought,

Nli.P IER:

but

6

it's not practical for the State to do it.

'7

say,

B

should test it for bacteriolcgical contaminants.

9

You can 1

homeowners can do that.

t

AS l

Every home.owner

get a mortgage through a bank unless

You really should do

10

you do a bacterial sample.

11

it far the nitrates.

12

have .i t

13

like that.

'{ou should do i t for: all volatiles

::..4

like

Let

ldeally you should also

checked t O?." lead, arsenic , barium, stuff

her~.

~lone

from this site, you

C"OU

ld

t:ave a gasoline spill f:t.·om another site neal:
o~

neighbor that could contaminant

16

your house

.l..'

.,

your well.

18

we

l9

they should be sampled.

,

1

r~

Th~re

1

a lot more sources than

s

So the answer is,

JANE HANNA:

20

21

ao

22

all the twmes and test the wells,

not t@st the air; and,

No,

23

Ml'l.•

24

JANET HINK.EL:

25

You're rj_ght,

talking about here tonight.

NAPIER:

can address that.

you

two, you do not go to
corret-t?

we do not.

Janet

Hinkel.

I think I

I 1 m here from Citizens
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1
2

Environmental Coalition.

3

~obinson

4

CEC,

5

moment in this country in that all source

6

or drinking water

7

Federal government has mandated that every state

8

assess possible contamination of its drinking

9

water and

who is our

and we are

th~

Wester~

her~

i~

I•m representing Judy
New Ycrk

Oirec~or

because i t is a historic

being addressed.

wate~

~he

$usceptibility of contaminants to

10

that

11

tonight is to inform you about the program and

12

ask you some questions of how it

13

specifically to this sice.

d~inking

14

of

So the reason

water.

And first,

if I

I

am here

relat~s

can briefly tell you the

15

goals of this program and how i t relates to

l6

Caledania 1 and then I'll ask my specific

:7

question.

The goals of this program are three fold.

18

is to find out exactly wher@ the water comes

19

o~e

20

from.

21

is springwater; but

22

from before i t gets to the spring?

23

cont~mination

24

cr~ating

25

is to create -- or to assess the possibility of

We know in Caledonia,
wher~

we know a lot of i t

is that water coming
Possible

sources is the second goal by

an inventory.

And then the third goal
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1

2

contamination so that people in Caledonia can

3

feel safe that their water is not contaminated.

4

And if i t is susceptible to contamination this

s

program will give us the facts and ability to

6

achieve -- possibly achieve grants and funding

7

in cleaning that water if i t is contaminated.

B

So,

9

inventory of possible contamination sources

in OLher words,

by having a complete

10

Caledonia can receive the help that it needs to

:i

keep it's water safe and effective.

12

So I

think that addresses some of the

13

questions people have and how that affects

14

Caledonia.

15

on this program.

16

Source Water Assessment Program.

17

there's so many towns the Department of Health

18

can only do a certain amount in each town and is

19

relying on limited databases.

20

is the cooperation between the residents and the

21

Town Department of Health and all other

22

protection agencies to get a complete picture of

23

what the drinking water safety level is in

24

Caledonia and how to keep it clean, which has

25

been discussed quite a bit tonight and how itts

The Department of

H~alth

is working

The program is called the
Unfortunately,

So what is needed
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1

2

going to be kept clean from contamination of

3

this site.

4

I just want to briefly mention for the

if you would like to

5

benefit of everyone here,

6

leave your name with me or phone number or

7

address I can send you more information about

8

this program and information about a fall

9

meeting we're going to have, an educational

10

meeting about exactly what we 1 re going to

11

doing with the Town of Caledonia.

l2

MR. NAPIER:

You should point out that

13

that program is for public water supplies.

14

does not cover individual wells these are

15

talking about.

16

17
18

MR. NAPIER:

b~

It does not cover private

well; strictly public.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

They are meeting

19

with the well committee on Wednesday night of

20

this week to discuss this program with

21

It

JANET HINKEL:

The fact that we are

22

talking about public water does not exclude

23

people with private wells from participating in

24

the program.

25

If you could address

I

know you
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1

2

mentioned earlier on the pumps, one of the

3

proposals was the pumps and if they stopped

4

working how that would contaminate the water

5

supply and how that's going to be prevented, and

6

also how far this plume has reached in this

7

pe~iod

8

and before the new remediation goes in.

of flux of having cleaned the town wells

MR. SINGERMAN:

9

Based on the property

the migration -- contamination of

lO

data we have,

11

groundwater has not

12

bounds of Jones Chemicals.

13

scenario we mentioned that is Jones' wells

14

ceased operation, that that would present a

15

threat,

16

implementation of the remedy we selected. we

17

would likely include in the consent decree, a

18

legally binding document enforced by the court,

19

that Jones would have to continue operating the

20

wells if they go bankrupt or move or whatever.

21

They're going to have to at least commit to

22

continue to operate those wells as long as the

23

groundwater does not meet drinking water

24

standards.

25

rnigrat~d

beyond the property
As far as the

one thing we would like to negotiate in

JANET HINKEL:

I'm sorry,

I must have
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1

I thought you said town wells

2

misunderstood.

3

are contaminated.
SINGERMAN:

MR.
5

Village wells are

contaminated.

6

JANET HINKEL:

7

MR. SINGERMAN:

r•m sorry, Village.
We don 4 t

know Jones is

think it was Tim that was

8

the source.

9

mentioning, he was saying based on the daea from

I

10

the early '80s i t does not appear

11

haven•t collected any data before that, but we

12

have no indication that Jones is the source of

13

that contamination, and there's no really way to

14

know because the production wells altered the

15

natural groundwater flow; and I believe the

16

Villag~

had three wells and now it has two,

17

~here's

no way to do that except for Jones to

18

turn off the production wells,

19

they're in a position to do that because they

20

would have to shut down.

21

they

and

and I don't think

We ran that scenario because in the

22

process of doing a risk assessment we have to

23

evaluate present use and the future use

24

scenario,

25

wells for whatever reason and someone has a well

and one worse case Jones turns off the
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l

2

beyond the property boundary,

3

that well becomes contaminated because of the

4

migration of the water, because the flow now as

5

a result of the production wells toward the

6

production wells hasn't allowed the

7

contamination to migrate.

8

future years hypothetical scenario,

9

basis for our taking action.

10

11
12

13
14
15

and we presume

So that was the

which is a

Basically a risk

assessment is the basis for taking action.
So we demonstrated that is a potential

for the future risk in the hypothetical use of
·groundwater if che wells should discontinue
operating.
Also,

there is a threat to the animals

16

that may burrow into the contaminated soil.

17

We're not saying this is going to happen, but

18

for the risk assessment we undertake the worse

19

case scenarior and that 1 s a risk we undertake.

20

There•s no risk for someone putting a

21

well on the plant property because they're not

22

public water and it is currently zoned

23

industrial and

24

going to be houses built in th@ future until the

25

zoning chang@s, but th@ risk assessment says it

there~s

no expectation there's
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l

2

remains

indu~trial,

MR.

3

JACOB:

To stress that point,

that

4

a worse case scenario.

5

future,

6

environment and the public health.

7

hove evaluated that,

8

have a mechanism to address that.

9

said, what we do is in the consent decree,

~e

assumed for the

if it happens, to protect the
Since we

we have made sure that we
Like Joel

in a

10

legally binding document, we,11 -- you know1

11

we'll address this issue and we'll make sure

12

that scenario will never happen, or if it

13

happens we have a way to address it.

14

JANET HINKEL:

15

MR.

SINGERMAN:

Okay?

Thank you.
If Jones no longer needs

16

cooling water they 1 re going to have to keep

17

pumping that as the remedy indicates.

18

15 years when the water meets the standards,

19

they can stop; but until we say okay they have

20

to keep pumping.

21

22
23

is

MARY REED:

In 10 or

Is it the EPA who determined

that the contaminant is just in the groundwater.
MR. SINGERMAN:

Yes.

Well,

it was Jones'

24

contractor under EPA oversight.

25

contractor went out a collected samples, and we
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1
2

had people going out and watching the sampling

3

and selecting that and observing that based upon

4

that data which goes through rigorous quality

5

assurance controls to make sure of the quality

6

of the data.

7

know,

8

does not appear to have migrated past the

9

property boundary.

Based upon the data we've -- you

we 1 ve concluded that the contamination

10

MR. MOLOUGHNEY!

11

MR.

12

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

SINGERMAN:

At present.
Right.

I think we want to

13

clarify thatrs based on today,

14

about the property today.

15

don't have the data.

16

we never monitored 20 years ago.

17

what used to happen, but today we can say it•s

18

within the property line.

19

MARY REED:

what we know

Historically, we

The wells never existed or
We can 1 t

say

Because I believe i t ' s a

20

major concern of the residents that we have

21

contamination perhaps from many different sites

22

that have been using TCEs in the past and

23

probably curr€ntly are and just how much

24

enforcement DEC or EPA has in enforcing them

25

because so much of them are used for printing,
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1

2

cleansing.

TCE has been used

MR. NAPIER:
MARY REED:

4

Itts a very common solvent.
We're not trying to

5

personalize it with Jones Chemicals, but the

6

whole controls situation makes many of us

7

residents very concerned about our cancer

a

numbers and, you know, whether our water going

9

to be,

10

as much as we can determine,

kids and grandchildren.

There are two questions

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

11

12

safe for our

back here {indicating).

Tim Anderson 1 Clover

TIM ANDERSON;

13

And I guess we've had 19 soil tests

14

Street.

15

taken and Tim, you had the private contractor

16

take the samples, were they all on Jones• lands?

17

Did they extend past Jones

18

you could put the map up and show some

19

locations.

20

TIM GAFFNEY:

I

1

land, and possibly

was going to expand on

21

the gentleman•s question about 19 samples.

22

There were 19 discrete soil samples taken in the

23

investigationt but there•s approximately 40

24

groundwater monitoring wells all over the

25

property; on the property boundaries, on the
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1

2

corners,

in the hot spots that you,ve been

3

hearing about.

4

put in,

5

is they drill down to the water table, and every

6

two feet that soil is sampled; and from that we

7

were able to select those other 19 samples.

8

~t

9

~here

And before a monitoring well is

there 1 s a soil boring.

What that means

wasn't just 19 samples that were taken.
were

ton of groundwater samplest that

~

10

before they were a groundwater well,

11

soil boring where

12

that was done --

13

went in 1984,

14

when I first heard you say 19 samples,

::_5

God,

~amples

it was a

had been taken.

And

I think the first well probably

1983,

19 samples,

property,

::.omething like

this is

~n

that's not enough.

that.

So

oh my

eight-acre piece of

But those samples

17

were discretely selected in the areas of

18

concern.

19

So

And another thing I wanted to point out,

2 o

Mr. Reed,

21

contaminants and the chemicals that may be on

22

the property.

23

the volatile organics, but since then we also do

24

the herbicides,

25

those were compared to the samples George and

I

think,

asked the question about the

When we first started

p~sticides,

w~

sampled

PCBs, metals; and
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2

Joel was taking about.

3

the

4

we•re talking about that were above the action

voes

And in those it was just

and specifically the two solvents that

lev@ls that we hdd to address.

I think the

will this venting system or

6

question came up,

7

vacuum system suck up other contaminants.

8

other contaminants that are there are below the

9

action levels; so that is to say if the solvent

Any

10

weren't there, would we be doing any work at

11

all?

12

all kinds of chemicals, not just the two that

13

were put up on

14

Probably not.

th~

MR. JACOB:

But we did do sampling for

board tonight.
I want to clarify 5omething.

15

I think Mrs. Reed asked was it a Jones

16

contractor that did the sampling.

17

Jones contractor who did the sampling, but they

18

go through a selection process and the

19

contractor is approved by EPA, and the samples

20

are witnessed by EPA and/or the State and even

21

there are taken split samplings.

22

don•t trust them.

23

takes the other half to an independent lab and

24

we compare the results.

25

question,

They take half,

l (716)546 4920

the State

So to clarify your

it's a Jones contractor,

ALLI~..NCE

Yes, it was a

an approved
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1

2

contractor, and we have witnessed or split -- or

3

have done split sampling with them.

4

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

You said that the

5

samples that were taken show contamination not

6

beyond the property of Jones Chemicals; is that

7

true?
MR.

9

MOLOUGHNEY~

Excuse me?

You said the

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

10

samples showed there was no contamination beyond

11

the property?

12

MR. MOLOTJGHNEY:

Right,

the soil

13

contamination is all limited ta the plant,

14

term of the

in

groundwat~r.

15

UNIDENTIFlED SPEAKER:

16

MR. MOLOUGHNEY:

Groundwater,

yes.

Anything that we have

17

detected,

18

drinking water standards

19

appears -- it appears to be within the property.

20

That 1 s not to say 10 feet on this side,

21

go 20 feet over you 1 re not going to find a

22

similar response.

23

again, above standards -- you know,
the boundary

if you

But everything --

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Where I 4 m going

24

is you said that,

25

you said that he took care of two houses for

and th@n the

g~ntl@man

next to
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1
2

filtration.

Right.

3

MR.

4

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAK8R:

5

MOl,QUGHNEY:

That doesn

1

sound

t

like the product is just on there.
MR.

6

MO.LOUGHNEY:

Right,

doesn't.

8

had a

9

folks in Avon about that,

1

ve

agree,

it

looked at these wells and we 1 ve

7

w~

I

lot of discussion,

Dave and myself and our

and what is the source

10

of that contamination in those two wells?

1::..

There's a possibility it's related to Jones.

12

There's also a possibility that there's -- and

13

t~is

is my personal belief and, you know,

peopl~

other

it's a hard -- it's a tough call for

::.. 5

all of us to take as professionals in this.

::..6

personal feeling is that there may be another

]7

s0urce

18

19
20

n~arby

My

there that 1 s contributing to that.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

I agree,

I was

picking that direction to go in.

MR. MOLOUGHNEY;

That's fairly

If we laok at the numbers

21

complicated.

22

types of compounds that are

23

Jones water versus the wells near there,

24

slightly different.

25

in a couple of the wells.

de~ected

1

the

in the
they're

There's different chemicals
One of the wells was
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2

higher actually than in the Jones plumes.
U~IDENTIFIED

3

4

those two houses?

5

M~.

6

I did that

How did you pick

and thae was

1

because those are the only wells

UNIDENTIFIBD SPEAKER:

7

B

NAPIER:

SPEAKER:

I

could find.

What about the

wells on Iroquoie Road?

MR. NAPIER:

I

have done Iroquois Road

10

and haven't found any on lroguois Road.

11

up

12

Center Road.

I

went

Iroquois Road and left and right on Wheatland

13

UNIDENT!PIED SPEAKER;

14

MR. NAPIER:

I'm trying to think of

CTNIDENTiFJED

SPEARE~:

MR. NAPIER:

But going to the right, yes,

15

17

Barks.
Off Wheatland

Center.

18

19

Barks Road?

I've done some

w~lls

MR. SINGERMAN:

20

up there,

too.

Again, based upon our

21

samples we're saying at this time during the

22

time we•ve

23

see contamination migrating beyond the

24

line.

25

time.

tak~n

samples in the

1

90s we

don~t

prop~rty

We don•t know what happened before that
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

2

I've had my well

3

tested a couple of times -- I think it 1 s called

4

Detox 88 substances -- and it cost about $125

5

each time.

6

pay for that.

MR. NAPIER:

7

S

So homeowners can do that, but you

Yes,

it 1 s expensive, you're

right.
MR.

9

SINGERMAN:

MARY REED:

10

Anymore questions?

The rural wells,

11

nothing mandatory for their testing,

12

perhaps

MR. NAPIER:

13

there is
unless

The only thing mandatory,

14

you go to a bank for financing the banks make

15

you do a bacteriological testing.
MARY REED:

16

And I think there 1 s some

17

concern the contamination if it is in

18

groundwater has gone to the rural --

19

MR. NAPIER:

You go to Leroy with the

20

geology out there,

there's very little soil.

21

Whereas with the Jones land,

22

90 feet

23

TIM GAFFNEY:

24

MR. NAPIER!

25

if

the bedrock is 80,

Not even.
Right,

so it's 30 or 40 feet

of soil on the fractured rock that allows water
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1

to move very easily.

Sc there could be someone

3

40 miles away, and if they 1 ve had a

4

tank i t could be in your water.

5

MR, SINGERMAN:

6

Again,

le~king

gas

Any other questions?

if there are no more questions,

7

again,

the comment period ends on the 19th.

8

you think of something you can contact George

9

and, you know,

try to get your comments in by

10

the end of the comment period.

We'll stick

11

around after the meeting if anyone has any

12

questions.

Thank you for coming.

13

(TIME:

S:50 P.M.)

14

*

*

lS
16

17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25
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STATE OF NEW YORK~
COUNTY OF WAYNE:

5

I,

FRANCIS J. LEOGRANDE, being a

6

Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public in and for

7

Wayne County, New

8

reported in machine shorthand the proceedings in

9

the above-styled cause, and that the foregoing

York~

do hereby certify that I

10

pages were typed by computer-assisted

ll

transcription under my personal supervision and

12

constitute a true record of this proceeding.

13

14
15

WITNESS my hand in the County of Wayne,
state of New York.

16

dML

17
l8

FRANCIS J

Notary Pu
c in and
for Monroe County, New York

19

20
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22
23
24
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